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Chapter 335: Chapter 335, the secret of the Divine Alchemist

Pavilion

Qin Yu originally wanted to leave the Divine Alchemist pavilion
directly to avoid bringing trouble to the Divine Alchemist Pavilion.

However, the fifth elder rejected Qin Yu’s idea. He shook his head and
said, “Let’s talk about it when pavilion master returns.”

“If you leave now, you will really bring trouble to the Divine
Alchemist Pavilion.”

Qin Yu thought for a moment, then nodded and said, “Alright, I’ll agree
to it.”

As a man, he had to bear the responsibility. It was not Qin Yu’s style to
just leave like that.

Then, Qin Yu and Peaches left the consultation room together.

After returning to their residence, Peaches said in a deep voice, “When

the pavilion master comes back, I will also testify for you. I believe that
other people will also testify for you.”

Qin Yu smiled and said, “Don’t think too much about it. Just focus on
refining the pill.”

Peach nodded and turned around to walk back.



The Divine Alchemist Pavilion had an extremely rich stock of herbs.
Even the herbs used by the alchemists to practice their skills had
medicinal effects that lasted for decades.

Those that were more than a hundred years old were not worth
mentioning in the Divine Alchemist Pavilion.

“Since I’ve come to the Divine Alchemist Pavilion once, I Can’t just
leave empty-handed,”Qin Yu thought to himself as he sat in the room.

According to the rules of the Divine Alchemist Pavilion, Chen Bei had
the right to receive medicinal herbs for practice.

Thinking of this, Qin Yu stood up and walked towards the storage room.

The storage room of the Divine Alchemist Pavilion was extremely huge.
The moment he got close, Qin Yu felt a strong medicinal fragrance.

And at the entrance of the storage room, there were two apothecaries in
charge of registering and receiving the medicinal herbs.

Qin Yu walked forward and back, indicating his identity and intentions.

The two pharmacists looked at each other, then took out a form and

placed it in front of Qin Yu.

“Pharmacist Qin, Please Register first,”the two of them said politely.

Qin Yu took the form and looked at it carefully.

Besides the name of the boarding party, there was another column on the
form that stated the number of herbs to be collected.



Qin Yu pointed at this column and asked, “How much can each person

receive?”

The two apothecaries smiled and said, “In theory, there is no limit to the
number of herbs, but everyone usually receives eight to ten stalks each
time.”

Qin Yu was immediately shocked!

There was no limit to the number of herbs? Wasn’t this a little too

exaggerated?

The resources of the Divine Alchemist Pavilion were really much larger
than Qin Yu had imagined!

“Then I’ll take one hundred herbs first.”Qin Yu immediately filled in

the last column with a number of one hundred.

“Alright, Please Wait a moment.”An apothecary stood up and went to
the storage room while Qin Yu sat there and waited quietly.

A few minutes later, the apothecary walked back.

He said apologetically, “Apothecary Qin, I’m very sorry. I’m afraid

you can’t take the herbs.”

“Why?”Qin Yu asked, puzzled.

The apothecary didn’t know how to explain for a moment. He stood
there and stammered, unable to speak.



“An apothecary who is about to be expelled from the Divine Alchemist
Pavilion wants to receive the herbs?”At this moment, another person
walked out from the storage room.

This person was none other than the third elder.

Upon seeing the third elder, Qin Yu immediately understood.

He sneered and said, “So it’s you, this old trash, who is causing trouble
in the middle.”

Upon hearing the words “Old Trash”, the third elder’s expression
instantly changed!

“You… What did you call me?”The third elder glared at Qin Yu.

Qin Yu sneered and said, “What, you haven’t heard enough? Fine, I’ll
repeat it again.”

“Old Trash, Old Bastard, old bastard, Old Fart, which one do you
like?”Qin Yu said with a smile that was not a smile.

Third Elder’s face was livid with anger. He pointed at Qin Yu and said
angrily, “You… you…”

“What me? I’m your father. Get lost!”Qin Yu sneered.

Third Elder was so angry that his whole body was trembling!

In all his years in the Divine Alchemist Pavilion, no one had ever
humiliated him like this!



Third Elder held back his anger and said, “Qin Yu, I’m an elder of the

Divine Alchemist Pavilion! Don’t you know what it means to be

superior and inferior!”

Qin Yu sneered and said, “I’m sorry, I really don’t know what it means

to be superior and inferior.”

Third Elder knew that he wouldn’t be able to take advantage of Qin Yu’s
words, so he sneered and said, “Sharp-tongued brat, let me tell you,
with Me Here Today, you can forget about taking half a stalk of herbs!”

“Oh? is that so? I’m going to take it today!”Qin Yu said coldly.

Then, he looked at the two pharmacists who were in charge of
distributing the herbs and said, “Go, get me a hundred stalks of herbs.”

The two pharmacists seemed to be in an extremely difficult position as
they stood there at a loss.

“Hehe, let’s see which one of you dares to go.”The third elder placed
his hands behind his back as he said with a proud expression.

“Pharmacist Qin, we are only doing chores. You… Please don’t make

things difficult for me.”The two pharmacists couldn’t help but laugh
bitterly.

Qin Yu nodded and said, “Don’t worry, I won’t make things difficult
for you. But today, I will definitely take these herbs!”

After saying that, Qin Yu strode towards the storage room.

“What, are you going to snatch it by force? !”Third Elder quickly
moved forward and blocked Qin Yu’s way.



Qin Yu glanced at him and sneered, “According to the rules of the
Divine Alchemist Pavilion, I have the right to take the herbs. You Don’t
have the right to stop me.”

Third Elder said with a cold face, “Nonsense! If you dare to take half a
step into the storage room, you will be regarded as a rebel! The law
enforcement elder will not let you off lightly!”

“Old Fart, don’t put the blame on me. You say that a rebellion is a
rebellion? Who Do you think you are?”Qin Yu sneered.

The third elder was so angry at Qin Yu that his whole body was
trembling, but he had nothing to say.

“Get lost!”Qin Yu scolded coldly.

As his voice fell, a burst of killing intent instantly erupted!

The third elder’s face changed again. He felt a heavy pressure all over
his body, and his internal organs were all impacted.

The third elder knew that he was no match for Qin Yu, so he pointed at
Qin Yu and said, “Good, good. You Wait, you wait!”

After saying that, the third elder flicked his sleeves and left.

Qin Yu snorted coldly and said, “A coward.”

After saying that, Qin Yu strode into the storage room.

It had to be said that this storage room was completely beyond Qin Yu’s
imagination!



It was not like what Qin Yu had thought, thinking that this was a
warehouse.

In fact, this storage room could be said to be a new world! It was
somewhat similar to the great ROC that farmed the fields in the
countryside.

A large piece of land appeared in front of Qin Yu.

Herbs were vivid and lifelike.

Qin Yu looked at the scene in front of him and could not help but
exclaim in surprise, “These herbs… are actually alive?”

He raised his head to look at his surroundings and soon discovered that
there was something extraordinary about it.

This storage room was a huge array that was used to absorb the heaven
and nature’s spiritual energy!

Compared to this array, the spirit gathering array that Qin Yu set up was
simply not worth mentioning!

“No wonder the Divine Alchemist pavilion has such a bountiful
storage…”Qin Yu muttered softly.

Even if it was an ordinary herb, under this kind of environment, its
growth speed would exceed one’s imagination!

“What kind of existence is the pavilion master of the Divine Medicine
Pavilion? To be able to set up such a grand array….”Qin Yu couldn’t
help but sigh in his heart.

Chapter 336: Chapter 336, Pavilion Master’s return



Feeling the Qi/spiritual energy in the storage room, Qin Yu couldn’t
help but feel a little moved.

Looking forward, there were several hundred-year-old herbs growing
luxuriously in the storage room.

Qin Yu swallowed his saliva and even had the thought of sweeping it all
away.

Of course, Qin Yu was only thinking about it.

Plundering like this wasn’t in line with Qin Yu’s temperament.

He took out a hundred herbs that had been around for decades, then
turned around and walked out of the storage room.

“You guys count them. There are a total of a hundred herbs.”Qin Yu
placed the herbs in front of the two of them.

The two pharmacists hurriedly nodded and said, “Pharmacist Qin,
you’d better register them.”

“Okay.”Qin Yu nodded and agreed.

He wrote down his name and the number of herbs on the paper, then put
all these herbs into the spatial magic tool.

After returning to his residence, Qin Yu couldn’t wait to take out these
herbs.

Looking at the herbs on the ground, Qin Yu couldn’t help but have the
illusion of being a rich man.



“Speaking of which, I don’t have any money in my card.”Qin Yu
suddenly thought of a problem.

During this period of time, Qin Yu had spent a lot of money to retrieve
the herbs.

The two billion in his bank account had already started to bottom out.

Therefore, Qin Yu took out his cell phone and called Lei Hu.

After the call was connected, qin yu asked, “How much money do I

still have in my account?”

On the other end, Lei Hu hurriedly said, “Please wait a moment, I’ll go
and check.”

A few minutes later, Lei Hu called back and said somewhat awkwardly,
“Mr. Qin, the money in my account has been used to expand the
company, so…”

“So how much more is there?”Qin Yu asked.

Lei Hu said in a deep voice, “Less than 300 million.”

“300 million…”

This amount was much less than he had imagined.

Although Qin Yu didn’t care about money, in this world, it was difficult
to move without money.

Moreover, money was still hard currency. If he encountered top-grade
herbs one day, he might have to spend a huge amount of assets.



“I got it.”Qin Yu hung up the phone.

He touched his chin and muttered in a low voice, “Looks like I have to
think of a way to get money…”

Before he finished his sentence, the door was suddenly opened.

Then, he saw the third elder walk in angrily.

Beside him were two old men who looked dignified.

“Two law enforcement elders, it’s him!”The third elder pointed at Qin
Yu and said.

“Not only did he forcefully break into the storage room, but he also
stole the herbs! Please punish him severely, law-enforcing elder!”

The two law-enforcing elders in front of him looked at Qin Yu coldly

and said, “Who allowed you to forcefully break into the storage

room?”

Qin Yu stood up and said politely, “Greetings, two law-enforcing
elders.”

Then, Qin Yu told the law-enforcing elders what had happened.

“If it weren’t for this third elder forcefully seizing the herbs, I wouldn’t
have stepped into the storage room rashly,”Qin Yu said with a bow.

“Don’t even think about throwing dirty water on me!”The third elder
said with a strange tone.



“It was clearly you who coveted the herbs and forced your way into the
storage room.”

Qin Yu couldn’t be bothered with the third elder. He bowed and said,
“Two law enforcement elders, I only took hundreds of herbs that had
medicinal effects for decades. This shouldn’t be against the rules,
right?”

The law-enforcing elder said coldly, “No matter what the reason is, you
shouldn’t force your way into the storage room.”

“Yes, yes, yes. He even came to take the pill, Han Shixun!”The third
elder shouted.

The law-enforcing elder looked at Qin Yu coldly and said, “Come with
us.”

Qin Yu frowned. The strength of these two law-enforcing elders was at
the peak of the Martial Grandmaster realm. Qin Yu had almost no chance
of winning in front of them.

“Please Show Mercy, Law Enforcement Elder!”

At this moment, the fifth elder rushed in.

Beside him were Yao Qing and Tao Zi.

The fifth elder walked forward quickly and explained, “Please Show
Mercy, law enforcement elders. All of this is the result of the third
elder’s framing. It has nothing to do with Qin Yu.”

“Bullsh * T!”Third Elder scolded angrily.



Fifth elder snorted and said, “You know very well whether it has

anything to do with you or not.”

“What does it have to do with me? Let me tell you…”

“Enough!”Law enforcement elder interrupted the quarrel between the

two.

He glanced at Qin Yu and said, “No matter what the reason is, you are
not qualified to enter the storage room. According to the rules, we must
punish you. Come with us.”

The fifth elder wanted to say something, but was interrupted by Qin Yu
with a wave of his hand.

He stood up and said, “Okay, I’ll go with you.”

Then, Qin Yu was taken away from the mansion by the two law

enforcement elders.

“Fifth elder, what should we do? Will Mr. Qin Be Okay?”Yao Qing
asked anxiously.

The fifth elder waved his hand and said, “The pavilion master will
come back tomorrow. Let Her make the decision.”

“Hehe, the pavilion master will definitely not let go of this kid who
doesn’t know the immensity of Heaven and Earth!”The third elder said
with a strange tone.

The fifth elder looked at the third elder coldly and said, “You will pay
the price for what you have done.”



“Hahaha, I want to see how you will make me pay the price!”The third
elder snorted coldly and then left with a flick of his sleeve.

…

Qin Yu was brought to a dark room by the law enforcement elder.

The room looked slightly damaged, but what surprised Qin Yu was that
a formation was also set up here!

In this formation, Qin Yu’s strength was greatly suppressed. It was
impossible for him to escape from here.

“You stay here first. The matter is complicated. We will make a

decision when pavilion master comes back,”said one of the law
enforcement elders.

“Qin Yu, we have heard of your deeds and believe that you were framed.
However, we have to follow the rules,”said the other law enforcement

elder.

It could be seen that they did not like the third elder either.

Qin Yu nodded and said, “I understand. Thank you, Elders.”

The two of them did not say anything more. They turned around and
walked out.

To Qin Yu, this so-called cage was nothing. He would sleep wherever
he slept.

Moreover, the more difficult the environment was, the more it could
train one’s willpower.



Qin Yu sat cross-legged on the ground and closed his eyes slightly.

His state of mind became more and more stable, as if he was in his own
world.

…

The next day was the day the Pavilion Master of the Medicine God
Pavilion returned.

And in the early morning, two law enforcement elders walked in.

“Qin Yu, you can go out, but don’t wander around. When the pavilion

master returns, he will definitely summon you,”said the law
enforcement elder.

Qin Yu cupped his hands and said, “Thank you two elders.”

After saying that, Qin Yu turned around and walked out of the cage.

At noon, all the medicine masters of the Medicine God Pavilion, big and
small, gathered in the square.

Under the leadership of the first elder, the eight elders quietly waited for
the return of the pavilion master.

“Kid, when the pavilion master comes back, I’ll see what you will
do!”The third elder looked at Qin Yu with a gloomy look.

Chapter 337: Chapter 337. The Divine Alchemist Pavilion wasn’

t afraid of anyone!



Qin Yu couldn’t be bothered with this third elder. In any case, he was
already prepared to leave the Divine Alchemist Pavilion, so he wasn’t
afraid at all.

The group of people stood under the Sun, quietly waiting for the return

of the Divine Alchemist Pavilion’s Pavilion Master.

Time flew by, and in the blink of an eye, an hour had passed.

Under the sun, everyone was sweating profusely.

“Why isn’t the Pavilion Master Back Yet?”Qin Yu couldn’t help but
frown.

Peach said from the side, “Who knows? Don’t these so-called big shots
have to put on airs?”

Qin Yu spread his hands and spoke as if there was nothing wrong with
his words.

At this moment, a car finally appeared at the entrance of the Medicine
God Pavilion.

At a glance, a rolls-royce was glistening under the sunlight.

After the car stopped, two men quickly got out of the car and opened the
back door.

Not long after, a young girl got out of the car.

The young girl looked like she was only 17 or 18 years old. Her
snow-white skin was like cream, and her thighs were slender and fair.
She was extremely sexy.



And on her face, there was an indescribable coldness. It did not seem to

match her age.

Qin Yu muttered, “Pavilion Master has a Daughter?”

“Don’t talk nonsense! She is the Pavilion Master!”Someone beside him
scolded softly.

Qin Yu’s face was immediately filled with shock, and his mouth was
wide open.

This young lady was the famous Pavilion Master of the Divine
Alchemist Pavilion?

“Pavilion Master… is actually a child?”Qin Yu could not help but say.

“I told you not to spout nonsense! Pavilion Master is already over sixty
years old!”The person beside him said with widened eyes.

This immediately made Qin Yu even more shocked! This little girl was
actually over sixty years old? How the hell did she take care of herself?

“Welcome Back, Pavilion Master!”The moment the medicine God
Pavilion Master stepped in, everyone shouted in unison!

The Pavilion Master’s face was expressionless, looking somewhat cold.

In the face of everyone’s welcome, she acted as if she didn’t see it.

Everyone uniformly opened a path for the pavilion master, and each
person’s face was filled with respect.



Qin Yu couldn’t help but feel a little curious. He tried to release his
spiritual sense, wanting to test the pavilion master’s strength.

However, the moment Qin Yu’s spiritual sense stretched out, it was
forcefully cut off!

At the same time, the pavilion master’s gaze also landed on Qin Yu.

The coldness on her face became even stronger!

Not only that, the pavilion master also walked towards Qin Yu step by
step.

Although she only had the appearance of a teenager, the powerful aura
on her body still made people break out in cold sweat!

“Kid, you’re dead meat!”Seeing this, the third elder couldn’t help but
sneer in her heart.

Soon, the pavilion master walked to Qin Yu.

She looked at Qin Yu coldly and said, “You seem to be very interested

in me.”

Everyone was frightened at this moment!

“Pavilion master, he…”

“Did I ask you?”The fifth elder was about to explain, but was
interrupted by the pavilion master coldly.

The fifth elder immediately fell silent, not daring to say a single word.



Under such a powerful pressure, Qin Yu grinned.

“Pavilion Master, as the Pavilion Master of the Divine Alchemist
Pavilion, I don’t think anyone would be uninterested, right?”Qin Yu
said truthfully.

“Qin Yu, pay attention to your attitude when you speak!”The fifth elder
reminded anxiously.

Qin Yu did not feel anything.

He did not believe that the pavilion master would do anything to him
just because of a sentence.

“You are that new Qin Yu?”The pavilion master sized up Qin Yu, and
a strange color seemed to flash in his eyes.

This could not help but make Qin Yu feel a little strange.

Because… He kept feeling that he had an indescribable unique feeling
towards this pavilion master.

“Yes, greetings, Pavilion Master.”Qin Yu did not think much and
replied politely.

The pavilion master nodded slightly and turned to leave.

At this moment, third elder walked up quickly.

“Pavilion Master, I Have Something to tell you!”Third Elder said
anxiously.

The pavilion master glanced at him and motioned for him to continue.



Third Elder pointed at Qin Yu and said, “Pavilion Master, this Qin Yu
has disregarded the rules of the Divine Alchemist Pavilion! He even beat
someone up!”

“The young master of the Han family, Han Shixun, came to the Divine
Alchemist Pavilion to get the medicine, but his Dantian was shattered by
his kick!”

Hearing this, everyone could not help but suck in a breath of cold air!

Fifth Elder’s expression was extremely ugly! There was even a trace of
sweat on his forehead.

“Pavilion Master, it was that Han Shixun who provoked him first! Qin
Yu refined a pill for him many times, but he deliberately made things
difficult for him!”Peach hurriedly explained.

“Pavilion master, just as Tao Zi said, Han Shixun indeed intended to
make things difficult for Qin Yu.”Fifth Elder also hurriedly said.

“Moreover… the one who should have received Han Shixun should
have been third elder!”

“Third elder clearly knows that Qin Yu has a grudge with the Han
family, but he deliberately let Qin Yu receive Han Shixun! All of this
has something to do with third elder!”

Third Elder did not panic at all. He said indifferently, “I don’t know
whether there is a grudge or not. I only know that he hit someone, and it
was not an ordinary person!”

“Pavilion Master, this is breaking the medicine God Pavilion’s Rules!”



The pavilion master did not say a word, and the scene was even more
silent.

The tense atmosphere made it difficult for people to breathe.

Finally, the pavilion master spoke.

She turned around and glanced at third elder. She said indifferently, “So
you think that the Medicine Master of Our Medicine God Pavilion
should swallow his anger in the face of provocation?”

The third elder’s expression immediately changed when she heard these
words!

This…What did this mean? Could it be that the pavilion master felt that

there was no problem with Qin Yu’s actions?

Even Qin Yu couldn’t help but be dumbstruck! The pavilion master’s
attitude was completely different from what Qin Yu thought!

“Pavilion master, but… but this is after all breaking the rules that you

set…”the third elder said with some unwillingness to give up.

The pavilion master said coldly, “Indeed, pharmacists can not hit people,
but under the premise of mutual respect.”

“Being humiliated in public, don’t tell me you have to bow and scrape?
That’s called cowardice.”

The pavilion master’s clear attitude shocked almost everyone!



They even suspected that Qin Yu and the Pavilion Master had some
special relationship! Otherwise, why would they protect Qin Yu so

much!

“Pavilion Master, Han Shixun is after all a member of the Han clan in
Jingdu. Since Qin Yu crippled Han Shixun, the Han clan will not let this
matter rest…”the third elder said with an embarrassed smile.

The pavilion master said coldly, “What, Do You Think Our Divine
Alchemist Pavilion is afraid of the Han Clan?”

When these words were said, everyone sucked in a breath of cold air!

It seemed that the pavilion master was going to protect Qin Yu!

“Pavilion Master, this Qin Yu is tarnishing the image of our Divine
Alchemist Pavilion!”Third Elder was still unwilling to give up.

The pavilion master’s expression finally turned cold.

Even the others could not help but secretly curse third elder for being an
idiot.

The pavilion master’s attitude was clearly trying to protect this Qin Yu!
This third elder was still not giving up. wasn’t he seeking his own
death?

“Han Shixun should have been received by you, but you handed this job
that belongs to you to Qin Yu.”

“To the root of it, you are the culprit,”the pavilion master said coldly.



At this point, the pavilion master swept his gaze over everyone and said
coldly, “The Divine Alchemist Pavilion is not afraid of anyone. I will
naturally give an explanation to the Han clan.”

“As for you, from today onwards, you are no longer an elder of the
Divine Alchemist Pavilion. You are demoted to an ordinary
alchemist..”The pavilion master looked coldly at the third elder.

Chapter 338: Chapter 338, collapsing Han Wei

Pavilion Master’s words caused third elder’s expression to turn
extremely ugly.

He had never expected pavilion master to have such an attitude!

Not only did he not deal with Qin Yu, he even stripped him of his

position as an elder!

“Pavilion Master, third elder abdicating. I think Qin Yu is a good
choice!”Fifth Elder seized this opportunity and quickly said.

Pavilion master glanced at Qin Yu and said indifferently, “Not everyone
can be the Pavilion Master of the Divine Alchemist Pavilion.”

“Pavilion Master, Qin Yu Has Blue Spirit Fire! And I personally saw
him refine a pill with his hands!”Fifth Elder said excitedly.

Pavilion master frowned slightly. After a moment of silence, she said
indifferently, “We can give him a chance.”

“Thank you, Pavilion Master!”The fifth elder was beyond excited!



And the third elder felt like vomiting blood!

This was simply killing someone’s heart!

The pavilion master did not stay any longer and turned around to leave
the square.

After she left, everyone also surrounded her and congratulated Qin Yu.

“Apothecary Qin, Congratulations!”

“What is your relationship with the Pavilion Master? Why is she so

biased towards you?”

“That’s right, I’ve never seen the pavilion master so easy to talk to!”

In fact, not only were they suspicious, even Qin Yu himself felt puzzled.

The pavilion master’s attitude was indeed somewhat abnormal.

“Qin Yu, don’t be complacent for too long!”Third Elder said through
gritted teeth.

Qin Yu said with a faint smile, “As expected, a good-for-nothing is a
good-for-nothing. You’ve already been fired, do you still have the face
to stay here?”

“That’s right. If it were me, I wouldn’t be able to stand this anger.”Yao
Qing also muttered.

Third elder gritted his teeth. He snorted coldly and turned around to
leave.



After that, Qin Yu didn’t stay here any longer.

He went to the Elder’s residence with fifth elder.

It could be seen that fifth elder was quite fond of Qin Yu.

Fifth Elder was simply happier than Qin Yu that Qin Yu could become
an elder.

“Qin Yu, tell me, do you know the Pavilion Master?”The fifth elder
asked carefully.

Qin Yu shook his head and said with a wry smile, “I’ve never seen him
before.”

“That’s really strange,”the fifth elder muttered.

“You’d rather offend the Han family for you? It’s really unbelievable.”

Although Qin Yu had doubts in his heart, he did not think much about it.

Perhaps it was because the pavilion master had taken a fancy to his
talent.

“Qin Yu, prepare yourself. If you want to become an elder, you have to
go through an assessment.”Fifth Elder stood up and said.

He patted Qin Yu’s shoulder and said, “Didn’t you say that you don’t
want to stay in the Divine Alchemist Pavilion? As long as you become

an elder, you can come and go as you please. Moreover, your salary
will be much higher than before.”

“Really?”Qin Yu said with some pleasant surprise.



“Of course.”Fifth Elder said with a faint smile.

Originally, Qin Yu didn’t have much feelings towards the position of
Elder. But after hearing fifth Elder’s words, Qin Yu immediately
changed his mind.

After fifth elder left, Qin Yu began to search for the pill formula.

In order to ensure that he could pass the test, Qin Yu planned to refine a
nine transformation golden pill!

Anyway, the divine medicine pavilion did not lack herbs. A nine

transformation golden pill was enough to pass the test.

At this moment, Qin Yu’s phone suddenly rang.

He picked up the phone and saw that it was an unfamiliar number from
Jingdu.

Qin Yu looked at the phone number and thought for a moment before
picking up the call.

“Qin Yu, you are really audacious!”As soon as the call was picked up,
he heard a hoarse roar!

Although the voice was not familiar, Qin Yu quickly guessed the other

party’s identity.

“Han Wei?”Qin Yu raised his eyebrows and pressed the recording
button.



Han Wei on the other end said coldly, “You actually crippled my Han

family’s disciple’s Dantian in public! Qin Yu, you really don’t know
what’s good for you!”

Qin Yu curled his lips and said, “Don’t be anxious and don’t be jealous.
In another half a year, I will also Cripple Yours.”

“You!”Han Wei was so angry that smoke was coming out of his seven

orifices. He couldn’t contain his anger! His phone was about to explode
from his grasp!

“Qin Yu, let me tell you. It’s no longer a grudge between us. It’s
between you and the entire Han family!”Han Wei said coldly.

“Do you have anything else? If there’s nothing else, I’ll hang up first. I
still have to cultivate properly and wait to wring your dog’s head,”Qin
Yu said impatiently.

Han Wei suppressed his anger and said darkly, “Let’s see how long you

can be arrogant. Don’t think that I really don’t dare to do anything to
you!”

Hearing this, Qin Yu immediately said in surprise, “Mr. Han, are you
threatening me? Are You Afraid of Me? Don’t we have a half-year
agreement?”

Han Wei sneered and said, “This agreement is only valid if I admit it. If
I don’t admit it, then he’s just a Fart! Do you really think that I care
about those lowlifes on the Martial Arts Forum?”



“TSK TSK, the young masters of aristocratic families really have a
sense of superiority. If you want to come, then come.”Qin Yu snorted
coldly.

Han Wei gritted his teeth and said, “Qin Yu, let me tell you, as long as
I…”

Before Han Wei could finish his harsh words, a “Du du du”sound came
from the phone.

“This bastard actually dared to hang up on me! I want to kill him, I
want to kill him!”Han Wei’s eyes were wide open as he raised his head

and roared angrily!

On the other end, Qin Yu couldn’t help but touch his chin after he hung
up the phone.

“It seems that this agreement has very little binding force on Han Wei.
It’s time to add fuel to the fire,”Qin Yu thought to himself.

Qin Yu recorded the conversation with Han Wei and made a simple cut.
Then, he called the Jiang Bei Martial Arts Association’s reporter, Li
Ruodan.

After the call was connected, Qin Yu quickly revealed his identity.

Li Ruodan said excitedly, “Mr. Qin? Why are you calling me?”

Qin Yu smiled and said, “I have a recording here. It’s an important
piece of information. Do you want it?”

“Important piece of information? Of course I want it!”Li Ruodan said
excitedly.



“Okay, I’ll send it to you later.”Qin Yu hung up the phone.

Then, Qin Yu sent the edited recording to Li Ruodan.

After Li Ruodan listened to the recording, she immediately replied to
Qin Yu excitedly, “Mr. Qin, this news will definitely be more popular
than before. Thank you so much! If there’s a chance, I’ll definitely treat
you to a meal!”

Qin Yu did not reply.

He believed that this recording would definitely bring pressure to the
Han family.

Even if they were the top ten families, they would definitely not do

whatever they wanted.

Although Qin Yu’s methods were somewhat despicable, in order to
protect himself, there was no other way.

…

The next day, this news was released on the Martial Arts Forum.

As Qin Yu expected, this news quickly blew up the entire martial arts

forum!

Especially when Han Wei said “A bunch of bugs on the martial arts
forum”, it ignited the anger of the people!

“This Han family is too arrogant. They actually said that we are bugs?”

“What is he pretending for? who is he scolding? !”



“Looks like this big family isn’t much. They are actually afraid of Qin
Yu? Otherwise, why would they threaten us?”

“Hur Hur, the Han family is only so-so.”

Countless comments quickly spread.

And when Han Wei saw the news on the martial arts forum, he was so
angry that his entire body trembled!

“Despicable, Shameless!”Han Wei grabbed his phone and slammed it

on the ground!

At this moment, the butler walked in from outside.

He said carefully, “Young master, the master wants to see you….”

Chapter 339: Chapter 339. You can only win, you can not lose

Hearing this, Han Wei’s expression could not help but change.

He had a bad feeling in his heart.

“I got it.”Han Wei waved his hand.

However, the Butler still did not go out. He stood there with an
embarrassed smile.

Han Wei frowned and said, “I said I got it. Don’t you understand?”

The butler said awkwardly, “Master… he wants you to go over

immediately.”



“I F * cking understand!”Han Wei grabbed the item on the table and

threw it over!

After all, Han Wei was at the pinnacle of the Martial Grandmaster realm.
Even though he threw it casually, it contained an extremely powerful
force!

The Butler’s expression changed drastically. With his ability, he
couldn’t avoid it even if he wanted to!

At this moment, a ray of light lit up and directly shattered the display.

“What, I Can’t Call You Anymore?”Then, he saw a man in his forties

appear at the door.

Seeing this man, Han Wei hurriedly stood up and said nervously,
“Dad…”

This man was Han Wei’s father, Han Meng, one of the true power
holders of the Han family.

Han Meng slowly walked towards Han Wei. He waved his hand and
said to the butler, “You can go out first.”

“Yes, Master.”The Butler bowed and quickly walked out.

The door was closed. In the huge room, there were only Han Meng and
Han Wei.

Although Han Wei was arrogant and domineering to the outside world,
in front of Han Meng, he was like a shivering cat.



“Dad…”Han Wei opened his mouth and was about to speak when Han
Meng slapped him on the face!

This slap sent Han Wei flying!

“Trash! You’ve disgraced the Han family!”Han Meng said coldly.

He pointed at the content on the phone screen and said, “What is this?
You’ve disgraced the Han family!”

HanWei got up from the ground. He covered his face and explained in a
low voice, “Dad, I will take care of it as soon as possible…”

“Take care of it? Take care of my ass!”Han Meng said angrily.

“I am a member of the Han family, but I am being led by the nose by a

low-level bug. is your brain filled with dog shit?”

Han Wei said with some grievance, “Dad, I didn’t expect him to be so

shameless. I… I will go kill him now!”

“Kill your mother! Why did you do it earlier!”Han Meng kicked Han
Wei in the stomach again.

“As the son of the Han family, you actually went to bet with some

bottom-level person in Jiangcheng. Don’t you think it’s embarrassing?”

Han Wei got up from the ground again, not daring to say anything.

The atmosphere fell into a short silence.

At this time, Han Meng looked at Han Wei and said coldly, “This Qin
Yu has a good relationship with Yan Ruoxue, right?”



“Yes! And not long ago, he went to the Yan family! I heard that old
Mister Yan thinks highly of him…”Han Meng hurriedly said.

When Han Meng heard this, he slapped Han Wei’s face again.

“Why didn’t you get rid of him earlier? You can actually keep such a

potential threat until now!”Han Meng said coldly.

“Now that everyone has their eyes on the Han family, it’s too late to
make a move, you trash!”

Han Meng’s anger poured out wantonly.

However, Han Wei didn’t dare to talk back and could only silently

endure it.

“Dad, now… What should I do now…”after hesitating over and over

again, Han Wei still asked in a low voice.

Han Meng said in a deep voice, “Just wait. Wait for Old Mister Yan to

pass away. It’s said that he has been in a very bad condition recently and
has already been hospitalized.”

“Really?”Han Wei immediately said excitedly.

Han Meng nodded and said, “Remember, the marriage between the Han
family and the Yan family can only succeed, not fail.”

“As for this Qin Yu, you have to get rid of him.”

Han Wei hurriedly nodded and said, “Don’t worry, I’ll send people
right now…”



“Send your mother’s people!”Before Han Wei could finish speaking,
Han Meng threw the cigarette butt at Han Wei’s face.

“If you send your men to kill him now, does the Han family still have
any face left?”

HanWei’s expression was a little ugly. He said in a low voice, “Father,
I understand what you mean. Don’t worry, this Qin Yu is only a
grandmaster. Killing him would be effortless for me…”

Hearing this, Han Meng’s expression eased up slightly.

“During this period of time, you have to do your best in closed-door
cultivation,”Han Meng said coldly.

“Old Mister Yan has a few loyal subordinates by his side. I hope you
can personally get rid of them when the time comes.”

“Yes, father,”Han Wei replied in a low voice.

…

While the outside world was in an uproar, Qin Yu acted as if nothing
had happened.

He borrowed the dense qi/spiritual energy of the divine medicine
pavilion to cultivate all day long.

It had to be said that under such circumstances, the speed of his
cultivation was indeed much faster.

In just three days, Qin Yu had successfully stepped into the second level
of the monastic stage.



“With the backing of the Divine Alchemist Pavilion, the gap in
resources between me and the Han family would not be so big,”Qin Yu
thought to himself.

At this moment, the fifth elder walked in from outside.

He looked at Qin Yu and said, “Qin Yu, are you ready?”

Qin Yu hurriedly stood up and said, “Fifth elder, I have long been
ready.”

Fifth Elder nodded and said in a deep voice, “I have bad news for you.
There is still one more person participating in this elder competition.”

“There is still one more person?”Qin Yu was a little surprised.

Fifth elder nodded and said, “As long as the position of Elder is vacant,
there will definitely be someone competing. It is not limited to the
Divine Alchemist Pavilion. The celebrities in society will also use this

opportunity to step into the Divine Alchemist Pavilion.”

At this point, the fifth elder paused for a moment and continued, “And
this person comes from the Han family.”

“The Han Family?”Qin Yu’s expression changed slightly.

He said in a deep voice, “Pavilion master’s meaning… could it be that

you want me to lose to him on Purpose?”

After all, Qin Yu had injured a member of the Han family, and pavilion
master had promised to give the Han family an explanation.

Giving the Han family a position of elder might be the best method.



However, the fifth elder shook his head and said, “No, the pavilion
master wants you to win.”

This immediately shocked Qin Yu.

He never expected that the pavilion master’s temper was actually so
similar to his!

“Qin Yu, so your task is very heavy.”The fifth elder exhorted.

Qin Yu stood up and said, “Fifth Elder, don’t worry. I will definitely
not let the pavilion master down.”

“Okay, then get ready. See You in the Hall at two o’clock in the
afternoon.”Fifth Elder stood up and then turned to leave.

“The Han family…”Qin Yu couldn’t help but secretly laugh in his
heart.

The Han family probably thought that the divine alchemist pavilion
would give face to the Han family, right?

“Unfortunately, your Han family will miscalculate.”Qin Yu sneered.

…

That afternoon, Qin Yu arrived at the hall according to the agreed time.

Many pharmacists had been waiting here long ago, and Tao Zi and Yao
Qing were no exception.

“Qin Yu, you can’t lose,”Tao Zi said.

Qin Yu smiled and said, “Don’t worry, I Won’t lose.”



As soon as he said that, a young man walked in from outside the door.

The young man was wearing a robe and looked a bit strange.

His face, however, surprised Qin Yu greatly.

“It’s actually you? !”Looking at the Young Man’s face, Qin Yu
couldn’t help but be stunned.
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This person was none other than Luo Cheng from the Chuzhou Chinese
Medical Association! Zhou Tong’s disciple!

In front of him, Luo Cheng’s expression had become somewhat sinister.
His entire person had also become much thinner, and even his human
appearance could no longer be seen.

Qin Yu frowned and said, “Luo Cheng, how did you become like this?
Did you… cultivate some evil technique?”

Luo Cheng said with a vicious face, “It’s all because of you…”

“Because of me?”Qin Yu frowned slightly.

“I didn’t do anything to you back then, right?”

Luo Cheng said angrily, “Didn’t do anything? Because of you, my
pride, which I have always been proud of, was completely shattered!
My Dream also collapsed!”

“If it weren’t for you, I would definitely become the President of the
Chinese Medical Association and be respected by thousands of people!”



“But it was your appearance that broke everything for me!”

Qin Yu couldn’t help but shake his head and said, “Luo Cheng, your
self-esteem is too fragile. Why, just because I beat you, your
self-esteem is hurt?”

“You don’t understand,”Luo Cheng said coldly.

“You don’t know at all what kind of state of mind a person who has
been praised since young is in.”

Qin Yu looked at Luo Cheng and said coldly, “Luo Cheng, it’s your
own thoughts that have gone wrong. It’s your desire that can’t support
your ambition.”

“Cut the crap!”Luo Cheng said coldly.

“I’m now a member of the Han family! You have no right to criticize
me in front of me!”

Qin Yu didn’t say anything more.

Qin Yu was still a little surprised at Luo Cheng’s development.

Back then, Qin Yu had thought highly of Luo Cheng, but he didn’t
expect him to take a wrong path.

From Luo Cheng’s condition, he must have cultivated some evil
technique that caused him to become like this, neither human nor ghost.

“Pavilion Master Is Here!”

At this moment, a loud shout came from outside.



Then, he saw the pavilion master, accompanied by many law

enforcement elders, slowly walk in.

“Greetings, Pavilion Master of the Divine Alchemist Pavilion.”Luo
Cheng bowed slightly to the pavilion master.

The pavilion master nodded slightly. He did not seem to be too surprised

by Luo Cheng’s appearance.

After the pavilion master arrived, he announced that the election had
officially begun.

Two medicinal cauldrons were placed in the middle, and a pile of rare
herbs were freely available for the two of them to use.

Luo Cheng Glanced at Qin Yu with a sinister look, and then sneered,
“Qin Yu, after half a year, I am no longer the Luo Cheng from back

then.”

As soon as he said that, he saw Luo Cheng Open his palm!

A ball of blue spiritual fire jumped on Luo Cheng’s palm!

Everyone couldn’t help but suck in a breath of cold air!

This Luo Cheng was also a blue spiritual fire!

“You… aren’t you a red spiritual fire?”Qin Yu said with a frown.

Luo Cheng sneered, “This blue spiritual fire was given to me by the Han
family. The Han family gave me everything!”

“Spiritual fire… can be given away?”Qin Yu was even more confused.



Luo Cheng snorted coldly and didn’t say anything more.

He put the herbs into the cauldron one after another and then began to
refine the pill.

It had to be said that Luo Cheng’s pill refining technique could be said to
have improved at a godly speed.

In just half a year, his control over the blue spiritual fire had reached the
stage of perfection!

This technique left everyone dumbstruck. Even Qin Yu felt a trace of
pressure.

Therefore, Qin Yu did not dare to waste any more time. He immediately
threw the herbs into the cauldron and began to refine the pill.

This time, Qin Yu still did not change his choice to refine the pill. It was
still the nine transformation golden pill.

The nine transformation golden pill was known as a divine medicine.
Even in the Divine Alchemist pavilion, very few people could refine it.

As for the Han family, there was no need to mention it. Qin Yu did not
believe that they had such a strong foundation.

Most importantly, Qin Yu needed fewer herbs to refine the nine
revolutions golden pill than the others.

Under everyone’s watchful eyes, two balls of blue flames danced within
the medicinal cauldron.



The speed of the two people was almost equal, and the grade of the pill
seemed to be earth grade.

Time passed by minute by minute, and in the blink of an eye, the sky
gradually darkened.

The pill within the Qin Jade Cauldron had already begun to slowly take
shape.

On the other hand, Luo Cheng’s pill seemed to be one step short!

This couldn’t help but make Luo Cheng’s expression turn somewhat
ugly, and even a trace of anxiety flashed across his face!

It was precisely because of the change in his state of mind that Luo
Cheng’s flame had deviated.

“Hu!”

The blue spiritual fire was extremely agitated, directly burning the herbs
in the cauldron into ashes!

“How… how could this be!”Luo Cheng became even more panicked.

He stared at the herbs in his cauldron that had turned into ashes, and a
hint of despair flashed across his face.

And at this moment, Qin Yu’s nine transformation golden pill had
apparently been successfully refined.

The Pill Cloud in the sky was also slowly condensing.

“Buzz!”



A Ray of light flashed, and the Nine Revolutions Golden Pill landed in
Qin Yu’s hand.

The scene immediately erupted into thunderous applause, and the
pavilion master’s eyes flashed with a hint of admiration.

Qin Yu handed the nine revolutions Golden Pill to the Elder, and then
looked at Luo Cheng.

“Luo Cheng, you lost,”Qin Yu said in a deep voice.

Luo Cheng acted as if he did not hear it, and only kept muttering, “How
could this be, how could this be…”

Seeing Luo Cheng’s attitude, Qin Yu could not help but sigh and say,
“Luo Cheng, you don’t have to be sad. Your talent is not bad. I believe
that the pavilion master will let you stay in the Divine Alchemist
Pavilion.”

To Any Alchemist, the Divine Alchemist Pavilion was the most sacred
hall in their hearts. Luo Cheng was no exception.

Being able to join the Divine Alchemist Pavilion was the best proof of
alchemy skills.

However, Luo Cheng Glared angrily at Qin Yu as if he had gone mad!

A trace of grief and indignation flashed across his face, and his body
trembled slightly.

“Stay in the Divine Alchemist Pavilion? Qin Yu, what you said is so
easy!”Luo Cheng practically roared out these words!



He said with some pain, “You are an elder of the Divine Alchemist
Pavilion, High and mighty, respected by tens of thousands of people,
and yet I have become this neither human nor ghost appearance!”

“In order to get this blue flame, I tried my best to please the Han family.
I was willing to work hard for them…”

“But even so, they didn’t treat me as a human at all!”

“All of this is because of you. It’s all because of you! If I hadn’t met
you, I wouldn’t have gone crazy and wanted to get this flame!”

Luo Cheng’s craziness made people full of doubts.

Qin Yu frowned and said, “It’s just a loss, why are you so agitated?
Although you didn’t become an elder this time, it’s not certain in the
future…”

“I don’t have a chance, I don’t have a Chance!”Luo Cheng roared
angrily!

“If I can’t beat you today, I will die here… to the Han family, my
value… is over…”

“I don’t want to die, I don’t want to die…”Luo Cheng’s face began to

twist, and his entire body began to tremble crazily!

Qin Yu’s expression changed, and he said with a frown, “Luo Cheng,
what… is wrong with you?”

“Hu!”



At this moment, Luo Cheng’s entire body was suddenly enveloped by

the spiritual fire! His entire body turned into a Burning Man!

He danced his body and rushed towards Qin Yu at an extremely fast
speed!

Wherever he went, he would be contaminated by the blue spiritual fire
and directly turn into ashes!

The entire hall instantly became extremely chaotic!

The numerous pharmacists were fleeing in all directions!

“Whoosh!”

In the blink of an eye, Luo Cheng arrived in front of Qin Yu. His fists
that were wrapped in flames fiercely smashed towards Qin Yu!

“I don’t want to die… I don’t want to die….”in the depths of the flames,
Luo Cheng’s pained voice could still be heard.
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girlfriend

The spiritual fire seemed to have lost control, and Luo Cheng was in

extreme pain.

His fist arrived in front of Qin Yu almost in an instant!

Even Qin Yu didn’t dare to neglect the body that was wrapped in the
spiritual fire.

He hurriedly circulated his spiritual power and met it head-on.



“Clang!”A loud sound rang out! Qin Yu’s fist was instantly injured by
the spiritual fire! Black cracks appeared one after another!

Qin Yu took two steps back and said with a frown, “As expected of the
spiritual fire. Its power is indeed extraordinary.”

Luo Cheng’s body was still rushing towards Qin Yu!

Qin Yu could clearly feel that Luo Cheng’s consciousness was
becoming increasingly dispirited.

“Kill him.”At this moment, the pavilion master who had been sitting in
front suddenly waved his hand slightly.

Upon hearing this order, the eight law enforcement elders of the Divine

Alchemist Pavilion immediately stepped forward!

A terrifying pressure instantly spread out!

Just as they were about to make their move, qin yu suddenly shouted,
“Wait!”

The law enforcement elders’actions immediately stopped in midair.
They subconsciously looked at the pavilion master as if they were
waiting for his order.

The pavilion master nodded slightly, as if he also wanted to see what
tricks Qin Yu was up to.

Luo Cheng, who was wrapped in flames, was still charging towards the
manic attack.



And this time, Qin Yu did not choose to take it head-on. Instead, he
relied on his nimble body to dodge repeatedly.

Qin Yu indeed dodged, but this hall was destroyed beyond recognition.

Just as everyone was worried, Qin Yu suddenly shouted!

Following that, Qin Yu’s body was enveloped by a blue light!

This light rapidly turned into flames!

The intensity of the flames even surpassed Luo Cheng’s!

The two flames collided in an instant!

The sizzling sound was incessant!

Everyone was flabbergasted and dumbstruck, as if they didn’t
understand what Qin Yu was trying to do.

Even the pavilion master, who had been expressionless the entire time,
had a flash of surprise on his face!

“Sou!”

Luo Cheng charged towards Qin Yu once again!

This time, Qin Yu didn’t Dodge, instead, he roared repeatedly!

The veins on his forehead bulged, and boundless spiritual energy flowed
through his dantian into his entire body!



In the next second, the Flames on Qin Yu’s body expanded explosively
once again!

This blue spiritual fire actually spread out in all directions!

When everyone saw this, they hurriedly ran to the side!

Even the law enforcement elder couldn’t help but feel a little nervous.

After all, spiritual fire was the purest fire in the world, and its power
was beyond imagination!

Beads of sweat were left on Qin Yu’s forehead, and a golden glow was

flickering between his brows.

It was obvious that the move Qin Yu used seemed to be extremely
strenuous.

“Ah! !”

Finally! Following Qin Yu’s furious roar, the spiritual flames that spread
out in all directions actually condensed once again!

The spiritual flames seemed to be controlled by Qin Yu as they swept
out with Luo Cheng as the center!

In a short instant, Qin Yu’s enormous spiritual flames directly wrapped

around Luo Cheng!

“Ah! !”

Waves of anguished wails sounded from Luo Cheng’s mouth!

His physical body seemed to have been deprived of his soul!



On the other hand, the cold sweat on Qin Yu’s face became denser and
denser, and his teeth seemed to be on the verge of being crushed!

“Ah!”

With another explosive roar, Qin Yu seemed to have gone mad!

The spirit energy in his body became extremely violent and surged out
crazily!

And the spirit fire expanded explosively once again!

“Hu…”

After an unknown amount of time, the violent power in the air began to
slowly disappear.

And the spiritual fire on Luo Cheng’s body was actually forcefully
stripped out by the spiritual fire emitted by Qin Yu!

Luo Cheng fell to the ground with a “Plop”sound.

And the flame that lingered in the air slowly returned to Qin Yu’s body!

The surroundings became quiet. No one knew what had happened.

Qin Yu wiped the sweat from his forehead and muttered softly, “Sure
enough.”

On the stage, the pavilion master’s eyes exploded with a bright light!

A rare smile appeared on her face.



“Qin Yu, you are really a genius.”The pavilion master said
indifferently.

Hearing the Pavilion Master’s praise, Qin Yu appeared a little
embarrassed. The people around couldn’t understand their conversation.

“Luo Cheng’s flame was forcefully turned into his own?”The Pavilion
Master said with a faint smile.

Qin Yu scratched his head and said, “Just now, Luo Cheng said that his
flame was given by the Han family. I was thinking that since it could be
given, then it must be swallowed.”

“So you used an even larger spirit fire to forcibly seize Luo Cheng’s
Spirit Fire?”The pavilion master slightly praised.

Qin Yu nodded and said, “Yes, I was only guessing whether it would

succeed or not. Actually, I wasn’t sure either. Fortunately, the result
was good.”

“This requires an extremely strong ability to control the spiritual fire.
The slightest carelessness could result in a backlash. Aren’t you
afraid?”The pavilion master said.

“Of course I’m afraid.”Qin Yu said with a bitter smile.

“But I was born without a background, and I don’t have much time. If I
don’t take the risk, I’m afraid I’ll never get the chance.”Qin Yu sighed
and said.

The pavilion master’s eyes filled with admiration for Qin Yu.



She slowly stood up and said indifferently, “From today onwards, you
are the Divine Alchemist Pavilion’s Third Elder.”

Once these words were said, the entire place went into an uproar!

They originally thought that Qin Yu would take the back seat, but they
didn’t expect her to directly replace the third elder’s position!

The pavilion master didn’t stay any longer. She took light steps and
disappeared into the hall in the blink of an eye.

The people around her gulped.

After listening to the pavilion master’s explanation, they were

immediately filled with admiration for Qin Yu.

Even Peach, who had always been incomparably arrogant, gave Qin Yu
a thumbs up!

“Qin Yu, this is the first time the pavilion master has praised
someone!”Fifth Elder walked forward and could not help but sigh.

“Yes, Apothecary Qin, Oh No, Elder Qin, your technique really
shocked us!”

Qin Yu waved his hand and said modestly, “I was just lucky.”

“It’s not good to be too modest.”The fifth elder rolled his eyes.

After a round of flattery, everyone finally dispersed.

Qin Yu followed behind the first elder and the fifth elder to exchange for
the token.



After exchanging the token, the fifth elder couldn’t help but say sourly,
“TSK TSK, I didn’t expect you to directly rank above me. You will be
my superior in the future.”

Qin Yu hurriedly cupped his hands and said, “Fifth Elder, you must be
joking. You will always be my elder.”

“Hahaha!”Fifth Elder patted Qin Yu’s shoulder with a gratified smile
on his face.

“What are your plans next?”Fifth Elder asked casually.

Qin Yu pondered for a moment and said, “I want to apply for herbs and
go into seclusion as soon as possible.”

Fifth elder nodded slightly and said, “This is a good choice, but you
have to apply to the Pavilion Master.”

“I understand. I’ll go now.”Qin Yu turned around and was about to
leave.

“Why are you in such a hurry?”The fifth elder said in surprise.

Qin Yu nodded and said, “I don’t have much time.. Every second
counts.”

Chapter 342: Chapter 342: Leave the Divine Alchemist Pavilion

Qin Yu, who had just finished refining the pill, did not have the slightest
intention of resting. He turned his head and walked towards the Pavilion
Master’s residence.



The Divine Alchemist Pavilion Master’s residence was located in the
deepest part of the Divine Alchemist Pavilion.

The Divine Alchemist Pavilion itself was located in a huge canyon, and
the Pavilion Master’s residence was built on top of the canyon.

From a high vantage point, one could overlook more than half of the city.
It was like a pavilion in the sky.

More importantly, the top had been meticulously decorated. There were
mountains, rivers, and ponds, and the residence was quite ancient.

Qin Yu came to the bottom. Then, with a deep leap, he went up to the
loft.

However, just as Qin Yu’s body rose into the air, he was directly
slapped down by a huge force!

This force was incomparably powerful. Like swatting a fly, it pushed
Qin Yu to the ground.

The person who made a move was the pavilion master herself.

She stood in the attic and looked at Qin Yu. She said indifferently,
“Who allowed you to come up?”

Qin Yu got up from the ground and couldn’t help but curse in his heart.

This stinky woman, she really flipped over so quickly!

“Pavilion Master, I have something to ask of you.”Qin Yu cupped his
hands and said.



The pavilion master glanced at Qin Yu and snorted lightly, “Remember,
next time, you are not allowed to come up without my permission.”

“Got it, pavilion master.”Qin Yu smiled bitterly.

Then, the pavilion master turned around and disappeared from his sight.

Qin Yu scratched his head and thought to himself, “Does this mean he
has promised me to go up?”

After thinking for a moment, Qin Yu tried to jump up the pavilion.

This time, the pavilion master did not slap Qin Yu down.

Instead, he sat on the edge of the pond and slowly tasted the tea.

Qin Yu walked forward. Just as he was about to speak, he felt a strange
fragrance from the tea leaves.

“Pavilion master, this tea leaves… are not ordinary.”Qin Yu stared at
the Teacup and said.

“Enlightenment tea.”The pavilion master said indifferently.

Upon hearing these three words, Qin Yu’s body suddenly tightened!

Enlightenment tea! The pavilion master actually also had enlightenment
tea!

“You…”Qin Yu opened his mouth and could not help but think of his
father!

Could it be that… The pavilion master also knew his father?



“Why, are you very surprised?”The pavilion master glanced at Qin Yu.

Qin Yu shook his head and did not continue to think about it.

“Lord Pavilion Master, I have a request,”Qin Yu said in a deep voice.

“You want to advance the payment of herbs and cultivate in
seclusion?”The pavilion master took a sip of tea and casually said Qin
Yu’s plan.

Qin Yu said with some surprise, “How did you know?”

The pavilion master did not answer this question, but said indifferently,
“I’m afraid you won’t be able to cultivate in seclusion in time.”

“Won’t be able to cultivate in seclusion in time?”Qin Yu was stunned.

He asked with some confusion, “What do you mean?”

The pavilion master stood up. She looked at the pond in front of her and
slowly said, “You’d better go to Jingdu as soon as possible and
accompany your little girlfriend.”

“Accompany my little girlfriend… You Mean Yan Ruoxue?”Qin Yu’s
expression changed.

He hurriedly asked, “Pavilion master, did something happen to Miss
Yan?”

“Something happened?”A hint of contempt flashed across the pavilion

master’s face.



“She is the princess of the Yan family, the pearl of Yan Yunheng. What

could happen to her?”

Qin Yu frowned and said, “Then what you mean is…”

The Pavilion Master’s face turned cold, and he said unhappily, “You
talk too much. Do you want others to tell you everything?”

After saying this, the pavilion master waved his sleeve, and a terrifying
power directly sent Qin Yu flying from the pavilion.

This power was extremely terrifying, and it directly sent half of Qin
Yu’s body into the stone wall.

Qin Yu used all his strength to pull his head out of the stone wall.

This B * Tch changed her face faster than the weather!

But… what did she mean by what she said?

Qin Yu thought to himself as he walked towards his own residence.

The residence of the third elder had been vacated, and now it had

become Qin Yu’s residence.

Just as Qin Yu walked to the door, a pain flashed across his heart again.

Although this feeling flashed through his mind, it made him feel

extremely uneasy.

Qin Yu had not left his residence for the entire day.

His mind was filled with the words that the pavilion master had said.



“What exactly does that mean?”

At night, Qin Yu stood on the side of a small bridge in the Divine
Alchemist Pavilion, his eyes fixed on the calm lake water.

“Plop!”

A carp jumped from the river with all its might and crossed the Dragon
Gate.

But at this moment, the Carp rolled its eyes and died.

Its body sank quietly in the river.

Qin Yu frowned slightly and stared at the carp.

“This fish has been trying its best to cross the Dragon Gate all its
life.”At this moment, a voice came from behind Qin Yu.

Turning around, it was the pavilion master.

Qin Yu hurriedly bowed and said, “Greetings, Pavilion Master.”

The pavilion master ignored him. She pointed at the surface of the lake
and said, “Do you know how it died?”

Qin Yu looked at the surface of the lake. After thinking for a moment,
she said, “Died of old age?”

“That’s right. It seems that you are not that stupid.”The pavilion master
stretched.

She yawned and said, “I’m sleepy. It’s time to rest.”



After saying this, the pavilion master’s figure instantly disappeared.

“Old Dead…”Qin Yu muttered softly.

His expression suddenly changed as if he had thought of something!

“Could it be… Old Mister Yan?”Qin Yu seemed to have understood the
pavilion master’s meaning!

Old Mister Yan had already reached the age of his death. Combined with
the hint from the Pavilion Master of the Divine Alchemist Pavilion, Qin
Yu finally understood!

“Old Mister Yan…”Qin Yu muttered in a low voice. There was an
indescribable pain in his heart.

He looked at the surface of the lake once again. Then, he took a deep
leap and jumped onto the surface of the lake.

Qin Yu waved his hand and fished out the dead carp from the river.

Then, Qin Yu placed his palm on the Carp’s body. A stream of

Qi/spiritual energy flowed into Qin Yu’s hand.

The carp that was already dead slowly came back to life at this moment!

Qin Yu placed the carp back into the lake, and determination flashed in
his eyes.

Even though Qin Yu didn’t say anything, it seemed like he was
determined.

This scene didn’t escape the pavilion master’s eyes.



She quietly looked at Qin Yu’s back and said in a low voice, “He really
looks like his father.”

…

The next day.

Qin Yu packed his luggage and prepared to leave the Divine Alchemist
Pavilion.

“Qin Yu, are you leaving already?”Peaches, who came after hearing
the news, seemed to be a little puzzled.

Qin Yu nodded and said, “Yes, I have something to deal with, so I
won’t stay any longer.”

At this moment, fifth elder also walked over.

He couldn’t help but sigh and said, “You’re leaving after just becoming
an elder. You’re really something.”

Qin Yu smiled bitterly and said, “Fifth elder, when I succeed and
become famous, I’ll definitely come back.”

“Okay!”Fifth Elder patted Qin Yu’s shoulder.

“Before you leave, go and say hello to the Pavilion Master,”fifth elder
exhorted.

Qin Yu nodded and said, “Yes, I’m planning to go.”

Chapter 343: Chapter 343, entering Jingdu again



Qin Yu said goodbye to everyone one by one, and then went straight to
the Pavilion Master’s residence.

He subconsciously wanted to jump up, but fortunately he stopped in
time.

“I almost forgot.”Qin Yu scratched his head.

He stood below and shouted to the top, “Pavilion Master, I’m going

up.”

But there was no response from the top.

Seeing this, Qin Yu urged his spirit energy and flew up into the sky.

This time, pavilion master didn’t make a move.

She seemed to have expected it and sat there quietly waiting.

“Pavilion Master, I’m ready to leave the Divine Alchemist

Pavilion.”Qin Yu said to pavilion master with a slight bow.

Pavilion master nodded and said casually, “Let’s go.”

Qin Yu was a little embarrassed. He coughed and said, “Pavilion Master,
can you let me take the herbs first?”

Hearing this, the Pavilion Master couldn’t help but laugh.

She waved her hand and said with a half-smile, “You will come back.”

Qin Yu originally wanted to ask, but he knew that the pavilion master

didn’t like to ask too much, so he gave up this idea.



“Pavilion Master, I’m leaving.”Qin Yu slightly bowed to the pavilion
master, then turned his head and left.

…

This time, Qin Yu didn’t bring Yao Qing.

He went to the airport to buy a plane ticket, then headed straight for
Jingdu.

At this time, although old Mister Yan was not feeling well and had even
gone to the hospital, he did not seem to have any abnormalities.

He was at home as usual, studying go games. Other than that, he did not
have any other hobbies.

Yan Ruoxue was even more clueless about the news of old Mister Yan’s
short lifespan.

This was Qin Yu’s second trip to Jingdu.

This time, it was much more dangerous than the previous trip. After all,
there was no military district to back him up this time.

More importantly, if something happened to old Mister Yan, the Yan
family would most likely take action and get rid of Qin Yu.

The Medicine God Pavilion wasn’t too close to Jingdu. Adding on the
car ride, Qin Yu finally arrived at Jingdu in the evening.

He stood at the airport and couldn’t help but feel conflicted.



It was already seven o’clock in the evening. It was probably not
appropriate to go to the Yan family at this time.

After thinking over and over again, Qin Yu finally decided to find a
place to stay for the time being. He would go to the Yan family the next
day.

“Brother Qin?”

At this moment, a familiar voice suddenly came from behind Qin Yu.

Turning around, he realized that Fang Yue was actually standing behind
him.

Beside her was a young man in a suit and leather shoes. The young man
was wearing a famous brand, and his temperament was luxurious. He
had the bearing of a successful person.

“Fang Yue?”Qin Yu was also somewhat surprised.

Fang Yue covered her mouth and laughed lightly. “Brother Qin, we
really are fated.”

Qin Yu said with some surprise, “Why did you come to Jingdu?”

“I came to Jingdu to talk about something,”Fang Yue said, blinking her
eyes.

Then, she looked at the young man next to her and introduced him,
“This is my friend Xiang Zhuang. He’s a big boss in Jingdu.”

The YoungMan Called Xiang Zhuang hurriedly waved his hand and said,
“He’s just a small boss of a company.”



“This is the famous king of Chuzhou and an elder of the Divine
Alchemist Pavilion,”Fang Yue introduced him to Qin Yu.

“An elder of the Divine Alchemist Pavilion?”Xiang Zhuang

immediately became extremely respectful when he heard this.

He quickly walked forward and shook hands with Qin Yu, saying, “Mr.
Qin, it is my honor to know you!”

“This is my business card. If you can use me in Jingdu, feel free to
ask,”Xiang Zhuang said respectfully.

Qin Yu couldn’t help but sigh. The identity of an elder of the Divine
Alchemist Pavilion was really useful.

After taking Xiang Zhuang’s business card, Qin Yu glanced at it and
found that Xiang Zhuang’s company was named Xiang Real Estate. It
was probably the family’s property.

“By the way, how did you know the identity of an elder of the Divine

Alchemist Pavilion?”Qin Yu glanced at Fang Yue and asked

suspiciously.

Fang Yue rolled her eyes and said, “The Divine Alchemist Pavilion
changed its elder. This is a big matter. It has been reported long ago.”

Qin Yu scratched his head and said, “Where was it reported?”

“The martial arts forum,”said Fang Yue.

“The Martial Arts Forum…”Qin Yu immediately became very
interested in this forum.



“Mr. Qin, you haven’t eaten yet, right? It’s my treat. Let’s Find a place
to eat something,”said Xiang Zhuang.

Qin Yu shook his head and said, “Thank you for your kind intentions,
Mr. Xiang, but I won’t go.”

“Mr. Qin, please don’t stand on ceremony. If I don’t show my

hospitality as a host, it would be too unreasonable!”Xiang Zhuang said

enthusiastically.

Qin Yu wanted to refuse, but it was hard to refuse his kind offer.

In addition, Qin Yu really had nowhere to go, so he nodded and agreed.

Thus, the three of them left the airport.

Under Xiang Zhuang’s arrangement, their car drove into the city and
arrived at a high-end restaurant.

“Mr. Qin, Miss Fang, you guys go in first. I’ll park the car,”Xiang
Zhuang said politely.

Fang Yue nodded. She looked at Qin Yu and said, “Let’s go.”

The two of them took the lead and entered the restaurant.

This restaurant was extremely big, and the dining tables and private
rooms were even more chaotic.

Qin Yu and Fang Yue found a place to sit temporarily and waited for
Xiang Zhuang.



“Oh right, I just happen to have a request. I wonder if it’s convenient
for you, Brother Qin.”Fang Yue said with a charming smile.

Qin Yu nodded and said, “Go ahead.”

Fang Yue thought for a moment and said, “I need a kind of pill, but this
kind of pill is extremely difficult to refine. Other than the elders of the
Divine Alchemist Pavilion, almost no one else can succeed. Moreover,
only the Divine Alchemist Pavilion has the pill formula.”

Speaking up to this point, Fang Yue paused for a moment and said

somewhat embarrassedly, “But the Divine Alchemist Pavilion takes this
pill formula very seriously. Moreover, it has a clear rule that it is not
allowed to refine pills for outsiders.”

Qin Yu said with some surprise, “Don’t tell me you want to harm the

interests of the Divine Alchemist Pavilion? If that’s the case, I can’t do
it.”

“No. It’s just that this kind of pill has a greater side effect, so it’s
forbidden by the Divine Alchemist Pavilion.”Fang Yue smiled and

shook her head.

Qin Yu thought for a moment and said, “Alright then, give me the name
of the pill. I’ll help you ask later.”

Fang yue smiled and said, “Thank you, Brother Qin.”

“Since you and I have formed an alliance, it’s only right for us to help
each other,”Qin Yu said indifferently.

Fang Yue was not in a hurry to tell Qin Yu the name of the pill. Instead,
she planned to find some time to tell Qin Yu via text message.



Seeing how cautious she was, Qin Yu did not ask further.

“What’s your relationship with Xiang Zhuang?”Qin Yu asked casually.

Fang Yue jokingly said, “Brother Qin, are you jealous?”

Qin Yu rolled his eyes and said, “Pretend I didn’t say anything.”

Fang Yue smiled and said seriously, “A friend. If you want to establish
a foothold in Jingdu, you naturally have to make more friends.”

At this point, Fang Yue asked back, “What About You?”

“I have something to do,”Qin Yu said casually.

Fang Yue was a smart person. She saw that Qin Yu didn’t want to say

more, so she didn’t continue to ask.

“I also know a few people in Jingdu. If you need my help, just let me
know,”Fang Yue said with a smile.

“Okay.”Qin Yu nodded and agreed.

With Fang Yue’s charm, it wasn’t difficult for her to expand her
network.

Moreover, there had been rumors that many important figures in jingdu
were unable to resist Fang Yue’s charm.

If they were to go all out against the Han family in the future, Qin Yu
alone would definitely not be enough.

Relying on martial strength would naturally not work either.



Regardless of which top aristocratic family in Jingdu, their development
was extremely comprehensive.

Business, martial arts, and backing were indispensable.

At that time, Fang Yue might really be able to help.

At this moment, Fang Yue’s cell phone rang.

After she picked up the phone, she said, “Brother Qin, I’m going out for

a while. Wait for me for a moment.”

“Okay.”Qin Yu nodded.

After Fang Yue left, Qin Yu took out his cell phone and opened the
martial arts forum.

As expected, the official account of the Divine Alchemist Pavilion had
announced the information on it.

And under this piece of news, there were already countless comments.

“What does the Divine Alchemist Pavilion Mean? Is this a statement of

position?”

“Could it be that there is some conflict between the Divine Alchemist
Pavilion and the Han Family?”

“Looks like the Divine Alchemist pavilion is not afraid of the Han
family at all.”

The actions of the Divine Alchemist Pavilion were undoubtedly a public
announcement that the Divine Alchemist Pavilion would stand behind
Qin Yu.



Qin Yu turned off the news and continued to flip through it.

At that moment, Qin Yu saw a piece of news titled “Fire Country’s

martial arts ranking board”..
[1][2][3][3][4][4][4][4][5][5][5][5][5][5][5][5][5][5][5][5][5][5][6]
[6][6][6][6][6][6][6][6][6].
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This piece of news immediately caught Qin Yu’s attention.

He immediately opened up the piece of news.

The first thing that came into his sight was a ranking that had been
placed at the top.

On this ranking, there were a total of ten names, and they were also the
top ten in the fire country’s martial arts ranking.

Ye Qing and a person named Jiang he were both ranked first in the fire
country.

And the second was a person named Kong Luo.

The third was from the Han family and his name was Han Xiu.

The fourth was from the Yan family and his name was Yan Jingyao.

Yan Jingyao was the son of Yan Si Hai and he was also a genius in the
capital.

As for Han Xiu, he was Han Wei’s uncle.



The people who occupied this list were almost all from the top families
all over the country.

Besides ye Qing and Jiang he, the others all had their backs against a big
tree and possessed top notch resources.

Under this ranking, there was another ranking.

And this ranking was the ranking of the younger generation in the fire
country.

At the top of the ranking was Yan Si Hai’s son, Yan Jin Yao!

It was said that he was the number one genius in the martial arts in
Jingdu and had already stepped into the Great Grandmaster realm at the
age of ten! His current strength was already unfathomable!

As he continued to read, he quickly found Han Wei’s name.

He was ranked fifth, and had maintained this position for many years.

Qin Yu rubbed his chin and couldn’t help but think to himself, if I beat
Han Wei, then I would be ranked fifth

In this way, Qin Yu could be considered the only young man who had

killed his way into the list from the bottom.

“Qin Yu?”

Just as Qin Yu’s thoughts were running wild, someone patted him on the

shoulder.

Turning around, he saw a young man in a suit.



This young man looked familiar, but he couldn’t remember for a
moment.

“Why? Don’t you remember me? I’m Zhang Hang,”said the young
man.

Hearing this name, Qin Yu remembered.

“You’re my… college classmate?”Qin Yu asked tentatively.

Zhang Hang said with a hint of sarcasm, “You’re really a noble person
who forgets things.”

Qin Yu hurriedly stood up and said with a hint of guilt, “I’m really

sorry. My memory isn’t very good.”

“Okay, it’s fate that we can meet here. It just so happens that a few of

our classmates who are adventuring in Jingdu are having a meal together
on the second floor. Let’s go together,”Zhang Hang pulled Qin Yu and
said.

Qin Yu did not want to go at all because he had a withdrawn personality
in university and did not have a good relationship with his classmates.

There were even quite a number of people who deliberately bullied Qin
Yu because of his withdrawn personality.

University time was not a good memory for Qin Yu.

“Let’s go, let’s go.We’ve already met. ItWon’t make sense if we don’t

go up and have a seat, right?”Zhang Hang said as he pulled Qin Yu
along.



Since it was difficult to reject his kind offer, Qin Yu had no choice but to
agree.

He followed behind Zhang Hang all the way to a very small private
room upstairs.

As soon as he pushed open the door of the private room, zhang hang
shouted excitedly, “Look, everyone, who’s Here!”

Everyone’s gaze immediately turned to Qin Yu.

Qin Yu sized up the people in the private room and couldn’t help but
frown slightly.

There weren’t many people in the private room. Including Zhang Hang

and Qin Yu, there were only five people.

Qin Yu was very familiar with the remaining three people.

They were the backbone of the student union back then, but as members
of the student union, they had never helped Qin Yu in any way. Instead,
they often bullied and suppressed Qin Yu.

It was because of these few people that Qin Yu’s university life was
extremely difficult.

“Yo, Qin Yu? Why are you here too?”The person who spoke was the
former president of the Student Union, Sun Bo.

Sun Bo was tall and strong, and he was two-faced. He was extremely
tactful, and he was very popular in the school. He was also the one who
bullied Qin Yu the most.



“Come, come, come. Quickly sit down,”Sun Bo pulled Qin Yu and
said.

Qin Yu didn’t say anything and sat next to Sun Bo.

“I really didn’t expect you to come to jingdu, Qin Yu,”Sun Bo said
with a smile.

“That’s right, Qin Yu. What kind of work do you do in Jingdu?”Zhang
Hang asked.

“If you appear here, what kind of work can you do? You must be a

waiter!”Someone next to him mocked.

“Haha, Don’t Look Down on the waiters. It’s said that the waiters here
have a high salary, seven or eight thousand a month!”

In the face of their ridicule, Qin Yu did not refute, but asked back,
“Then what do you do?”

Sun Bo suddenly said with some pride, “Hehe, I’m now a senior

executive in the company. My monthly salary is not much, only about
twenty thousand.”

“Not only that, my relationship with our boss is very good. We usually

call each other brothers.”

After saying that, Sun Bo even deliberately took out his mercedes-benz
car keys and placed them on the table.

The people beside him also said, “Yes, Brother Sun is now the

boss’favorite! Brother Sun helped us arrange our jobs!”



“Qin Yu, we are now the company’s Elite Management Class!”Zhang
Hang could not help but feel proud.

Qin Yu could see that the reason why Zhang Hang called him over was
to satisfy the pathetic pride in their hearts.

“Sigh, when we were in school, we already had the management ability.
This ability determines our future direction,”Sun Bo said proudly.

Qin Yu glanced at him and sneered, “Management ability? It’s the

ability to kneel and Lick, right? Since you can sit in your current

position, you must have licked other people’s smelly feet a lot, right?”

“Licking other people’s smelly feet, you don’t think it’s shameful, but
you’re proud of it. How did you do it?”

Sun Bo’s face changed, and he said with a bit of anger, “Licking other
people’s smelly feet, you also have to have that ability! I think you’re
envious, right?”

“Envious? I’m envious of you guys groveling and stepping on your

knees every day? I’m envious of you guys bowing and bowing every

day like dogs in front of people?”Qin Yu sneered.

“I’m sorry, but I really don’t envy your kind of life.”

Sun Bo seemed to be angered by Qin Yu. He slammed the table and
stood up, shouting, “Qin Yu, you’re just a smelly waiter. How can you

have the right to shout in front of me!”

“When did I say that I’m a waiter?”Qin Yu glanced at them.



“Moreover, waiters rely on their own ability to eat. How are they

inferior to you?”

Sun Bo sneered and said, “If you’re not a waiter, then what are you? A

dishwasher? Or a toilet cleaner?”

“Eh? I remember that when I was in school, this Qin Yu seemed to
clean a lot of toilets, right?”

“Haha, this is his professional skill! In terms of cleaning toilets, we’re
really inferior to him!”

After saying that, the people in the private room roared with laughter.

Qin Yu glanced at them and said coldly, “I am your father.”

As soon as he said that, the private room immediately quieted down.

Sun Bo narrowed his eyes and said, “You didn’t get enough of being
beaten when you were in school, did you?”
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and earth

After saying that, Sun Bo rolled up his sleeves and walked towards Qin
Yu.

“Sigh, Sun Bo, forget it. You hit a waiter, isn’t that embarrassing
yourself?”Zhang Hang said with a smile.



After saying that, he even pretended to Pat Qin Yu’s shoulder and said,
“Qin Yu, we are all classmates, why do we have to be so stiff? Quick,
quickly bow to Sun Bo and apologize, and this matter will be over.”

“Yes, I won’t let you kneel. Just Bow to me and this matter will be

over.”Sun Bo said proudly.

Qin Yu sneered and said, “Bow to you? Are You Worthy? I’m not a

stingy person. I have long forgotten about what happened in the past.”

“But if you insist on being cheap, I don’t mind teaching you a lesson.”

When Sun Bo heard that, he immediately laughed out loud.

“Did you hear that? He still wants to teach me a lesson!”Sun Bo held
his stomach and laughed out loud.

After that, Sun Bo leaned his head over and said, “How do you want to

teach me a lesson?”

Qin Yu opened his mouth and was about to speak when Sun Bo suddenly
said angrily, “You F * cking forgot how to take a beating!”

As he spoke, Sun Bo fiercely slapped Qin Yu!

However, the expected slap didn’t land on Qin Yu’s face for a long
time.

On the contrary, Sun Bo’s wrist was easily grabbed by Qin Yu, and he
couldn’t move.



“Sun Bo, using your history of bullying as a post-meal topic, don’t you
have a sense of Honor?”Qin Yu grabbed Sun Bo’s wrist and said
coldly.

Sun Bo struggled desperately, but he found that he couldn’t break free!

He said with some panic, “You… you let go of my hand!”

However, Qin Yu didn’t pay attention to him. He looked at Sun Bo
coldly and continued, “How many students have you humiliated in

public? Do you know what kind of harm this will do to others? How

many years will you be ridiculed by others?”

“F * ck, let go of Me!”How Could Sun Bo listen to him? He stared at

Qin Yu as if he wanted to Swallow Qin Yu whole.

Qin Yu said coldly, “A person like you, if I don’t Teach You a lesson,
you will never know how to respect others.”

After saying that, Qin Yu kicked Sun Bo’s knee.

With a crisp cracking sound, Sun Bo’s knee directly cracked and he

knelt on the ground with a Bang!

His wails spread throughout the entire room!

The other people in the room had ugly expressions on their faces. They
had never expected Qin Yu to be so ruthless!

“There are some injuries. If we don’t take revenge, it will become a
permanent problem in our hearts,”Qin Yu said coldly.

“Sun Bo, just kneel here and atone for your actions.”



Sun Bo tried to struggle, but he found that he couldn’t stand up at all!

His shoulders were like two huge mountains, and his entire body was

extremely heavy.

“Qin… Qin Yu, forget it, we’re all classmates…”Zhang Hang, who
was beside him, advised.

“You like to pretend to be a good person, right? Kneel down too.”After
saying that, Qin Yu waved his hand, and a huge force directly pressed
down on Zhang Hang’s body!

With a bang, Zhang Hang’s knees fiercely kneeled on the ground.

The faces of the people in the private room were somewhat unsightly,
and their hearts were incomparably flustered.

“Qin Yu, are you crazy! I’m telling you, I won’t spare you!”Sun Bo
said through gritted teeth.

He took out his cell phone and made a call.

After the call was picked up, sun bo shouted, “Brother, I was bullied at
the No. 1 restaurant. Hurry up and save me!”

Sun Bo also said in a sinister tone, “Just you wait. When my brother

comes, I won’t let you off!”

“That’s right! Our boss is the young master of Xiang Real Estate! He
has a lot of thugs under him! Just you wait!”

“The young master of Xiang Real Estate? Xiang Zhuang?”Qin Yu
raised his eyebrows and asked.



Sun Bo sneered, “Since you know my boss’s name, you should know
how powerful he is!”

Qin Yu said indifferently, “I really don’t know how powerful he is. I
only know that when he sees me, he will respectfully call me Mr. Qin.”

“Oh, right. I came to this restaurant today because he invited me to
eat.”

“Hahaha! You keep bragging! Our boss will treat you to a meal? Who

Do you think you are!”Sun Bo gnashed his teeth and said.

“If you have the ability, then don’t leave. When my big brother comes,
I’ll see what you can do!”

Qin Yu nodded and said, “I’ll wait for him.”

Time flew by, and in the blink of an eye, ten minutes had passed.

Soon, the door of the private room was opened.

Then, a large group of people swarmed in!

The leader was a man with a golden chain, who looked somewhat
similar to Lei Hu.

These people were the thugs under the Xiang Corporation.

As soon as he saw the man with the Golden Chain, Sun Bo put on his
fawning posture.

“Brother, you’re finally here!”Sun Bo shouted anxiously.



He pointed at Qin Yu and cursed, “Brother, this kid broke my knee. You
must avenge me!”

The people in the private room also added fuel to the fire, “Yes! This kid
not only beat brother Sun, but also insulted director Xiang! You must not
let him off!”

When the man with the golden chain heard this, he immediately said
with a cold face, “Kid, you have quite the guts. What’s the matter, rich
second generation?”

It was very obvious that the man with the golden chain was trying to
negotiate.

After all, this was Jingdu. The slightest carelessness could provoke a big
figure with a powerful background.

Sun Bo also saw the meaning of the man with the golden chain and
hurriedly said, “Brother, you don’t have to worry. This kid is my
classmate, a loser from Jiangcheng who works here as a waiter!”

Hearing this, the man with the golden chain immediately felt relieved.

He sized up Qin Yu and said, “Kid, you hit my brother. What do you

think we should do?”

Qin Yu glanced at him and sneered, “He deserves it. Let your boss talk
to me.”

“Let our boss talk to you? I think you are courting death!”The Man
with the golden chain suddenly flew into a rage!

He waved his hand and shouted, “Brothers, go and kill him!”



Everyone held their clubs and walked towards Qin Yu.

Just when everyone was ready to make a move, Xiang Zhuang suddenly
walked in from outside the door.

“All of You Stop!”Xiang Zhuang shouted.

Everyone was stunned when they saw Xiang Zhuang.

Sun Bo said anxiously, “Boss, you’re here! This kid insulted our
company and even hit me!”

The Man with the golden chain also quickly nodded and said, “Director
Xiang, this kid doesn’t know the immensity of Heaven and earth. I was
just about to teach him a lesson.”

“I think you’re the one who doesn’t know the immensity of Heaven and
Earth!”Xiang Zhuang said angrily.

The Man with the golden chain was stunned. He said awkwardly,
“Director Xiang, what do you mean by this?”

Xiang Zhuang ignored the man with the golden chain.. He hurried to Qin
Yu and said apologetically, “Mr. Qin, are you okay?”
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Qin Yu shook his head and said, “It’s fine.”

Xiang Zhuang said awkwardly, “I’m really sorry to have startled you.
Don’t worry, I’ll definitely take care of them!”

Sun Bo and the others had ugly expressions on their faces.



What was going on? Qin Yu really knew Xiang Zhuang?

Moreover… Xiang Zhuang’s attitude was a little too low, wasn’t it?

As someone who was trying to curry favor with the dragon and Phoenix,
Sun Bo was the first to react.

“Brother Qin, I’m blind. I… I apologize to you!”

After saying that, Sun Bo began to slap his own mouth!

As he slapped, he said, “Brother Qin, do you think you can vent your
anger? If you don’t vent your anger, I’ll kneel here and continue to slap
you!”

Seeing Sun Bo’s attitude, Qin Yu couldn’t stop laughing coldly.

It turned out that Sun Bo, who liked to bully people, had such a humble
attitude when facing people of noble status. It was really laughable.

“Alright, Sun Bo. From today on, you are no longer a member of our
Xiang Real Estate.”Xiang Zhuang waved his hand impatiently.

“The same goes for you guys.”Xiang Zhuang pointed at Qin Yu’s group
of classmates and said.

This group of people immediately panicked.

Especially Sun Bo. He kowtowed to Qin Yu desperately and said,
“Brother Qin, I really know my mistake. Give me another chance and
you can treat me like a fart…”



Qin Yu couldn’t be bothered with people like Sun Bo, so he didn’t say
anything.

“Mr. Qin, Let’s hurry up and eat. The dishes are ready,”Xiang Zhuang
said politely.

Qin Yu nodded and followed Xiang Zhuang out of the room.

The two of them went to another relatively luxurious room and sat
down.

The table was already filled with dishes.

Fang Yue was sitting there, looking at Qin Yu with a smile.

“Where did brother Qin Go?”Fang Yue asked with a smile.

Qin Yu said casually, “I met an acquaintance and went to take a look.”

Bringing up this topic, Xiang Zhuang poured himself a cup of wine and
said, “Mr. Qin, it’s all my fault. I’ll drink this cup of wine!”

After saying that, Xiang Zhuang raised his wine cup and downed it.

Qin Yu smiled and said, “Mr. Xiang, this has nothing to do with you.”

“They are people from our company after all. How could they not have

a relationship?”Xiang Zhuang said with an embarrassed smile.

It could be seen that Xiang Zhuang’s attitude toward Qin Yu was
somewhat humble.

“Xiang Zhuang, don’t worry. Brother Qin is not that kind of stingy
person,”Fang Yue said with a faint smile at the side.



“Yes, yes, yes, of course.”Xiang Zhuang hurriedly nodded.

After three rounds of wine, five flavors of dishes.

At the end of the dinner, Xiang Zhuang suddenly stood up and said, “Mr.
Qin, I may have to trouble you in the future. Our family members are
not in good health.”

Qin Yu nodded slightly and said, “Okay.”

“Then thank you, Mr. Qin!”Xiang Zhuang could not help but say
excitedly.

With the strength of the Xiang family, it was impossible for them to

invite the elders of the Divine Medicine Pavilion.

For businessmen like them, it was common for them to get sick.

With Qin Yu’s words, it was equivalent to having an extra life.

Xiang Zhuang had booked a room early, so after the dinner, Xiang
Zhuang drove Qin Yu and Fang Yue to the hotel.

“Brother Qin, don’t forget what you promised me.”

Before returning to the room, Fang Yue said with a smile.

Qin Yu nodded and said, “Don’t worry.”

That night, Qin Yu did not sleep well.

He looked at the moonlight outside the window and could not wait for
the arrival of tomorrow.



At eight o’clock in the morning the next day, Qin Yu left the hotel early
and rushed to the Yan family.

Yan family.

As Old Mister Yan’s health deteriorated, the authority of the Yan family
was quietly released.

For the past few days, Old Mister Yan had been sitting in his room,
playing chess and drinking tea.

At this moment, the Butler walked over from the side.

He stood beside Old Mister Yan and said in a low voice, “Old Master,
Yan Sihai has already made a move against the people around miss.”

Hearing this, old Mister Yan’s hand that was holding the chess piece
suddenly froze in mid-air.

He put down the chess piece in his hand and sighed slowly, “The four
seas have long been developing their own forces. It seems that it is
already impossible to make the Four Seas Show Mercy.”

“That’s right.”The Butler could not help but sigh.

“Regardless of whether it is the business world, the political world, the
battlefield, or the martial arts, the eldest young master possesses the
most powerful strength.”

Old Mister Yan’s heart was filled with bitterness and he was unable to
speak.

The fights within the large families would never stop.



As Yan Sihai’s own son, old Mister Yan could not possibly have any
forceful methods against him.

Internal and external problems caused old Mister Yan to have a
headache.

At this moment, the nanny downstairs walked up.

“Old Mister, Qin Yu is here,”the nanny said.

“Qin Yu?”Old Mister Yan’s face flashed with surprise.

Then, old Mister Yan smiled and said, “Let him come up.”

“Yes, Old Mister Yan.”The nanny bowed slightly.

A few minutes later, Qin Yu came up from downstairs.

“Old Mister Yan.”Qin Yu walked forward and bowed slightly.

Old Mister Yan smiled and said, “Come and sit.”

Qin Yu walked over to old Mister Yan’s side.

His expression did not look too good because the death aura between old
Mister Yan’s brows had increased by a few points.

Such a degree of death aura indicated that old Mister Yan probably
would not live for long.

“Come and kill a game?”Old Mister Yan said with a smile.

“Alright!”Qin Yu nodded his head vigorously.



This time, old Mister Yan’s go style had become cold, fierce, and
vicious. He would use the fastest method to finish Qin Yu off in almost
every game.

And after a few rounds of fighting, Qin Yu’s go style had also become
more sophisticated and mature.

Unlike old Mister Yan’s decisive killing, Qin Yu’s go style was
extremely steady. It could be said that it was an impenetrable wall.

In other words, Old Mister Yan was the sharpest spear, and Qin Yu was
the toughest shield.

After an entire morning, finally, in the last game, Qin Yu launched a
counterattack.

This counterattack actually caught old Mister Yan off guard.

In just a few short moves, Old Mister Yan had no chess pieces to play.
All the chess pieces were eaten up by Qin Yu.

“Hahaha!”

This made old Mister Yan stroke his beard and burst into laughter.

He looked at Qin Yu with admiration and said, “Every move affects the
overall situation. It looks like a defeat, but there is a hidden killing intent.
Once the opponent counterattacks, there is no place to escape. Not Bad,
not bad!”

As the saying went, chess depended on one’s life.

The style of playing chess also showed one’s attitude in the competition.



“Old Mister Yan, you flatter me. In the face of such a strong opponent
like you, I don’t dare to rashly attack,”Qin Yu said humbly.

Just like this chess game, in the face of the huge Jingdu aristocratic
family, Qin Yu didn’t dare to act Rashly.

What he could do was to live and develop while waiting for an
opportunity to act.

“Qin Yu, you should know that I don’t have long to live,”old Mister
Yan suddenly said.

Hearing this, Qin Yu immediately fell into silence and didn’t know what

to say for a moment.

Old Mister Yan’s expression suddenly became somewhat cold.

He stared at Qin Yu and said, “You should know the situation of the Yan

family. If I die, Ruoxue won’t be a match for Yan Sihai.”

“But they are all my closest relatives. I don’t want them to kill each

other.”

“So, I’m giving you two choices now,”old Mister Yan said coldly.

Qin Yu nodded and said, “Please speak.”

“First, give up on Ruoxue. I will give you a sum of money. I will also
give you treatment and resources that are not inferior to that of a noble
family’s young master. This is also in line with your life strategy,”old
Mister Yan said.



“As for whether you can snatch ruoxue back in the future, that is up to
you.”

Speaking up to this point, old Mister Yan paused for a moment before
continuing, “As for the second choice, you may face the common

enemy of the Yan family and the Han family.”

“Once I die, they will not hold back on you.”

“At that time, you may die, and Ruoxue will also be implicated because
of you.”

Chapter 347: Chapter 347, a change in style

Old Mister Yan paused for a moment.

He said with a faint smile, “Qin Yu, as long as you are willing, I can
build a Qin family for you at any time and let this Qin family become a
great aristocratic family.”

“Although I don’t have much time left, this bit of time is enough.”

Old Mister Yan’s words were slightly domineering. Just as he said, with
old Mister Yan’s power, even if he was a beggar, he could become a
well-known wealthy man.

However, none of these could move Qin Yu’s heart.

He shook his head and said, “Old Mister Yan, perhaps you have
misunderstood.”



“If it was for the sake of getting rich, or if it was to cross class, the
conditions you offered would indeed be difficult to refuse, but to me,
those are not important at all.”

“What’s important is what kind of life Ruoxue wants, and who she lives
with.”

“I’ve said it before. Ruoxue’s appearance changed my fate. Without her,
I would still be a timid son-in-law in Jiangcheng.”

Qin Yu smiled bitterly. When he mentioned the past, he couldn’t help
but feel sad in his heart.

“Just because you give up now doesn’t mean you can’t have it in the
future,”old Mister Yan played with the Chess Pieces and said
indifferently.

Qin Yu still shook his head and said, “I can give up on other things
temporarily, but I can’t do that for Ruoxue.”

“Even if it’s a minute and a second, I don’t want her to become
someone else’s bride.”

Old Mister Yan raised his eyebrows and said, “Then Ruoxue might
suffer along with you.”

“Even if I have to risk my life, I won’t let her suffer even a little
bit,”said Qin Yu.

After saying that, Qin Yu lowered his head and looked at the scattered
chessboard.



“Old Mister Yan, let’s play another game,”said Qin Yu as he played
with the Chess Pieces.

“Alright.”Old Mister Yan didn’t ask any further.

Qin Yu’s style suddenly changed drastically this game.

From his previously steady “Defense”, he instantly changed into a

decisive and fierce attack.

After a few moves, even old Mister Yan felt a trace of pressure.

This kind of chess technique that completely traded pieces for stones
made old Mister Yan’s heart jump in shock!

Even though Qin Yu lost in the end, it still made old Mister Yan, who
was well-versed in worldly affairs, feel an incomparable pressure!

“Old Mister Yan, not only can I be aloof from worldly affairs, I can
also be ruthless.”

Qin Yu put down the last chess piece and said slowly.

Old Mister Yan was a little absent-minded for a moment.

Because the current Qin Yu seemed to have changed into a different
person.

Different from the gentle and refined person from before, what replaced
it was an indescribable viciousness.

He looked at Qin Yu who had become a little fierce and was
momentarily stunned.



Because… This Qin Yu was extremely similar to Qin Yu’s father back
then!

“Ha, hahaha! Good! Good!”Old Mister Yan could not help but be
overjoyed.

He stood up and patted Qin Yu’s shoulder, saying, “Good, I didn’t
misjudge you. Qin Yu, from today onwards, I acknowledge you!”

Qin Yu also heaved a sigh of relief.

He stood up and said, “Thank you, Old Mister Yan.”

Just as the two of them were chatting idly, Yan Ruoxue came back from
outside.

When she saw Qin Yu who was accompanying Old Mister Yan, a flash
of surprise flashed across her face.

Before she even had the time to pack up, Yan Ruoxue ran upstairs.

“Qin Yu? Why are you here?”Yan Ruoxue asked in surprise.

Qin Yu smiled and said, “I’m here to see Old Mister Yan.”

“Oh?”Yan Ruoxue raised her eyebrows.

She said jokingly, “You’ve become more daring. Last time, I remember
you didn’t have such courage.”

“Yes.”Qin Yu nodded and said.

“People are forced out.”Qin Yu smiled and said.



Just as Yan Ruoxue said, the last time when Qin Yu came to the Yan
family, he was extremely nervous and cautious.

But this time, Qin Yu became much calmer.

“Okay, Ruoxue, since you’re back, let’s eat.”Old Mister Yan stretched
and said.

“Okay! You guys talk for a while. I’ll go to the kitchen.”Yan Ruoxue
seemed to have the intention to cook personally.

Qin Yu stood up and said, “I’ll accompany you.”

Yan Ruoxue was stunned, then she nodded and said, “Okay, then you
come with me.”

The two of them walked down from upstairs and came to the Yan
family’s kitchen.

The kitchen of the Yan family was extremely big, to the point of
absurdity.

Just a kitchen alone occupied more than 100 square meters.

The entire kitchen had all kinds of ingredients, whether it was domestic
or foreign, the Yan family did not lack any.

“I just learned how to cook fish recently. Today, I’ll Cook it for you to
taste.”Yan Ruoxue went to the pond to choose a fat and delicious fresh
fish and placed it on the chopping board.



After the fish was processed, Yan Ruoxue used a knife to cut marks on
the fish’s body and stuffed onions, ginger, and other big ingredients into
the cracks.

Then, Yan Ruoxue dipped her hand in the ingredients and smeared them
on the fish’s body.

“This fish needs to be marinated for a while before it can get into the
flavor.”After finishing all this, Yan ruoxue wiped her sweat and said.

Qin Yu praised, “This technique of yours doesn’t seem to be new.”

“That’s right. In order to learn how to cook, miss cut her fingers several
times.”The chef at the side laughed.

Yan Ruoxue glared at him and rolled her eyes, “Shut Up!”

When the chef heard this, he immediately smiled.

At this moment, old Mister Yan walked alone to the rooftop.

The Butler had been waiting on the rooftop for a long time. When he

saw Old Mister Yan, he quickly walked over.

“Old Master.”The Butler bowed slightly.

Old Mister Yan looked into the distance and said coldly, “How is it?”

The butler quickly said, “Old master, I have checked. There are rumors
outside saying that your birthday is coming to an end and that you are at
the end of your life.”

“There are even rumors that you are having difficulty eating and
drinking. I am afraid that these people can’t wait any longer.”



Old Mister Yan put his hands behind his back and snorted coldly,
“Someone is adding fuel to the fire in the dark. They just want to test

everyone’s actions.”

After old Mister Yan’s reminder, the butler quickly understood.

Since the Yan family was able to climb to their current position, they
naturally had many enemies in the dark.

It was unknown how many people wanted to see this tall mountain fall.

“Just as you said, many families are stirring up trouble. There are even
people who are starting to take sides,”the Butler said as he turned
sideways.

Old Mister Yan’s face was cold.

Even though he was not a martial artist, his powerful aura still made
people tremble.

“Go prepare a banquet and tell them that my birthday is coming,”old
Mister Yan said coldly.

“Birthday?”The Butler was a little surprised.

Old Mister Yan said coldly, “I want to tell those people that I, Yan
Yunheng, am still alive. It’s best that they all behave themselves!”

Old Mister Yan paused for a moment when he said this.

His expression softened a little as he said indifferently, “It’s also a good
opportunity to throw Qin Yu Out.”
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“He wants to throw Qin Yu Out Now? Isn’t he too anxious?”The
butler frowned.

“Qin Yu’s performance is indeed good, but it’s still not enough to deal
with any family.”

Old Mister Yan put his hands behind his back and said indifferently,
“Even if he isn’t thrown out, do you think no one will target him?”

“There are some things that can not be completely controlled in your
own hands, so it’s better to push the boat with the current.”

Just as Old Mister Yan said, Qin Yu’s appearance disrupted old Mister
Yan’s plans.

From the moment Qin Yu came to the Yan family, this name had already
been remembered by others.

“Do as I say.”Old Mister Yan waved his hand and said.

The butler said, “Okay, old Mister Yan, when will it be?”

“In three days,”old Mister Yan said.

“Yes, Master.”The Butler nodded and agreed.

At this moment, Qin Yu was cooking with Yan Ruoxue.

Qin Yu’s cooking skills were very good. After all, he had cooked a lot
in the Su family.



But today, Yan Ruoxue did not let Qin Yu do it.

Qin Yu, who was bored to death, began to wander around the kitchen.

The kitchen of the Yan family had various facilities. Most of these
facilities were to ensure the freshness of the ingredients.

At this moment, Qin Yu found a snow lotus in a transparent glass jar.

Even though this snow lotus was soaked in various medicinal juices,
Qin Yu could still feel that this snow lotus was extraordinary!

It was not an exaggeration to say that the medicinal effects of this snow
lotus surpassed all the snow lotuses that Qin Yu had ever seen!

“An all-year-old Snow Lotus?”Qin Yu frowned with a look of shock
on his face.

Such a holy item was placed in the kitchen just like that? It was simply

a reckless waste of a god’s gift!

“That was given to my grandfather by someone else.”At this moment,
Yan Ruoxue noticed Qin Yu’s gaze.

Qin Yu sighed and said, “A thousand-year-old snow lotus. It’s really
hard to imagine. The one with the highest medicinal effects that I’ve
ever seen is only six hundred years old.”

Yan ruoxue blinked and said, “Do you like it?”

Qin Yu smiled bitterly and said, “Who wouldn’t like something like

this?”



Seeing this, Yan Ruoxue stepped on her feet and took the snow lotus

from the cabinet.

“If you like it, then take it.”Yan Ruoxue handed the Snow Lotus to Qin

Yu.

Qin Yu was stunned. He hurriedly shook his head and said, “How can I

do that? If Old Mister Yan finds out, he’ll say that I’m greedy.”

“It’s just a snow lotus. I can make the decision.”Yan Ruoxue stuffed
the snow lotus into Qin Yu’s hands.

“If I tell you to take it, then you take it!”Seeing Qin Yu hesitate, Yan
Ruoxue pouted.

Seeing this, Qin Yu had no choice but to keep the snow lotus.

He thought to himself, if there’s a chance, I’d better say hello to Old
Mister Yan.

Of course, if old Mister Yan agreed, that would be the best.

To Qin Yu, the benefits of a thousand-year-old ginseng were beyond his
imagination.

In a short while, the meal was ready.

Qin Yu quickly helped Yan Ruoxue to carry the food out.

“Grandpa, it’s time to eat,”Yan Ruoxue shouted upstairs.

Old Mister Yan, who had a cold expression a moment ago, immediately
put on a smiling expression.



It could be seen that old Mister Yan only looked like an amiable old man
when he was facing Yan Ruoxue.

“Try my granddaughter’s cooking,”old Mister Yan said with a smile.

He picked up a piece of fish and put it into his mouth. Then, he praised,
“Delicious! It’s too delicious! Qin Yu, hurry up and try it!”

Qin Yu also quickly picked up a piece of fish. It had to be said that Yan
Ruoxue’s cooking skills were excellent. This fish was extremely
flavorful, and it retained the taste of the original ingredients.

“Delicious!”Qin Yu said sincerely.

Old Mister Yan said half-jokingly and half-seriously, “Qin Yu, I’ve
benefited from you.”

Qin Yu coughed and said, “Old Mister Yan, don’t Tease Me.”

Because it was lunch, Yan Sihai and the others didn’t come back.

On the huge dining table, only three people were eating, and the
atmosphere was much more harmonious.

After eating this meal, old Mister Yan said, “Qin Yu, you can stay here
for the next few days.”

“Stay here?”Qin Yu frowned slightly and said awkwardly, “Old
Mister Yan, this isn’t good, right?”

“There’s nothing bad about it. You can even play chess with me when

you have nothing to do,”old Mister Yan said.



“My Grandfather wants you to stay, so you can stay,”Yan Ruoxue said
with a smile.

Seeing this, Qin Yu nodded and said, “Okay, then I’ll be more
respectful.”

After eating this meal, Qin Yu and old Mister Yan went upstairs.

Yan Ruoxue was one of the most powerful people in the Yan family. She
still had things to deal with in the afternoon, so she left the Yan family
early.

Taking advantage of Yan Ruoxue’s absence, Qin Yu took out the
thousand-year snow lotus.

“This is a gift from Ruoxue, but it’s yours after all. I think it’s better to
let you know.”Qin Yu placed the Snow Lotus on the table.

Old Mister Yan took a look and could not help but stroke his beard and
smile, “It’s just a mere snow lotus. If Ruoxue wants to give it to you,
you can take it.”

“Really?”Qin Yu asked tentatively.

Old Mister Yan waved his hand and said, “This is nothing. I Can’t give
you a real babe either.”

Qin Yu couldn’t help but be speechless.

This thousand-year Snow Lotus was a treasure that couldn’t be bought

even if it was put on the market.

But Old Mister Yan actually gave it away so casually.



No wonder it was said that top-grade herbs were all collected by big
families.

The difference in resources really couldn’t be made up by hard work and
hard work.

At around three o’clock in the afternoon, Yan Ruoxue rushed back to the
Yan family early.

“There’s a cocktail party tonight. Qin Yu, will you accompany me to
attend it?”Yan Ruoxue said after she returned home.

“Cocktail party? What Cocktail Party?”Qin Yu asked.

Yan ruoxue said, “It’s just an ordinary cocktail party, a place to eat,
drink, and have fun.”

Although Yan Ruoxue said it very easily, Qin Yu could not help but say,
“It’s not good for me to attend such an occasion, right?”

“There’s nothing bad about it.”Yan ruoxue blinked and said.

Old Mister Yan also agreed, “Well, it’s good to see more of the world.”

It wasn’t that Qin Yu didn’t want to go, but he was afraid of bringing
unnecessary trouble to the Yan family.

But since the Yan family didn’t care, then Qin Yu naturally wouldn’t

refuse.

In the evening, a Maybach 62S stopped in the courtyard.



The Secretary got out of the car, bowed respectfully and said, “Miss,
it’s time for us to set off.”

Qin Yu and Yan Ruoxue walked out from upstairs.

Seeing the Secretary’s face, Qin Yu couldn’t help but be a little
surprised.

The secretary’s face also flashed with shock!

Because this secretary was none other than the secretary who
accompanied Yan Ruoxue to Jiangcheng!

Qin Yu clearly remembered that this secretary had always looked down
on Qin Yu and had even verbally attacked Qin Yu many times.

He had never expected that the two of them would actually meet here.
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Their eyes met, and the secretary could not help but frown.

He was just about to ask, “Why are you here?”When Old Mister Yan

walked out and said with a smile, “Qin Yu, relax and don’t feel too
much psychological pressure.”

“I got it, old Mister Yan.”Qin Yu bowed.

Seeing the way the two of them were talking, the secretary’s expression
became even uglier. The words that he wanted to say were forcefully

held back.



It was very obvious that not only Yan Ruoxue had high hopes for Qin Yu,
even the person in charge of the Yan family had high hopes for Qin Yu.

As a mere secretary, what did he dare to say.

“Mr. Qin, please… Get in the car.”The Secretary opened the car door
for Qin Yu.

Fortunately, Qin Yu was not a stingy person. He did not say anything
and turned around to get into the car.

The car sped towards the reception.

On the way, Yan Ruoxue and Qin Yu said that there were many such
receptions in their circle.

On the surface, it looked like they were just eating, drinking, and having
fun. However, the purpose was to increase the cohesion and
communication between the families.

As long as there were people, there would definitely be a small circle.
For the big families, this situation was even more obvious.

The car arrived at a hotel.

This hotel had already been rented by someone, and the entrance was
filled with luxury cars.

Yan Ruoxue pointed at the cars outside and said, “Look at the models
outside. If there are more commercial cars, it means that it’s a business
gathering.”



“On the other hand, if there are more sports cars with exaggerated
shapes, it’s a gathering for the children of the rich.”

Qin Yu nodded slightly. However, there were both commercial luxury
cars and sports cars parked outside today.

After parking the car, Yan Ruoxue took the initiative to wrap her arms
around Qin Yu’s arm.

“Let’s go.”Yan ruoxue blinked and said.

Qin Yu lowered his head and looked at Yan Ruoxue who was hugging
him. He couldn’t help but say shyly, “You… aren’t you afraid that

others will misunderstand?”

Hearing this, Yan ruoxue blinked and said, “Don’t you want to declare
your sovereignty?”

Qin Yu was stunned. He took a deep breath and nodded hard. “Of
course I want to! I will tell everyone that you are mine.”

After saying that, Qin Yu took the initiative to wrap his arm around Yan

Ruoxue’s arm and Strode into the hotel.

The cocktail party was set up on the top floor. There were no rooms on
the top floor, only a hall.

The security measures for the banquet were even more perfect. The
moment they reached the top floor, they saw two people in charge of

guarding it.

These two bodyguards were actually martial grandmasters!



“Martial grandmasters acting as security is really ridiculous.”Qin Yu
stuck out his tongue.

Up until now, Qin Yu still didn’t know what kind of power these great

aristocratic families had behind them!

He was even less clear about how many top-tier martial artists they had
raised!

Pushing open the door and entering, a wave of music entered his ears.

Unlike ordinary wine receptions, the music here wasn’t noisy. Instead, it
was extremely refined and moving.

Yan Ruoxue’s arrival immediately attracted countless gazes.

“Miss Yan.”Very quickly, someone came over with a wine cup in
hand.

They greeted Yan Ruoxue with a humble attitude. Their posture looked
extremely peaceful.

However, Qin Yu knew very well that the so-called attitude was all an
act.

In other words, no matter what attitude they had, it would be determined
by who was right.

Today at the banquet, all of them were gentle and refined, but when
facing ordinary people, all of them were incomparably arrogant, treating
people’s names like dirt.

“Miss Yan, this is?”Very soon, someone looked at Qin Yu.



Before Yan Ruoxue could answer, Qin Yu pulled Yan Ruoxue into his
arms and said, “My name is Qin Yu, and I’m Yan Ruoxue’s boyfriend.”

As soon as he said that, everyone was shocked!

Everyone’s eyes widened, and even the music stopped!

“Miss Yan, this… This gentleman is joking, right?”

Everyone looked at Yan Ruoxue in unison, as if waiting for Yan

Ruoxue’s answer.

Yan Ruoxue raised her head and glanced at Qin Yu, then said with a faint
smile, “That’s right, Qin Yu is indeed my boyfriend.”

Hiss!

Countless people sucked in a breath of cold air at this moment!

The entire Jingdu knew that Yan Ruoxue was famous for being
unreasonable. Although there was an endless stream of suitors, all of
them returned in defeat!

This Qin Yu who suddenly appeared today was completely unheard of!

“Mr. … Mr. Qin.”No one knew who was the first to react. They
quickly raised their wine glasses and Toasted Qin Yu.

Then, the others followed closely behind and began to introduce
themselves to Qin Yu.

Qin Yu responded to each of them one by one. In just half an hour, Qin
Yu had drunk a kilogram of foreign wine.



He finally found a place to sit down after finally getting some free time.

Qin Yu wiped the sweat from his forehead and could not help but mutter,
“These people are really passionate. I feel a little embarrassed.”

Yan Ruoxue shook her head and said, “Don’t be affected by the
superficial enthusiasm. These people are only interested in profit. If I can
call you my brother today, I might turn against you tomorrow.”

The more benefits involved, the more complicated human nature
became.

To them, feelings were a luxury.

After the crowd dispersed, they began to discuss in low voices.

“What’s the background of this Qin Yu? How come I’ve never heard of

Him?”

“I don’t know. There isn’t such a person in Jingdu, right?”

“Taking down the eldest miss of the Yan family is really something
worthy of praise.”

“Speaking of which, hasn’t Han Wei, the young master of the Han
family, been pursuing Yan Ruoxue? If this matter were to spread to the

Han family’s ears, then…”

“It’s mainly dependent on old Mister Yan’s attitude. As long as Emperor
Yan makes the decision, the Han family can only watch helplessly.”

Even though their voices were very soft, Qin Yu could still hear them
clearly.



He frowned slightly and could not help but think to himself.

Today’s action might bring him a lot of trouble.

Of course, Qin Yu was not afraid. Since he dared to say it, he would
dare to take the responsibility.

“Miss Yan.”At this moment, a man with tiger steps walked over from
not far away.

This man’s figure wasn’t considered strong, but his steps were steady.
His breathing exercise was even more profound.

Qin Yu focused his gaze and his expression couldn’t help but change
slightly.

When facing this person, it was as if he was facing an endless ocean.

“The peak of a martial grandmaster? or even… an existence that

surpasses a martial grandmaster?”Qin Yu couldn’t help but think to
himself.

Yan Ruoxue stood up and smiled, “Mr. Xia.”

The man called Mr. Xia smiled and said, “Miss Yan, your words are
truly shocking. I don’t know how many people’s thoughts have been

shattered by your words today.”

As he spoke, Mr. Xia’s body emitted a wave of pressure.

A terrifying pressure was coming straight for Qin Yu!



This pressure was beyond imagination. Even Qin Yu found it difficult to
withstand it.

His entire body trembled, as if he was about to be pressed to the ground
at any moment.

Facing an opponent that far surpassed him, Qin Yu circulated the spirit
energy in his body and resisted with all his might.

A small confrontation instantly formed between the two sides. Even the
air seemed to be trembling.

Qin Yu’s forehead dripped with sweat. Facing this force, Qin Yu found
it difficult to bear and could collapse at any time.

Fortunately, at this time, Mr. Xia withdrew his pressure, and a hint of
contempt flashed through his eyes.

“Miss Yan, what is the background of this Qin Yu? How come I’ve

never heard of Him?”Mr. Xia asked with a smile.

Yan Ruoxue thought for a moment and said, “Well… he’s the man who

will stand at the peak of Jingdu in the future.”
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Yan Ruoxue’s words were extremely serious.

But in the eyes of others, it was somewhat funny.

“Miss Yan, are you serious?”Mr. Xia shook his head.



“What do you think?”Yan Ruoxue asked back.

Mr. Xia laughed bitterly and said, “Miss Yan, if the Yan family wants to
nurture new people, I can understand.”

“But you say that Wei Lai stands at the peak of Jingdu? What kind of

position is the peak? Old Mister Yan’s current position?”

Yan Ruoxue thought for a moment and said, “No, he will surpass my
grandfather.”

“PFFT!”Mr. Xia couldn’t hold it in anymore.

“Miss Yan, in the entire Jingdu, how many people can surpass Old

Mister Yan?”

After saying this, Mr. Xia Sized Up Qin Yu and said, “Looking at his
age, he’s already thirty, right? A thirty-year-old man, yet he’s
accomplished nothing. How much room does he have for growth in the

future?”

Yan Ruoxue seemed unwilling to argue with Mr. Xia, so she tugged at
Qin Yu’s arm and said with a smile, “Let’s go over there.”

“Okay.”Qin Yu nodded.

Mr. Xia was left to the side, but he didn’t show any displeasure.

After listening to their conversation, Qin Yu couldn’t help but smile
bitterly in his heart.

His achievements had already been called the king of Chuzhou in
Chuzhou.



However, after stepping into jingdu, he was said to have accomplished
nothing.

This gap was really hard to accept.

“Don’t care about what others say. They are just short-sighted
people,”Yan Ruoxue said with a smile.

Qin Yu shook his head and said, “I never cared. I only care about your

opinion.”

At this point, Qin Yu paused and continued, “Who is this Mr. Xia?”

“He is one of the higher-ups of the Jingdu Martial Arts Association. His
status in the martial arts world is still very high,”Yan Ruoxue said.

Qin Yu suddenly understood.

No wonder his strength was so extraordinary. Just the pressure alone
made Qin Yu feel an incomparably powerful pressure.

This cocktail party was just as Yan Ruoxue had said. Everyone seemed
to be connecting with each other, but in fact, they were trying to rope in
their own circle and solidify their status in the business world.

Qin Yu scanned the crowd. There were quite a number of martial arts
experts participating today, but they did not come from any martial arts

family.

On the contrary, these martial arts experts were the private bodyguards
of these businessmen.

Although their positions were not low, they were not considered high.



It was unknown how many people had come to befriend Yan Ruoxue at
a cocktail party.

There were also people who turned their attention to Qin Yu, toasting
him and handing him their business cards.

Of course, there were also quite a number of people who remained on
the sidelines.

After all, they all knew that Han Wei, the young master of the Han
family, had always been interested in Yan Ruoxue.

And the marriage of a large family was not something that could be
decided by just one person.

The banquet did not end until ten o’clock in the evening. When Qin Yu

and Yan Ruoxue returned, Old Mister Yan had already fallen asleep.

The Yan family had already arranged a room for Qin Yu. Under the lead
of a servant, Qin Yu walked into his room.

Lying on the bed, Qin Yu tossed and turned, unable to fall asleep.

“I’m afraid I’ll attract a lot of trouble if I attend this cocktail party,”Qin
Yu thought to himself.

…

The next morning.

The news of Qin Yu and Yan Ruoxue attending the cocktail party made
the front page headlines!



Whether it was the martial arts forum, the local news, or even various
financial news, it was all reported.

“Last night, the daughter of the Yan family and a mysterious man
attended a cocktail party. This man claimed to be the boyfriend of the
daughter of the Yan family.”

“There are reports that a mysterious man entered the Yan family late at
night. is the daughter of the Yan family taken?”

Looking at the news that came in all directions, Qin Yu could not help
but feel a headache.

He had guessed that it would cause a certain amount of commotion, but
he did not expect the impact to be so great!

Old Mister Yan could not help but stroke his beard and laugh when he
saw the news.

“Old Master, I’m afraid that the name Qin Yu will soon spread

throughout Jingdu,”said the butler with a bitter smile.

Old Mister Yan put his hands behind his back and slowly said, “This is
my goal. There are two sides to everything. If there are benefits, there
will naturally be disadvantages.”

“That being said, aren’t we giving the Han family too little face by
doing this?”The Butler could not help but ask.

Old Mister Yan snorted lightly and said, “Why should I give them face?
What, do I have to consider the Han family for anything?”



“The Han family naturally wouldn’t dare to do anything to you, but that
Qin Yu… It’s hard to say,”the butler muttered.

Old Mister Yan said indifferently, “Then it’s none of my business.
People have to grow up in adversity.”

At this point, old Mister Yan looked at the butler and said, “Go and find
out about the Han family’s attitude.”

“Yes, Old Master.”The Butler bowed and slowly left.

…

When Han Wei saw this news, he was so angry that his entire body
trembled.

There were many news outlets that called Qin Yu Yan Ruoxue’s
boyfriend. There were even newspaper companies that directly called

Qin Yu “The son-in-law of the Yan family.”.

How could Han Wei tolerate this! !

He tore the newspaper in front of him into pieces and said through gritted
teeth, “The son-in-law of the Yan family? Does he, Qin Yu, deserve
it?”

“Immediately go and find the people in charge of these few news
outlets! Tell them to release the news immediately!”Han Wei said

angrily.

The Butler next to him did not dare to say anything. He quickly nodded
and said, “Yes, young master. I will do it right away…”

At this moment, Han Meng walked in from outside the door.



When he saw Han Meng, Han Wei immediately stood up and bowed,
“Father, Yan Ruoxue actually brought Qin Yu to attend the banquet in
public. This is simply a slap to our Han family’s face!”

Han Meng raised his hand and slapped Han Wei’s face. He said coldly,
“If you had gotten rid of him earlier, would there be such a Fart!”

“Because of you, we can’t move now.We can’t stay still either. You’ve
completely disgraced the Han family!”

Han Wei was also filled with regret. If he had directly killed Qin Yu
back then, he would have brought so much trouble.

“Dad, should our Han family respond? Otherwise… wouldn’t we be

ridiculed?”Han Wei said in a low voice.

Han Meng lit a cigarette. He slowly exhaled and shook his head. “No,
the Yan family’s matters should naturally be handled by the Yan
family.”

“I have an appointment with Yan Sihai. He’ll be here soon.”

Han Wei quickly stood up and said, “Father, I understand!”

As he spoke, the servant downstairs called.

“Master, Mr.. Yan Sihai is here.”
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Han Meng agreed and looked coldly at Han Wei, saying, “Follow me

down to meet your Uncle Yan.”



“Yes.”Han Wei nodded repeatedly.

The two of them came downstairs.

Facing Yan Sihai, Han Meng immediately changed his expression.

He went over to shake hands with Yan Sihai and greeted each other.

Han Wei hurriedly called out, “Greetings, Uncle Yan.”

Yan Sihai nodded slightly, and then his gaze fell on Han Meng’s face.

“Old Yan, you know about what happened yesterday, Right?”Han
Meng went straight to the point and went straight to the point.

Yan Sihai lit a cigar and snorted lightly, “It’s so fierce, who wouldn’t
know?”

Han meng frowned and said, “Everyone knows that our Han family
intends to marry into the Yan family, but now Yan Ruoxue is publicly

saying that Qin Yu is his boyfriend. isn’t this a slap to the Han family’s
face?”

Yan Sihai glanced at Han Meng and sneered, “Yan Ruoxue is just a little
girl. What can she decide?”

“Old Mister Yan, what you said is not right. As far as I know, old
Mister Yan has always regarded her as the apple of his eye. Yan
Ruoxue’s position in the Yan family is not inferior to yours, right?”Han
Meng went straight to the point without any euphemism.

Yan Sihai’s expression suddenly became a little ugly.



He snorted coldly and said, “My father has always been biased towards

her. I really don’t know why.”

“In terms of ability, I’m above her. In terms of seniority, I’m his eldest

son!”

“The only reason she can have such a high say is because she has my
father’s support!”

The more Yan Sihai spoke, the angrier he became. His face flushed red
and he was about to slam the table.

Han Meng waved his hand and said, “Alright, old Mister Yan, let’s talk
about how to resolve this matter first.”

“I suggest you come out and accept the interview. Just say that the Yan
family has never acknowledged Qin Yu as the son-in-law of the Yan

family.”

Yan Sihai glanced at Han Meng and said with a cold face, “What are

you anxious for? Isn’t my father still sitting there?”

Han Meng frowned slightly. It could be seen that Yan Sihai was still
very afraid of Old Mister Yan.

“Don’t worry. My father will hold a banquet in the next few days. At
that time, I will naturally find an opportunity to clarify things.”Yan
Sihai waved his hand.

“Hold a banquet? How come I’ve never heard of it?”Han Meng
frowned.

“You’ll know soon enough.”Yan Sihai stood up and said.



“My dad won’t live for long.When he dies, I will immediately kill Qin
Yu.”Yan Sihai glanced at Han Meng. These words gave the Han family
a shot of reassurance.

“With your words, I’m relieved.”Han Meng also nodded.

…

At this moment, Qin Yu was playing chess with old Mister Yan.

However, Qin Yu was a little absent-minded.

He looked up at Old Mister Yan from time to time, and his face could not
help but show a hint of solemnity.

“What happened today?”Old Mister Yan glanced at Qin Yu and asked.

Qin Yu took a deep breath and said, “Old Mister Yan, can you let me
check your body?”

“Check Your Body?”Old Mister Yan seemed puzzled.

Qin Yu said, “I don’t know how to explain it to you, but I have to tell
you.”

“I can see the aura of death between your eyebrows, and it’s getting
more and more serious.”

Old Mister Yan smiled and said, “And then?”

Qin Yu was silent for a moment and said, “From the aura of death

between your eyebrows, you don’t look like you will die a normal
death.”



Qin Yu had discovered this problem over the past few days. If one died
a normal death, the aura of death would be concentrated in the location
of the Life Palace.

However, the aura of death between old Mister Yan’s brows was
moving upwards.

This was definitely not a sign of death.

Therefore, Qin Yu could not help but wonder if old Mister Yan was sick.

Old Mister Yan did not seem to be too surprised by Qin Yu’s words.

He put down the chess piece in his hand and said indifferently, “There
are many reasons for death. Sometimes, even if it is not the end of your
life, you still have to die. This is life.”

“Life says that I will die this year, so I will definitely die. Don’t tell me
you want to defy the heavens?”

Qin Yu said emotionally, “Cultivating Dao is to defy the heavens! Old
Mister Yan, as long as you don’t die, I have a way to cure you!”

Old Mister Yan waved his hand and said, “It’s not the same. If you
forcefully change your fate, it will definitely affect you.”

“I’m just an old man. I’ve lived enough.”

Qin Yu didn’t want to hear this. He said with some pleading, “Old
Mister Yan, can you let me check your body for you?”

“When I say no, I mean no!”Old Mister Yan said unhappily.



“Don’t talk about this topic again!”

After saying this, old Mister Yan left with a cold face.

Qin Yu was extremely puzzled by old Mister Yan’s attitude.

He could not understand why old Mister Yan was so resistant.

“I won’t Let You Die.”Looking at Old Mister Yan’s back, Qin Yu made
up his mind.

…

In the following days, Qin Yu played chess with old Mister Yan every
day.

Qin Yu didn’t mention this topic again, but the aura of death between
Old Mister Yan’s brows was getting more and more serious.

At this rate, old Mister Yan wouldn’t be able to live for more than three
days.

His body was getting worse every day. If it wasn’t for the herbs, old
Mister Yan would have been lying on the bed, unable to move.

That morning.

Yan ruoxue dressed up meticulously and even made breakfast herself.

After Qin Yu and old Mister Yan got up, Yan ruoxue smiled and said,
“Quick, come and eat. Let’s go out together after eating.”

Old Mister Yan said in surprise, “Go out? Where Are We Going?”



“Aiya, Grandpa, you can’t stay at home all the time. Let’s go to the
North Province Island for a walk. It’s good for your body.”Yan Ruoxue
said with a smile.

Old Mister Yan waved his hand repeatedly and said, “There’s no need
for that. I play chess at home. It’s pretty good.”

“No Way!”Yan Ruoxue glared at him.

“It wasn’t easy for me to find the time. I’ll go no matter what!”Yan
Ruoxue said with an overbearing look.

Old Mister Yan didn’t know whether to laugh or cry. He had no choice
but to agree, “Okay, okay, okay. I’ll listen to you.”

After a quick meal, a Mercedes-benz S450 had already been parked at

the door.

“Grandpa, get in the car.”Yan Ruoxue ran over and opened the car door
for old Mister Yan.

After the two of them got in the car, Yan Ruoxue personally drove the
car and rushed toward the North Island.

The North Island was a famous scenic spot in Jingdu.

To go from Jingdu to the North Island, one had to take a cruise ship and
cross the sea.

And the owner of Bei Zhou Island was a famous figure in Jingdu.

The three of them arrived at the entrance of the cruise ship. After parking
the car, the three of them went to queue up to buy tickets.



The queue at the window was very long, and there were many tourists
here.

Yan ruoxue queued for nearly an hour. When it was her turn, two young
men suddenly stood in front of Yan Ruoxue.

Yan ruoxue frowned. She patted the young man’s shoulder and said,
“Don’t you know how to Queue?”

The young man turned around and glanced at Yan Ruoxue, and his eyes
immediately lit up.

This woman was so beautiful!

The young man couldn’t help but swallow his saliva, and his eyeballs
almost popped out.

“I told you to queue, didn’t you hear me?”Qin Yu didn’t like his eyes
very much and couldn’t help but say coldly.

Only then did the young man come back to his senses. He glared at Qin
Yu and said, “I never wait in line when I buy tickets! Don’t talk
nonsense with me!”

After saying that, the young man shouted to the window, “How many

tickets are there? I want all of them!”

Hearing this, Qin Yu’s face instantly turned cold.

“What if you buy the tickets for others?”Qin Yu suppressed his anger
and asked.



The young man sneered and said, “What does it have to do with me? I

can buy them if I want to. What Do You Care?”

Qin Yu looked at the young man coldly and said, “You’d better return
the ticket immediately.”

“Yo, are you trying to scare me? Do you know who I am?”The young
man sneered.

Just as Qin Yu was about to speak, old Mister Yan walked forward and
said slowly, “Young man, don’t be too arrogant. It’s easy to get into
trouble.”

The young man glanced at Old Mister Yan and said impatiently, “Where

did this old fart come from? What does it have to do with you? Did I

talk to You?”
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“What did you call me?”Old Mister Yan’s expression gradually turned
cold.

The young man didn’t realize the seriousness of the matter at all. He
impatiently said, “I called you an old fart! Hurry up and scram to the

side. I don’t want to bully the old man!”

After saying that, the young man looked at Qin Yu again.

He pointed at Qin Yu’s nose and said, “You want a ticket, right? Sure,
10,000 yuan per ticket! If you don’t have the money, that’s fine too.
Let your girlfriend accompany me. I’ll give it to you for free. How
about it?”



Hearing this, Qin Yu couldn’t hold it in any longer.

He raised his hand and slapped the young man’s mouth.

Even though the slap withdrew the force, it still hit the young man’s
mouth until it was full of blood.

“You… you dare to hit me, right? You… you just wait and see!”The
young man said with a sullen face.

Qin Yu looked at him coldly and said, “If you change your words again,
I’ll break your mouth.”

Sensing the killing intent on Qin Yu’s body, the young man immediately
trembled in fear.

He opened his mouth, but did not dare to say a word.

Qin Yu bent down and snatched the ticket from his hand, then returned it
to the window.

After buying his own ticket, Qin Yu turned to look at Yan Ruoxue and
said with a smile, “Let’s go.”

Yan Ruoxue seemed to be a little angry, and her entire face was a little
unnatural.

“Okay, don’t be angry.”Old Mister Yan said with a smile.

“I came out to play today. Don’t let such a small character ruin my
mood.”



Hearing old Mister Yan’s words, Yan Ruoxue’s expression eased up
slightly.

At the window.

The young man was helped up by his companion.

“Brother Qiang, are you okay?”His companion asked.

The Young Man Called Brother Qiang had a vicious look on his face. He
spat on the ground and said through gritted teeth, “No one dares to touch
me, Li Wenqiang! When we get to the North Continent Island, I’ll
definitely kill them!”

“Of course. Your Uncle is the owner of the North Island. It’s just a
matter of words!”

Li Wenqiang snorted coldly and said, “I will call my uncle later. As
long as we get to the North Island, I will not let them come back!”

…

Qin Yu and the others did not take this matter to heart.

The three of them took the tickets and boarded the cruise ship.

Sitting on the ship and looking at the scenery on the sea, old Mister Yan
could not help but sigh, “It’s really been a long time since I’ve been so
relaxed.”

Yan Ruoxue hooked her arm around old Mister Yan’s neck and said with
a smile, “Then let’s go out more often in the future!”



“Haha, Good, good. I just don’t know if there’s still a chance.”Old
Mister Yan stroked his beard and said with a smile.

“Bah, Bah, Bah, don’t spout nonsense!”Yan Ruoxue said unhappily.

Old Mister Yan didn’t know whether to laugh or cry. He hurriedly said,
“Good, good, good. It’s grandfather’s fault. I take it back!”

Looking at this warm scene, Qin Yu couldn’t help but feel a little
worried.

If Old Mister Yan left, how sad would Yan Ruoxue be.

“No matter what, I will protect your life.”Qin Yu made up his mind in
his heart.

The cruise ship slowly sailed on the surface of the sea. After about an
hour, they finally arrived at Bei Zhou Island.

As a famous scenic spot in Jingdu, the environment here was naturally
very beautiful.

The architectural style of the entire island was very varied. There were
both ancient style buildings and modern flamboyance.

Qin Yu tried to feel the Qi/spiritual energy and found that the
Qi/spiritual energy here was abnormally dense!

The entire sea seemed to have qi/spiritual energy lingering and

condensing above it!



“The tourists here come in an endless stream every day. How can the

Qi/spiritual energy be so dense?”Qin Yu couldn’t help but sigh in his
heart.

“Don’t just stand there, let’s Go!”Yan ruoxue tugged at Qin Yu’s arm.

Qin Yu nodded and followed Yan Ruoxue all the way to a small
teahouse.

The construction of this teahouse was quite wuxia style. Even the
waiters were dressed in ancient clothing.

The three of them found a tea table and sat down. Soon, the waiter came
up with a tea list.

“Well… I’ll take a pot of Longjing tea.”Yan Ruoxue pointed at the tea
list and said.

“Okay, a pot of Longjing tea!”The waiter shouted like an ancient
waiter.

At this time, Li Wenqiang also boarded the North Island.

As soon as he got off the cruise ship, Li Wenqiang directly hailed a taxi

and walked towards the office building in the center of the North Island.

This office building was where the owner of the North Island, Feng
Chong, was located.

As the absolute overlord of the North Island, Feng Chong had absolute
power!



Under his command, he supported a large group of martial artists, and
there were nearly ten martial grandmasters among them!

Li Wenqiang came to an office and pushed the door open.

As soon as he entered, he saw a middle-aged man processing
documents.

After seeing Li Wenqiang, the middle-aged man smiled and said,
“Wenqiang, why are you here?”

Li Wenqiang said with a dark face, “Uncle Zeng, I was just beaten up
by someone on this North Continent Island!”

The man called Uncle Zeng said with some surprise, “Beaten up by
someone? Who Dares to touch you on the North Continent Island?”

“I don’t know him. Uncle Zeng, hurry up and help me take revenge!”Li
Wenqiang waved his hand impatiently.

As Feng Chong’s subordinate, Uncle Zeng had done a lot of things for Li
Wenqiang.

This time, of course, it was no exception.

He immediately pulled up the surveillance cameras and looked for the
figures of Qin Yu and the others.

“It’s them!”Soon, Li Wenqing found the figures of Qin Yu and Yan

Ruoxue.

Uncle Zeng took a look and said, “They’re at the tea shop. I’ll bring
some people over now.”



“Bring a few more people. That Kid is pretty good,”said Li Wenqiang.

Uncle Zeng smiled and said, “Don’t worry. This is our territory. Even if
the Heavenly King Comes, it won’t work.”

Then, Uncle Zeng called a few people and drove to the tea shop.

Three black cars slowly stopped at the door of the teahouse.

As soon as the car stopped, LiWenqiang and uncle Zeng came out of the

car with four or five people.

“Uncle Zeng, why are you here?”The waiter in the Teahouse asked in
surprise.

Uncle Zeng waved his hand and then led his people into the teahouse.

“They are there!”Li Wenqiang pointed in the direction of Qin Yu and

said anxiously.

Hearing that, Uncle Zeng immediately led his men to Qin Yu’s

direction.

“Kid, do you still remember me?”Li Wenqiang said with bared fangs

and brandished claws.

Qin Yu frowned slightly and said, “What? Do you still want to be

beaten up?”

Hearing that, Li Wenqiang was instantly furious!

He was about to flare up when Uncle Zeng reached out to stop Li
Wenqiang.



Then, Uncle Zeng looked at Qin Yu and the other two and said, “Do
you know who this is? This is the nephew of our North Island’s boss!”

“So?”Qin Yu asked expressionlessly.

“Hehe, don’t play dumb. Come with me. Don’t disturb the
others,”uncle Zeng said indifferently.

At this time, old Mister Yan couldn’t help but smile and said, “Young
man, you’d better bring your boss here.”

Uncle Zeng frowned slightly. He looked at Old Mister Yan and said,
“Who are you?”

Before old Mister Yan could answer, Li Wenqiang cursed, “Take this
old bastard with you! He’s the only one who talks too much nonsense!”

“I’ll imprison you first, then I’ll deal with you slowly!”Li Wenqiang

said with a vicious look.
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Island!

Uncle Zeng frowned slightly, as if he was afraid.

“Hurry up, what are you waiting for? Do you have to tell my uncle

about this?”Li Wenqiang said impatiently.

Hearing this, Uncle Zeng didn’t say anything more.

After all, this was the North Continent Island. On the North Continent
Island, Feng Chong was the real overlord!



Therefore, Uncle Zeng didn’t think too much about it. Even if something
really happened, Li Wenqiang would be there to support him.

Therefore, Uncle Zeng waved his hand and berated, “Take them
away!”

A few people immediately walked forward.

At this time, Qin Yu quickly moved forward and stood in front of old
Mister Yan.

A powerful internal Qi burst out from his body. He looked at the crowd
coldly and said, “Anyone who dares to take a step forward, try it.”

“Grandmaster?”Uncle Zeng raised his eyebrows when he sensed qin
Yu’s internal Qi.

A mere grandmaster was not even worth mentioning!

This made Uncle Zeng let out a sigh of relief. If Old Mister Yan was an
important figure that he could not afford to offend, then the bodyguard
beside him could not be just a grandmaster.

“Swoosh!”

The rest of the people also released their internal Qi at the same time!

Martial grandmasters!

Five Martial Grandmasters!

“How dare you, a martial grandmaster, be so impudent?”Uncle Zeng
sneered.



Qin Yu narrowed his eyes and said, “Then you can try.”

As he spoke, Qin Yu’s body faintly flickered with a dark golden light.

Just as he was about to make a move, old Mister Yan waved his hand,
indicating Qin Yu not to act rashly.

He walked to Uncle Zeng with his hands behind his back and said
indifferently, “Young man, are you sure you don’t want to bring Feng

Chong Here?”

“Who do you think you are? You want to see my uncle?”Li Wenqiang

scolded angrily.

“Haha, Good, Good.”Old Mister Yan couldn’t help but stroke his beard
and laugh.

“I’ll go with you. I want to see what you can do to us,”old Mister Yan
said indifferently.

Uncle Zeng snorted and said, “Then please!”

Although Qin Yu was extremely displeased, he still followed Old Mister
Yan’s instructions and got into the car.

The car drove away and soon arrived at a small warehouse on the shore
of North Island.

“Lock them up first! Rub their spirit!”Li Wenqiang snorted.

Uncle Zeng nodded and waved his hand. “Bring them in! Confiscate
their phones!”



“Yes!”

They snatched the phones of old Mister Yan and the others and pushed
them into the warehouse.

The door of the warehouse was slowly closed.

Ropes were tied to their bodies.

With a loud bang, the door was closed.

The warehouse was plunged into darkness, and the surroundings were
completely silent.

Apart from the occasional sound of waves, there was almost no sound.

Qin Yu hurriedly looked at Yan ruoxue and said anxiously, “Ruoxue,
are you okay?”

Yan ruoxue smiled and said, “What can happen to me? They should be

the ones who are in trouble.”

Qin Yu said with some confusion, “Old Mister Yan, I’m not sure. Why

didn’t you let me take action just now?”

“I don’t care about those five martial grandmasters at all.”

However, old Mister Yan shook his head and said, “After all, this is
their territory. If you can defeat five martial grandmasters, then what
about ten? It’s not worth getting injured for such a small matter.”

Qin Yu frowned and said, “Then what should we do now?”



“Just wait. Wait for someone to save us,”old Mister Yan said
indifferently.

“But… We don’t even have a cell phone. Who would know that we’re

being imprisoned…”Qin Yu said with a bitter smile.

Yan Ruoxue said from the side, “Don’t worry. As long as we don’t go
home in the evening, my father and the others will immediately check

the surveillance cameras.”

Seeing this, Qin Yu didn’t say anything more.

He sighed slightly. He really didn’t expect to encounter such a thing.

Time passed by minute by minute. Qin Yu sat there cross-legged and
began to meditate.

The internal Qi of the North Province Island was quite dense. Qin Yu
didn’t want to waste it, so he took advantage of this period of time to
absorb the surrounding Qi.

Time flew by, and in the blink of an eye, the sky gradually darkened.

It was already time to eat. The four brothers of Yan Sihai also returned to
the Yan family manor.

After entering, Yan Sihai couldn’t help but frown.

Usually at this time, old Mister Yan would sit at the dining table and
wait quietly.

But today, the entire Yan family manor appeared quite quiet.



“Where is my father?”Yan Sihai glanced at the nanny and asked.

The nanny hurriedly said, “This morning, the eldest miss took the old
master to the North Island.”

“Beizhou Island?”Yan Sihai frowned.

He looked at his watch and said, “What Time is it? Why isn’t he back

yet?”

Yan Yongxiu couldn’t help but say, “That’s not right. No matter where
Father Goes, he will definitely come back at this time.”

Yan Sihai nodded. He took out his phone and dialed old Mister Yan’s
number.

But when the call was picked up, it was not old Mister Yan’s voice, but
rather an impatient voice.

“Who are you? Why is my father’s phone there?”Yan Sihai asked
coldly.

Li Wenqiang sneered, “Yo, that old fart is your father?”

“Old Fart?”Veins popped up on Yan Sihai’s forehead.

Li Wenqiang sneered, “Kid, your father has no eyes and provoked me.
Now I plan to teach him a little lesson.”

“Lock him up for three days first. After three days, come to the North
Continent Island and apologize to me.”

After saying that, Li Wenqiang directly hung up the phone.



Yan Sihai’s face was cold and his fists were clenched tightly

“Interesting, really interesting.”Yan Sihai was so angry that he
laughed.

“A mere north continent island dares to lock up my father and even
want me to apologize to him. Haha, are these people crazy? !”Yan Sihai
fiercely threw his phone on the ground and shouted!

“Big Brother, What’s Wrong?”The other three brothers hurriedly
walked forward and asked.

Yan Sihai did not answer. Instead, he roared, “Where’s Long Yi? Get

your ass over here!”

Just as he finished speaking, a middle-aged man walked out from the

darkness.

He bowed and said, “Eldest young master.”

Yan Sihai raised his hand and slapped Long Yi’s face!

“How did you protect my father? You Don’t even know that he was

kidnapped?”Yan Sihai said through gritted teeth.

Hearing this, Long Yi’s face instantly turned extremely ugly!

He knelt on the ground with a plop and anxiously explained, “Eldest
young master, the master… He didn’t want me to follow him…”

“Useless thing.”Yan Sihai took a deep breath and forcefully suppressed
the anger in his heart.



Yan tianhong hurriedly said, “Father was kidnapped?Who is so bold?”

Yan Sihai glanced at him, but didn’t answer this question. Instead, he
coldly said, “Call someone immediately and follow me to the North

Island.”

“Today, I will crush the North Island!”Yan Sihai coldly said.

Chapter 354: Chapter 354, the Furious Yan Sihai

If news of old Mister Yan’s imprisonment spread, the entire Jingdu
would probably be in an uproar!

As the Yan family’s most ruthless Yan Sihai, how could he tolerate it!

With a phone call, countless people instantly gathered in the Yan

family’s manor!

These people included both martial artists and patrol officers!

Looking out, just the number of martial artists alone reached a hundred!

And more than half of them were peak martial artists above the Great
Grandmaster realm!

Such a large scale had probably never appeared before!

Hundreds of people stood in the Yan family’s manor. Everyone was
waiting for Yan Sihai’s orders.

Yan Sihai held a cigar and said coldly, “Whoever dares to F * cking
stop me, I’ll kill them!”



“Yes!”

The martial artists shouted in unison, their voices shaking the sky!

“Rumble…”

Helicopters slowly came from not far away and stopped in the manor.

One luxury car after another lined up in rows, their imposing manner
like a rainbow!

Yan Sihai and the others were the first to board the helicopters and
majestically rushed towards the Northern Island!

At this moment, Feng Chong still didn’t know what had happened.

As the absolute overlord of the northern island, Feng Chong was

practically equivalent to a local emperor.

As long as he didn’t provoke those people from Jingdu, Feng Chong
could enjoy almost anything.

But he never thought that his nephew would set him up.

The helicopter flew high in the sky and slowly stopped below the office
in the center of the northern island.

As soon as it stopped, Yan Sihai walked down from the plane.

Beside him stood dozens of martial artists, all waiting for Yan Sihai’s

orders.

Yan Sihai blew out a smoke ring and then strode into the office!



The security guards in the office were stunned when they saw this
scene.

They hurried forward and whispered, “Sir, who are you looking for?”

“Get lost!”Yan Sihai slapped him to the side.

“Sir, this is Feng Chong’s place. Don’t Give Yourself Trouble!”A
security guard braced himself and said.

Yan sihai sneered, “Feng Chong? Who does he think he is? Get lost!”

The group of people rampaged and no one could stop them!

All the top martial artists in the office together could not stop them!

Upstairs, in the office.

A bald man in a white shirt was slowly sipping tea.

He looked out of the window from above and could not help but feel
self-satisfied.

At this moment, Feng Chong’s secretary rushed in in a hurry.

“Director Feng, something bad has happened!”The secretary said while
panting.

Feng Chong frowned slightly and said, “What’s the matter?”

The secretary swallowed his saliva and said, “A group of people came

downstairs just now. Without any explanation, they beat up anyone they
saw!”



“Oh?”Feng Chong raised his eyebrows.

“Let the security team deal with it.”Feng Chong didn’t take it seriously.
After all, there were people who were ignorant every year.

The secretary smiled bitterly and said, “The security team… is

completely defeated. They are completely no match for them.”

Hearing this, Feng Chong’s expression immediately changed.

One had to know that the people in his security team were all elites!
There were even several martial grandmasters among them!

If even they weren’t a match for him, then what was his background?

“Who’s the leader?”Feng Chong put down his Teacup and asked
hurriedly.

“Me!”

At this moment, the office door was kicked open.

Then, he saw Yan Sihai, who had a strong build, walk in with great
strides.

When he saw Yan Sihai, Feng Chong’s expression immediately turned
extremely ugly!

This was the young master of the Yan family! One of the real power
holders of the Yan family!

“President… President Yan, why are you here? What’s with the big

fanfare…”Feng Chong hurriedly went up to greet him.



Yan Sihai looked at Feng Chong coldly and said, “Why am I here?
Feng Chong, you’ve grown up now, right?”

Feng Chong said with some confusion, “President… President Yan, I
don’t understand what you’re saying!”

“You don’t understand?”Yan Sihai’s eyes flashed with coldness, and
then he slapped Feng Chong’s face!

As the overlord of the North Continent Island, he was slapped twice in
front of everyone.

Most importantly, Feng Chong didn’t dare to ACT UP!

“Arrest him!”Yan Sihai said coldly.

The two martial grandmasters immediately stepped forward, grabbed
Feng Chong’s neck, and pressed him on the table.

Feng Chong was extremely terrified. He said anxiously, “Director Yan,
even if you want to kill me, you have to give me a reason. I. . . I really
don’t know what I have done to offend you…”

“You don’t Know?”Yan Sihai walked forward and grabbed Feng
Chong by the hair.

“My father was imprisoned on your North Province Island. You Don’t
know about this, right?”Yan Sihai said coldly.

Hearing this, Feng Chong was so scared that he almost fainted!

Old Mister Yan got into trouble on the North Province Island? How

terrible would that be?



“Director Yan, I swear that this matter has nothing to do with me. I…
I’ll go and investigate now, okay?”Feng Chong said anxiously.

Yan sihai sneered, “It’s too late! I’ll go and find him myself.”

“As for you, be careful in your next life.”Yan Sihai sneered.

Feng Chong’s face was extremely pale. In a moment of panic, he
shouted at his secretary, “What’s Going On? ! Why didn’t old Mister

Yan tell me that he came to the North Province Island? ! Also, I’ll skin
whoever touched old Mister Yan!”

The secretary opened his mouth and whispered, “Your nephew, Li
Wenqiang, just kidnapped an old man. I wonder if it’s old Mister
Yan…”

Nephew?

Feng Chong wanted to die!

This time, even if he jumped into the Yellow River, he would not be
able to clear his name!

“Your nephew kidnapped my father, and you want me to apologize to
him. Feng Chong, you can do it,”Yan Sihai said with narrowed eyes.

Feng Chong was about to speak when Yan Sihai kicked Feng Chong’s
calf!

With a crack, Feng Chong’s calf immediately bent backward in a
strange arc!

“Ah! !”Feng Chong yelled out in pain.



“Don’t Scream!”Yan Sihai berated coldly.

Feng Chong gritted his teeth and endured it.

“Yan… President Yan, can you give me a chance? I’ll go and settle the

score with him right now!”Feng Chong braced himself and said.

“Even if you want to kill me, you have to find Old Mister Yan first,
Don’t You?”

Yan Sihai coldly glanced at Feng Chong and snorted, “Fine, then I’ll let
you live for a few more minutes.”

“Go and find someone for me right now!”Yan Sihai said angrily.

The two martial grandmasters beside him quickly let go of Feng Chong.

Feng Chong hurriedly took out his phone and called Uncle Zeng.

“Did you kidnap an old man?”Feng Chong said anxiously.

Uncle Zeng said, “Yes, your nephew asked us to do it. What’s wrong,
Boss Feng?”

Feng Chong gritted his teeth and said angrily, “Where is he now?”

“He’s in the warehouse by the shore,”uncle Zeng said.

Feng Chong heard this and quickly hung up the phone.

He looked at Yan Sihai with trembling lips and said, “Boss Yan, i. . .
I’m going to find Old Mister Yan Now….”



Chapter 355: Chapter 355, who do you think you are? !

The group of people rushed to the warehouse in a mighty manner.

Such a large group attracted the attention of countless people.

In the car, Feng Chong squatted on the ground like a prisoner.

Although his calf was in extreme pain, he could only endure it. No one
would save him.

At the entrance of the warehouse, Li Wenqiang swaggered over.

“He has been locked up for a day. He should be obedient,”LiWenqiang

said with a smile.

Uncle Zeng said in a low voice, “Wenqiang, president Feng just called
and asked if we kidnapped someone.”

“Aiya, who cares about him? He always asks.”Li Wenqiang didn’t

take it seriously.

“Open the door.”Then, Li Wenqiang pointed at the door and said.

Uncle Zeng didn’t say anything and hurriedly opened the door.

“Pick a few powerful ones for me and accompany me in,”LiWenqiang

said.

He knew that Qin Yu was quite skilled, so he didn’t dare to go rashly.

Uncle Zeng also knew this principle. He immediately picked three
martial grandmasters and followed Li Wenqiang into the warehouse.



The lights of the warehouse suddenly lit up.

Li Wenqiang strolled to the front of Qin Yu and the others.

“How is it? Do you know how powerful you are now?”Li Wenqiang

snorted.

Qin Yu glanced at him and said, “You are really a prodigal. Your uncle
is really unlucky to have a nephew like you.”

“You still dare to Talk Back?”Li Wenqiang glared and kicked at Qin

Yu.

However, Li Wenqiang was only an ordinary person, while Qin Yu’s
body was incomparably strong.

This kick caused Li Wenqiang’s foot to shake until it hurt.

“Damn it, it’s like kicking a Rock!”Li Wenqiang covered his foot and

said in some pain.

“You two, beat him up!”Li Wenqiang pointed at the two martial

grandmasters beside him and said.

At this time, old Mister Yan said indifferently, “Young man, if you stop
now, perhaps it’s still not too late. At least you can keep your life.”

“TSK TSK TSK, Old Thing, you still dare to scare me, right?”Li
Wenqiang snorted coldly.

“Let me tell you, your son called me! I told him to come and pick you

up in three days!”



“But unfortunately, your son’s attitude isn’t very good, so I changed my
mind. I’m prepared to… lock you up here until you die here!”

Old Mister Yan didn’t panic, but a faint smile hung on his face.

Li Wenqiang grinned and said, “Of course, if you want to go out, it’s
not impossible.”

After saying that, Li Wenqiang looked at Yan Ruoxue with lecherous

eyes.

He swallowed his saliva and said, “As long as you let her sleep with me
for one night, I’ll let you go immediately!”

“Do you want to die?”Qin Yu’s expression instantly turned extremely
cold.

Li Wenqiang snorted lightly and said, “My uncle is the king of this

North Province Island! It is her fortune to be able to follow me!”

“Of course, even if you don’t agree, it’s useless.”LiWenqiang changed

the topic. He licked his lips and walked towards Yan Ruoxue step by
step.

At this moment, Qin Yu’s body suddenly erupted with golden light!

A terrifying power directly broke free from the iron rope!

“Bang!”

A golden light flashed, and Li Wenqiang was directly sent flying!



“Damn it, how Dare You Hit Me? Kill him!”Li Wenqiang roared

crazily.

The three martial grandmasters immediately walked forward.

Their internal Qi was fluctuating, and a terrifying pressure slowly
spread out.

Qin Yu’s expression was cold, and he quickly adjusted his internal Qi to
the maximum.

“Brat, you’re dead meat today!”One of the martial grandmasters took
the lead and walked over!

His fists erupted with a terrifying force, and it was aimed directly at Qin
Yu’s face!

The power of a rank 3 martial grandmaster caused the entire warehouse

to buzz!

Qin Yu didn’t Dodge, and his fierce fists brought with them a golden

light as he faced it head-on!

“Hong!”

A loud sound rang out! As Qin Yu destroyed everything in his path, he
erupted with an incomparable strength!

“Deng Deng Deng!”

The Martial Grandmaster was directly pushed back a few meters, and his
wrist was instantly broken!



“How is this possible!”The Martial Grandmaster’s expression changed!

Before he could regain his senses, Qin Yu walked over!

A golden light slowly expanded in his pupils! It was so bright that it
almost blinded his eyes!

“Boom!”

This punch contained the power to destroy the heavens and earth!

That Martial Grandmaster did not even have time to react before his head
was directly blown off by Qin Yu’s punch!

A third grade Martial Grandmaster, dead!

Old Mister Yan, who was sitting on the ground, could not help but
reveal a surprised expression.

Although he was not a martial artist, he knew the difference between the

strength levels!

A gratified smile appeared on Yan Ruoxue’s lips.

Unknowingly, Qin Yu seemed to have grown into a man who could take
care of himself!

“You’re courting death!”The other two martial grandmasters were
instantly enraged!

Light swirled in their palms, and terrifying cultivation techniques blotted
out the sky and covered the earth as they pressed down on Qin Yu!



When they looked up, they saw that there seemed to be a huge sword

hanging above Qin Yu’s head!

This sword’s aura was like a rainbow. The Violent Qi force even shook
the ground!

Qin Yu’s expression turned cold. He waved his hand, and a wave of Qi
force protected old Mister Yan and Yan Ruoxue!

Then, he held his other hand and activated the absolute beginning sacred
fist to meet it!

“I don’t care what move you have. I just need to smash it with one
punch!”Qin Yu roared repeatedly!

The golden light illuminated the entire warehouse!

The simple and unadorned fist ruthlessly smashed towards the huge
sword!

“Kacha!”

A loud sound rang out!

The huge sword that was activated was directly smashed into pieces!

As for the two martial grandmasters, they were even affected by the

backlash of the Qi force and vomited blood non-stop!

Qin Yu’s body was covered in golden light as his pair of eyes coldly
swept over them.

His domineering aura made the two martial grandmasters not dare to
move for a moment.



Li Wenqiang, who was lying on the ground, was even more terrified.

He anxiously shouted at the door, “Uncle Zeng, Uncle Zeng!”

“Swoosh!”

Under Uncle Zeng’s lead, seven or eight martial grandmasters stepped
into the warehouse.

Looking at the corpses on the ground, Uncle Zeng couldn’t help but feel
a little surprised.

“You have some ability,”uncle Zeng said with narrowed eyes.

“Do you know what the consequences will be if you kill our people?”

Qin Yu sneered, “I’ll kill you next!”

“Hahaha! What Big Words!”Uncle Zeng said coldly.

Uncle Zeng was an eighth grade martial grandmaster. It was indeed
difficult to deal with him.

Even Qin Yu might not be his match.

“Uncle Zeng, kill them all!”Li Wenqiang shouted angrily.

Uncle Zeng glanced at Qin Yu. He slowly raised his hands and sneered,
“You are only a martial grandmaster. I will kill you as easily as
squashing an ant!”

“Oh, an ant dares to speak so arrogantly?”At this moment, a voice
suddenly came from the door.



Looking over, he saw Yan Sihai standing at the door.

Uncle Zeng frowned slightly and said coldly, “Who are you?”

Yan Sihai took off his coat. In the next second, his figure suddenly
disappeared!

Uncle Zeng didn’t even have time to react before his dantian was
shattered by Yan Sihai’s kick!

“My Name Is Yan Sihai.. Have you heard of me?”Yan Sihai said
coldly.

Chapter 356: Chapter 356, Yan Sihai’s thoughts

Yan Sihai’s name was like thunder in Jingdu!

When Uncle Zeng heard this name, his expression immediately changed!

“Mister… Mister Yan, why are you here…”although Uncle Zeng had

guessed something, he still had some illusions in his heart.

Yan Sihai pointed at Old Mister Yan and said coldly, “You kidnapped
my father, you have quite the guts.”

Yan Sihai’s father! Old Mister Yan!

The Emperor Yan Who Could Shake Jingdu three times with a stomp of
his foot!

“Mister Yan, it was him… it was him who made me do it!”Uncle Zeng
panicked and hurriedly pointed at Li Wenqiang’s position.



At this time, he couldn’t care about Feng Chong anymore. Protecting his
own life was the most important thing!

“As long as you lay your hands on the Yan family, you will die. As for
who made you do this, what does it have to do with me?”Yan Sihai
sneered.

As soon as he finished speaking, Yan Sihai’s rough palm directly struck

out!

“Kacha!”

Uncle Zeng’s head was directly smashed apart by a single slap!

An eighth grade martial grandmaster had died just like that!

Qin Yu stood at the side, and he couldn’t help but feel a little terrified.

He never thought that Yan Sihai would actually have such a skill!

His strength had probably exceeded Qin Yu’s imagination!

“It’s your turn.”Yan Sihai turned around and looked at Li Wenqiang.

Li Wenqiang braced himself and said, “You… Don’t touch me. My

Uncle Is Feng Chong. He… He will definitely save me!”

“Your uncle? Who does he think he is?”Yan Sihai sneered.

After saying that, Yan Sihai waved his hand and a person who was
tortured beyond recognition was thrown over.

This man was the king of the North Island, Feng Chong!



“Uncle… Uncle, save me!”Li Wenqiang shouted anxiously.

Feng Chong raised his head and looked at Li Wenqiang fiercely, saying,
“You bastard… You Want to kill me!”

At this moment, Feng Chong couldn’t care less about whether he had a

nephew or not.

He looked at Yan Sihai and said with difficulty, “President Yan, what he
did… has nothing to do with me. Even if you kill him, he deserves it…”

“Feng Chong! You actually left him to die. I… I want to tell my

sister!”Li Wenqiang said in exasperation.

Yan Sihai couldn’t help but sneer.

“I thought it was some big shot who dared to touch my father. It turns
out he’s a useless prodigal who doesn’t know anything about the
world.”A trace of contempt flashed in Yan Sihai’s eyes.

Then, Yan Sihai waved his hand, and the two people next to him
immediately walked toward Li Wenqiang.

“Throw him into the sea to feed the fish,”Yan Sihai said coldly.

“Yes, director Yan.”The two martial grandmasters dragged Li
Wenqiang out like they were grabbing a chicken.

Yan Sihai quickly walked in front of old Mister Yan. As he untied him,
he said, “Dad, are you okay?”

Old Mister Yan stood up from the ground. He waved his hand and said,
“What can happen to me?”



Qin Yu also hurriedly walked to Yan Ruoxue’s side and untied the rope
on her body.

“Qin Yu, how did you take care of my father?”At this moment, Yan
Sihai said coldly.

Qin Yu lowered his head and said somewhat apologetically, “I’m sorry,
Mr. Yan. It’s My Fault.”

“It has nothing to do with him. I was the one who insisted on not letting
him do it.”Old Mister Yan waved his hand and said.

“Qin Yu has already done very well.”Yan Ruoxue also said with a
smile.

Yan Sihai snorted coldly, looking extremely displeased.

He wanted to flare up, but he didn’t dare. He could only vent his anger

on Feng Chong.

“Feng Chong, it seems that the security measures of the North Continent
Island are not in place.”Yan Sihai’s tone was cold, and there was a
hidden meaning in his words.

Feng Chong was not stupid. Of course, he understood what Yan Sihai
meant.

Therefore, Feng Chong hurriedly said, “President Yan, I am willing to

give the North Continent Island to the Yan family! I only hope that the
Yan family can protect the North Continent Island!”

“Give it? Do I Need It?”Yan Sihai sneered.



“Feng Chong, take care of yourself.”

After saying this, Yan Sihai looked at Old Mister Yan and said, “Dad,
let’s go.”

Everyone left the North Continent Island together.

On the way back, Yan Sihai pointed at Qin Yu and said, “Follow me.”

“Uncle, what are you doing?”Yan ruoxue subconsciously stood in front
of Qin Yu.

Yan sihai smiled and said, “Ruoxue, what are you afraid of? Can I eat it?
I just want to talk to him.”

“It’s okay. Old Mister Yan won’t do anything to me.”Qin Yu smiled
and said.

Yan Ruoxue was still a little worried. Only when old Mister Yan spoke

did Yan Ruoxue finally relax.

The two of them boarded the helicopter and prepared to return to the Yan
family manor.

The helicopter flew high in the sky. Looking down from above, one
could overlook more than half of the northern island.

“How is the northern island?”Yan Sihai asked casually.

Qin Yu bowed and said, “It’s very beautiful and is developing very

well.”

“Yes.”Yan Sihai nodded and said.



“Even a powerful island like the north continent island can not
withstand a single blow from My Yan family.”

“With just a word from me, I can ban the North Continent Island.”

Yan Sihai’s words were clearly a warning to Qin Yu.

Qin Yu was not stupid. Of course, he understood what Yan Sihai meant.

“You’re quite lucky. You actually didn’t die last time,”Yan Sihai said
indifferently.

Qin Yu smiled and said, “I hope Mr. Yan can send two decent people to
kill me next time. Those kinds of people are not enough to fill the gaps
between my teeth.”

“Oh? So you killed them?”Yan Sihai said with some surprise.

Qin Yu nodded and said, “Yes.”

“Hahaha!”Yan Sihai couldn’t help but laugh.

“No wonder my father thinks highly of you. TSK TSK. In time, you
may only become an amazing person,”Yan Sihai said.

Hearing this, Qin Yu was delighted.

Could it be that things were about to turn for the better? Did Yan Sihai

agree to marry Yan Ruoxue to him?

However, Yan Sihai’s next words made Qin Yu feel as if she had fallen
into an ice cellar.



“A few years ago, there was a young man with similar talent as you.
Many families felt that he would become the next ye Qing,”Yan Sihai
said slowly.

“But unfortunately, he was killed by my son. Do you know why?”Yan
Sihai stared at Qin Yu and said.

Qin Yu frowned and didn’t say anything.

Yan sihai snorted, “Because he pretended to be noble and refused the
Yan family’s invitation! So I killed him!”

Qin Yu immediately felt a chill.

This Yan Sihai was a bit too overbearing!

“I want him to serve the Yan family, but he always wants to be
someone who is on the same level as me. Don’t you think it’s
laughable?”Yan Sihai stared at Qin Yu and asked.

“So what if he’s talented? He’s just a martial artist. To be able to serve
the Yan family is already a blessing that he has cultivated for eight
lifetimes.”

“Just like the current you. You’re just a commoner and you still want to
be the son-in-law of the Yan Family? Isn’t that laughable?”

“To people like you, no matter how strong you are, you can only be a
slave.. You’re just a slightly higher class slave.”

Chapter 357: Chapter 357, the father-son conversation of the

Yan family



After listening to Yan Sihai’s words, the Little Hope Qin Yu had for him
that had just risen suddenly disappeared without a trace.

For a moment, he was even filled with disgust towards Yan Sihai.

“I really don’t know why people like you always feel that you are
superior.”Qin Yu shook his head and said.

“The high and low are also divided by people like you. We have

worked hard all our lives, but in your eyes, it has become the capital for
you to ridicule.”

“Mr. Yan, to be honest, I think you are the one who is laughable. You
treat others as slaves, so others may not look up to you.”

Qin Yu looked at Yan Sihai coldly, not dodging at all.

Yan Sihai’s face gradually turned cold.

“You are really impervious,”Yan Sihai said coldly.

“I really hate your faces that think they have the spirit to fight.”

Qin Yu sneered and said, “I also hate your arrogant faces.”

The negotiation broke down.

This was the second time Qin Yu had negotiated with Yan Sihai, and the
result was still the same.

Both sides had completely different views of the world. Even if they
talked about it countless times, the contradiction would only get deeper

and deeper.



As for the level of contradiction, only when one side disappeared would
the contradiction disappear.

Yan Sihai said coldly, “I originally wanted to give this North Continent
Island to you, but now it seems that there’s no need.”

Qin Yu sneered, “Mr. Yan, just like what you said to Feng Chong, do I
Need You to give it to me?”

“Good, good!”Yan Sihai could not help but laugh out loud.

“Qin Yu, I’ll see how long you can be hard!”

Qin Yu did not reply, and he was too lazy to argue with Yan Sihai.

The plane flew through the sky and soon landed at the Yan family’s
manor.

After getting off the plane, Yan Sihai’s face was still livid.

Yan Ruoxue hurriedly ran over and said, “Qin Yu, is everything
okay?”

Qin Yu smiled and said, “It’s fine. I had a very happy exchange with
Mr. Yan.”

Hearing this, Yan Sihai snorted again.

“Dad, rest well. If there’s nothing else, I’ll leave first,”said Yan Sihai.

“Wait.”Old Mister Yan waved his hand.

“Sihai, come with me. I have something to tell you.”



Yan Sihai did not dare to go against old Mister Yan’s wishes, so he
obediently followed Old Mister Yan upstairs.

In the study room, only Yan Sihai and old Mister Yan were there.

“Dad, why are you looking for me?”Yan Sihai sat opposite Old Mister
Yan and asked.

Old Mister Yan said coldly, “Sihai, I know about your relationship with

the Han family.”

Yan Sihai did not care much about it. He said, “What does that have to

do with anything? The Yan and Han families joining hands is a strong

alliance.”

“Sigh.”Old Mister Yan sighed.

“I’m not here to argue with you today. I just want to ask you
something.”

“Do you really want Ruoxue to marry Han Wei?”

Yan Sihai was stunned. He frowned and said, “Dad, why are you asking
this all of a sudden?”

Old Mister Yan slowly stood up. With his back facing Yan Sihai, he
sighed and said, “I don’t have many days left. I know that once I die,
the situation in the Yan family will definitely go out of control.”

“I don’t want the Yan family to fall apart.”

“Father, if you passed the position to me, how could the Yan family fall

apart?”Yan Sihai said with some excitement.



“As long as the Yan family is in my hands, it will definitely be more
glorious! I Can’t figure out why you insist on letting Ruoxue marry that
trash at the bottom level, Qin Yu!”

“How is HanWei worse than him? Even if you look down on HanWei,
there are so many outstanding young masters in Jingdu, which one of
them is not better than that Qin Yu? !”

Yan Sihai looked extremely excited, and these words seemed to have
been suppressed in his heart for a long time.

Old Mister Yan was silent for a moment.

He turned around to look at Yan Sihai and said in a deep voice, “Sihai,
don’t look down on the bottom level. Your father also stood up from the

bottom level back then.”

“As for what you said about Qin Yu and HanWei, you are indeed right,
but you have overlooked one problem, and that is Ruoxue’s own
choice.”

“Ruoxue likes Qin Yu, why must you force her to marry Han Wei?”

Yan sihai coldly snorted, “Little girl, what do you know about liking or

not liking! If you like, how much is it worth!”

Yan Sihai, who had been born in an aristocratic family since young, had
long been brainwashed by the concept of benefits.

In his view, everything in this world could be made way for benefits.

Even his own family and friends.



“Sihai, there are some things that I must tell you.”Old Mister Yan’s
tone suddenly became extremely solemn.

“Back then, an important figure said that the Yan family’s lifespan was
only fifty years.”

“And this year is the forty-seventh year.”

Yan sihai sneered, “Father, do you still believe that?”

Old Mister Yan ignored Yan Sihai’s words and continued, “He also said
that only Qin Yu can save the Yan family. Otherwise, the Yan family
will definitely decline or even perish in the fiftieth year.”

The person who said this was Qin Yu’s father back then.

The fortunes of the Yan family all came from him. Therefore, old Mister
Yan naturally believed in what he said.

However, Yan Yunheng was Yan Yunheng, and Yan Sihai was Yan
Sihai.

Yan Sihai did not listen to a single word old Mister Yan said.

“My fate is in my hands, not the heavens,”Yan Sihai said with a cold
smile.

“As for those Bullsh * t big shots you mentioned, they are worthless in
my eyes!”

“Dad, if there’s nothing else, I’ll take my leave first.”

Yan Sihai tidied up, turned his head, and walked out of the study.



After he left, Old Mister Yan couldn’t help but sigh slightly.

“It seems that the disaster of the Yan family is destined,”old Mister Yan
muttered in a low voice.

…

The next day, news came from the North Continent Island:

Due to various reasons, the North Continent Island was temporarily
closed for business. The timing was unknown.

As for the reason for the news, it was even more shocking.

At a glance, there were hundreds of violations on the North Continent
Island!

Qin Yu looked at the news and couldn’t help but sneer.

This Yan Sihai wanted to force Feng Chong to take the initiative to hand
over the North Continent Island.

“These so-called big shots are really interesting. They stole something
from others, but they still have to make them feel grateful.”Qin Yu
sneered at this.

As expected, after two days, the outside world announced:

The North Continent Island was officially taken over by the Yan family
and opened for business on a new day. Feng Chong took on the position
of general manager and continued to manage the North Continent Island.

In other words, Feng Chong became Yan Sihai’s slave from his boss.



On this day, Qin Yu played chess with old Mister Yan as usual.

Looking at the black gas spreading from old Mister Yan’s glabella, Qin
Yu felt more and more uneasy.

Old Mister Yan also looked weak. If not for the support of medicine, the
current old Mister Yan would have difficulty standing.

After a game of chess, old Mister Yan put down the chess piece in his
hand.

He stood up and said, “Qin Yu, come with me. I will bring you to a

place.”

“Ah?”Qin Yu was stunned and asked in confusion, “What Place?”

Old Mister Yan smiled faintly and said, “Don’t ask.. Come with me.”

Chapter 358: Chapter 358, Old Mister Yan’s birthday banquet

Qin Yu followed behind Old Mister Yan and walked out of the villa.

Then, they got into a car and slowly drove towards a relatively remote

house not far away.

The car drove for nearly half an hour before finally arriving in front of
this house.

The house was not big, but it was heavily guarded.

Just at the door, there were three martial grandmasters waiting there.



“Old Mister Yan.”The two martial grandmasters quickly cupped their

hands and bowed when they saw old Mister Yan.

Old Mister Yan waved his hand and brought Qin Yu to the door.

The door was supported by a special material, and the lock was facial
recognition.

Old Mister Yan walked forward and the door slowly opened.

Then, a strong medicinal aroma immediately assaulted him!

Qin Yu took a deep breath and immediately felt refreshed all over his
body!

As far as the eye could see, there were medicine bottles one after another
in this house!

“What… What are these?”Looking at the entire warehouse of herbs,
Qin Yu could not help but widen his eyes!

Old Mister Yan said indifferently, “These are all my collections over

the years.”

“Collections?”Qin Yu gulped.

There were at least over a hundred herbs in this room, and each of them
was at least five hundred years old!

Compared to Old Mister Yan’s warehouse, Dong Tianhai was not
worthy of being called the king of herbs!



“Do you like it?”Old Mister Yan said indifferently with his hands

behind his back.

Qin Yu couldn’t help but say, “I like it. Who wouldn’t like it?”

Old Mister Yan glanced at Qin Yu and said, “Then I’ll tell you a piece
of news that will make you despair. The Han family’s stock is only
much higher than mine.”

“In other words, Han Wei doesn’t need to worry about herbs at all.”

Qin Yu had long thought that these aristocratic families didn’t lack
resources, but he never thought that the gap would be so huge!

Even 500-year-old herbs were not worth mentioning, and
1,000-year-old herbs could be eaten like carrots!

How could an ordinary person make up for the difference?

“If one day you really beat Han Wei, these herbs will all be yours,”old
Mister Yan said indifferently.

Qin Yu couldn’t help but suck in a breath of cold air.

He said jokingly, “Really?”

“Of course,”old Mister Yan said.

“But I can’t give them to you now. These are all Babe. If Han Wei kills

you, wouldn’t it be a waste?”Old Mister Yan muttered.

Qin Yu:”…”



Seeing Qin Yu’s expression, old Mister Yan casually took one and
handed it to Qin Yu.

“I’ll give you one. Take it and go.”Old Mister Yan waved his hand and
said.

Qin Yu coughed and took the herbs. He cupped his hands and said,
“Thank you, Old Mister Yan. Then I won’t stand on ceremony.”

The two of them walked out of the warehouse. The door of the
warehouse slowly closed.

In the next few days, Old Mister Yan did not play chess with Qin Yu.
Instead, he went out all day and looked quite busy.

Until this morning.

Old Mister Yan had dressed up meticulously and looked energetic. No
one could tell that he did not look like he was dying.

“Grandpa, why are you so energetic today?”Yan Ruoxue could not
help but be surprised when she saw this.

Old Mister Yan said with a faint smile, “Drop everything today and
follow me to the West Bank Manor.”

The West Bank Manor was another property of old Mister Yan.

It was built on a big mountain and was almost idle all day long.

“West Bank Manor? Grandpa, are we going to move to another
place?”Yan Ruoxue asked.



Old Mister Yan waved his hand and said mysteriously, “Grandpa wants
to celebrate his birthday in advance. Let’s go. Everything has been
arranged over there.”

The news of Old Mister Yan celebrating his birthday had long been
spread, but Yan Ruoxue didn’t know about it at all.

“Qin Yu, you should come with me.”Old Mister Yan glanced at Qin Yu
and said.

Qin Yu nodded and said, “Okay.”

The three of them got in the car and rushed to the west bank manor.

The scene on the mountain had long been set up, and the entrance of the
huge manor was already filled with luxury cars.

Before the master arrived, there was already an endless stream of people

who had come to celebrate the birthday.

Han Meng and Han Wei had come early to wait for him.

During this time, countless people had come to make connections, but
they were all ignored by Han Meng.

They only had one goal, and that was old Mister Yan.

On the way, Yan Ruoxue leaned against old Mister Yan’s side and said
with a smile, “Grandpa, you look especially energetic today. You’re at
least ten years younger!”

Old Mister Yan also laughed and said, “Then Grandpa will wear this
every day from now on!”



Looking at the warm scene between the two of them, Qin Yu couldn’t
smile.

Because he could see that although old Mister Yan was trying hard to be
energetic, he still couldn’t hide the fact that his body was weak.

Soon, the car arrived at the West Bank Manor.

As soon as the car stopped, countless people swarmed around, waiting
for old Mister Yan to get out of the car.

“What are you waiting for? Hurry up and open the door for old Mister

Yan.”In the dark, Han Meng looked at Han Wei coldly.

Han Wei quickly nodded and ran to the front of the car.

He used his inner strength to push aside the crowd in front of the car and
then opened the door for old Mister Yan personally.

However, after the door was opened, the first person who came into
sight was not old Mister Yan, but Qin Yu.

Chapter 359: Chapter 359, Old Mister Yan’s choice

Han Wei’s expression was extremely interesting.

He was first stunned, then his face was filled with anger!

His entire face was almost distorted from anger! Even his body was

trembling slightly!

Seeing this scene, the surrounding people seemed to be quite surprised.



They subconsciously took a step back, looking like they were watching
a show.

These people also wanted to know how Qin Yu, a nobody, would act
when facing Han Wei.

“Thank you, Mr. Han, for opening the car door for me personally.
Thank you for your hard work.”Qin Yu calmly got out of the car.

Not only that, he even patted Han Wei on the shoulder.

“You!”Han Wei clenched his fist, almost smashing it!

But in the end, Han Wei still held back.

Because he knew very well that if he lost his composure in front of so
many people, he would be the one to lose.

Han Wei took a deep breath and said as calmly as he could, “It’s just
opening the door. You’re welcome.”

As he spoke, old Mister Yan got out of the car with Yan Ruoxue’s help.

Han Wei no longer paid attention to Qin Yu. He hurriedly called out

enthusiastically, “Grandpa Yan!”

Old Mister Yan nodded with a smile and said, “Han Wei, you’re here
too.”

“Grandpa Yan is celebrating his birthday. Even if there’s something big,
I’ll still come,”Han Wei said with a smile.

After saying that, Han Wei went to support old Mister Yan.



However, old Mister Yan waved his hand and said, “Go and sit.”

Han Wei was slightly embarrassed, but he still braced himself and said,
“I got it, Grandpa Yan.”

Old Mister Yan’s arrival naturally brought the atmosphere to a climax.

Everyone stepped forward one after another to congratulate old Mister
Yan.

“I wish old Mister Yan a life as blessed as the East Sea and a life as long
as the South Mountains!”

“Old Mister Yan’s body is so strong, he will definitely live for a

hundred years!”

“Old Mister Yan, the Sun and moon are bright, pine and crane are
eternal spring!”

Looking at everyone’s attitude, Qin Yu couldn’t help but sigh.

Old Mister Yan’s status in Jingdu was really high!

And this was only Jingdu. Looking across the entire country, one didn’t
know how much power the Yan family had.

“Alright, everyone take your seats.”Old Mister Yan waved his hand
and said.

As the old Mister Yan’s words fell, everyone returned to their seats one
after another.



This banquet was arranged in the open air. There were many dining
tables in the entire manor.

On the dining table, there were delicacies of all kinds.

Qin Yu and Yan Ruoxue followed behind old Mister Yan and walked
towards the dining table at the front.

Not far away, Han Wei was gnashing his teeth in anger.

“Trash, you can’t take it anymore?”Han Meng glanced at Han Wei

coldly.

Han Wei couldn’t help but say, “Dad, can’t you see? That Qin Yu has

been following old Mister Yan all this time! Even I don’t have this kind
of treatment!”

Han Meng snorted coldly and said, “So? So you have to put all your

thoughts on your face? How have I taught you all these years?”

“Sometimes, you have to be thick-skinned, understand?”Han Meng’s
words seemed to have a hidden meaning.

Fortunately, Han Wei was not stupid. He quickly understood what Han
Meng meant.

Therefore, he immediately walked to old Mister Yan’s side.

At this time, the dining table was already filled with dishes. Many
people came forward to give gifts and toast.

Han Wei held the wine glass and quickly walked to old Mister Han’s
side.



“Old Mister Yan, I wish you the best of luck. I’ll drink to you,”Han
Wei said respectfully.

Old Mister Yan laughed and said, “HanWei, my body is not very good.
I Can’t drink anymore. Let Qin Yu drink with you.”

After saying that, old Mister Yan looked at Qin Yu.

Qin Yu didn’t really care. He picked up the wine glass and said with a
smile, “Young Master Han, please.”

Han Wei was about to flare up, but he remembered what his father had
said and forcefully suppressed the anger in his heart.

After drinking a cup of wine, Han Wei simply sat beside Old Mister

Yan.

Old Mister Yan didn’t say anything about this, which made Han Wei

slightly relieved.

Not long after, Yan Sihai and the others walked over from not far away.

Yan Sihai’s arrival attracted countless gazes.

Everyone knew clearly in their hearts that once old Mister Yan was gone,
Yan Sihai would become the new leader of the Yan family.

Therefore, everyone walked towards Yan Sihai one after another,
holding their wine cups and toasting him.

After a round of drinking, Yan Sihai quickly walked to old Mister Yan’s
side.



He glanced at Qin Yu and snorted, “Who told you to sit here?”

“Old Mister Yan told me to sit here. What’s Wrong?”Qin Yu said in a
neither servile nor overbearing manner.

Yan Sihai snorted coldly. He leaned close to Qin Yu’s ear and said
coldly, “Don’t think that you can do whatever you want just because
you have my father’s support. You Won’t be arrogant for long.”

After saying this, Yan Sihai turned his head and walked away.

At this moment, Qin Yu suddenly saw a young man with delicate

features.

The young man looked to be in his twenties, but the aura he exuded was
extremely noble.

Even though he was far away, it was hard to ignore him.

Qin Yu looked at the young man and whispered, “Who is that person?”

“Yan Jinyao, my uncle’s son,”said Yan Ruoxue.

“He is Yan Jinyao?”Qin Yu raised his eyebrows and immediately
became interested.

One had to know that Yan Jinyao was the number one person on the
younger generation’s ranking list! His strength was even above Han
Wei!

“Brother Yan!”After seeing Yan Xiu, Han Wei quickly stood up and

greeted Yan Jinyao.



Yan Jinyao replied with a smile, “Han Wei, you’re here too.”

Han Wei said, “Of course. It’s Grandpa Yan’s birthday, so of course I
have to come.”

“Besides, we might be a family in the future,”Han Wei said with a

smile.

Yan Jinyao nodded and didn’t say anything else.

“Happy Birthday, Grandpa.”Yan Jinyao looked at Old Mister Yan and
bowed.

Old Mister Yan nodded and said with a smile, “Yan Jinyao, quickly
come and sit down.”

Yan Jinyao walked to Qin Yu’s side and sat down.

He did not say a word to Qin Yu. He did not even look at Qin Yu.

Unlike ordinary aristocratic family disciples, Yan Xiu did not have that
arrogant attitude.

But those who understood him knew that Yan Jinyao was a ruthless and
merciless person. He was not inferior to Yan Sihai at all.

Not far away.

Han Meng’s expression was calm. His eyes had been looking in the
direction of old Mister Yan.

Qin Yu and Han Meng were both sitting at Old Mister Yan’s table. It
was inevitable that people would let their imaginations run wild.



“You want to take both boats? In your dreams!”Han Meng extinguished
the cigarette butt in his hand.

Then, he sneered and said, “I still have to force you to make a choice
today! I don’t believe that you will choose Qin Yu over my son in front
of so many people!”

Then, Han Meng took out his phone and made a call.

“Come in, all of you,”Han Meng said coldly.

After hanging up the phone, a group of reporters walked in not long
after.

The group of reporters walked quickly to old Mister Yan’s side and said
politely, “Old Mister Yan, I wish you the best of luck and longevity.”

Old Mister Yan was an old fox. He could naturally tell that the arrival of
these reporters was a deliberate arrangement.

However, he was not in a hurry and replied with a smile, “You’re too
kind. I’m a person of withered wood. I don’t deserve to trouble your
television station to come and celebrate my birthday.”

The reporter smiled and said, “You’re a famous entrepreneur in Jingdu.
We also admire you.”

At this point, the reporter paused for a moment. The cameraman quickly
shot a shot of Qin Yu.

“Mr. Yan, the outside world has been saying that a young man named
Qin Yu is the future son-in-law of the Yan family. What do you think of

this?”



“According to our understanding, the young master of the Han family,
Han Wei, seems to be pursuing your granddaughter. If you had to
choose between these two young men, who would you choose?”The
reporter quickly threw out the topic.

Chapter 360: Chapter 360, framing

The reporter’s words had obviously been prepared.

Old Mister Yan could naturally see it. He subconsciously glanced at Han
Meng who was not far away.

At this moment, Han Meng happened to be staring at Old Mister Yan,
waiting for Old Mister Yan’s reply.

When their eyes met, Han Meng’s expression instantly changed slightly.

Old Mister Yan’s pupils shone with a terrifying brilliance.

This made Han Meng sweat profusely!

He quickly turned his head to the side, not daring to meet old Mister
Yan’s eyes.

Almost everyone was filled with interest towards this question.

For a moment, countless gazes fell on old Mister Yan, waiting for his

answer.

Even Qin Yu could not help but feel nervous.



Old Mister Yan looked at the camera and said indifferently, “I just
happened to introduce everyone.”

After saying that, old Mister Yan looked at Qin Yu, and the camera also
turned to Qin Yu.

“Qin Yu is indeed one of the sons-in-law of the Yan family’s

preliminary selection,”old Mister Yan said indifferently.

When he said that, everyone was shocked!

Everyone couldn’t help but suck in a breath of cold air!

Old Mister Yan… actually admitted it?

This Qin Yu was really the son-in-law of the Yan family?

Han Wei’s expression turned extremely ugly!

Even though he tried his best to suppress the anger in his heart, an angry
expression still appeared on his face!

“As for Han Wei, he is also a pretty good young man. I also think
highly of him,”old Mister Yan changed the topic and said with a smile.

His ambiguous answer made people somewhat confused.

“Old Mister Yan, between the two of them, what will you
choose?”The host asked relentlessly.

Old Mister Yan took a sip of water and said indifferently, “I am an

open-minded person. I will listen to my granddaughter.”



Oh No!

Hearing old Mister Yan’s words, almost everyone in the Han family had
a sudden change in expression!

Who Didn’t know that Yan Ruoxue was interested in Qin Yu?

Wasn’t old Mister Yan’s words a disguised choice to choose Qin Yu?

Qin Yu, who was at the side, let out a slight sigh of relief.

His face couldn’t help but reveal a grateful expression.

“Miss Yan, then you…”

“You have enough questions.”The reporter wanted to continue asking,
but was interrupted by old Mister Yan.

The reporter was slightly embarrassed and could only smile sheepishly,
“Then I won’t bother you anymore. Happy Birthday again.”

After saying this, the reporter left in a hurry.

Han Meng took a deep breath.

He never expected that old Mister Yan would not give face to the Han
family in public!

“This old thing…”Han Meng clenched his fists, and a strong killing
intent burst out of his eyes.

But soon, Han Meng let go of his hand again.



He knew very well that no one dared to have the intention to kill Old
Mister Yan.

The Sun family in Jingdu back then was an example.

At this moment, Yan Sihai walked over from not far away.

Seeing Yan Sihai, Han Meng seemed to have grabbed onto a life-saving
straw.

He hurriedly pulled Yan sihai and said, “Old Mister Yan, old Mister Yan
seems to value this Qin Yu very much.”

Yan Sihai didn’t take it seriously. He sneered and said, “So? Didn’t my

father leave a chance for your son?”

“Is this considered a chance?”Han Meng could not help but ask.

Yan sihai snorted and said, “If I don’t leave a chance for you, the
outcome of the Han family will not be much different from the Sun
family back then.”

Hearing this, Han Meng’s body suddenly tensed up, and a chill ran
down his back.

…

Accompanied by the sky-shaking sound in the manor, the birthday
banquet officially began.

Everyone raised their cups and drank together. From time to time, people
would come to toast.

The atmosphere was harmonious and happy.



Qin Yu’s expression did not look too good.

He looked at Old Mister Yan from time to time, his eyes filled with
worry.

Because… The aura of death between old Mister Yan’s brows had
expanded a little.

His vital point had been completely covered by this black aura. It was
the scene of his life ending.

Qin Yu noticed the change in old Mister Yan’s expression.

He looked indifferent, but in fact, he was holding on.

“Cough Cough.”At this moment, old Mister Yan suddenly coughed.

His face instantly darkened.

Qin Yu hurriedly placed his hand on old Mister Yan’s shoulder and
injected waves of Qi/spiritual energy into his body.

After feeling this warmth, old Mister Yan patted the back of Qin Yu’s
hand to indicate that he was fine.

The banquet was held until three o’clock in the afternoon, and it was
finally coming to an end.

The guests at the scene began to leave one after another.

Old Mister Yan seemed to be unable to hold on any longer. He looked at
Yan Sihai and Yan Ruoxue and said, “Help me send off the guests. I’m
going to rest first.”



“Old Mister Yan, let me accompany you,”Qin Yu took the initiative to
say.

Old Mister Yan glanced at Qin Yu and nodded, “Alright.”

Therefore, Qin Yu used a gentle strength to gently support old Mister
Yan.

Then, the two of them walked straight into the villa.

After entering the villa, old Mister Yan waved his hand, indicating for
Qin Yu to close the door.

The moment the door closed, old Mister Yan could not hold on any
longer.

He fell to the ground with a bang. His entire face instantly fell.

“Old Mister Yan!”Qin Yu’s expression changed. He hurriedly
supported old Mister Yan and said anxiously, “Are You Alright?”

Old Mister Yan waved his hand with difficulty and said with almost all
his strength, “I… I’m afraid I can’t do it… Qin Yu, you have to take
good care of Ruoxue in the future. The one I can’t rest assured about the
most is her…”

Qin Yu gritted his teeth. He spread out his palm and covered the space

between old Mister Yan’s brows, wanting to forcefully extend old
Mister Yan’s life.

Unfortunately, Qin Yu’s medical skills were ineffective at that moment.
No matter how hard Qin Yu tried his best, there was no effect at all.



Seeing that old Mister Yan’s internal Qi was getting weaker and weaker,
at this rate, old Mister Yan would probably not live for more than three
days.

Qin Yu helped old Mister Yan to the bed. He sat at the side and
anxiously searched for the life-prolonging plan left behind in the
inheritance.

At this moment, the door opened.

Then, Yan Sihai and the others walked in with large strides.

When he saw Old Mister Yan lying on the bed, Yan Sihai narrowed his
eyes and shouted, “Qin Yu, what have you done to my father? !”

Qin Yu was stunned. He hurriedly explained, “No, Old Mister Yan’s
health is failing. I’m trying to think of a way to save him…”

“Nonsense!”Yan Sihai snorted.

“My father was fine just now. Why did he suddenly fail?”

“I think you’re the one who wants to harm my father! You despicable
and shameless person!”

As soon as these words were said, Qin Yu immediately understood.

Yan Sihai was trying to frame him on purpose.

“Grandfather!”When Yan Ruoxue saw this scene, she hurriedly rushed
to old Mister Yan’s side.



“Grandfather, you…What’s wrong with you?”Yan Ruoxue’s tone was
anxious, and there was some fear in her voice. For a moment, she
seemed to be at a loss of what to do.

Beside her, Yan Sihai said coldly, “Ruoxue, this is the man you like? A

person with ulterior motives? !”

Chapter 361: Chapter 361, the ruthless Yan Sihai

“Impossible, Qin Yu would never harm grandfather!”Yan Ruoxue’s
tone was filled with determination.

“Hehe, it wasn’t him. Why is father lying on the bed?”Yan Sihai
sneered.

“Big Brother, let’s send father to the hospital first,”Yan Yongxiu
suggested.

“Yes, quickly send father to the hospital!”The others also said.

At this time, Yan Ruoxue suddenly thought of something.

She looked at Qin Yu and said, “Qin Yu, don’t you know medical skills?
You… Hurry up and save my grandfather.”

Qin Yu sighed and said with some guilt, “Ruoxue, I’m sorry. I… I’m

afraid there’s nothing I can do.”

“Is there nothing you can do, or don’t want to save him?”Yan Sihai
said with a sneer.



“Alright, let’s not talk about this anymore. Hurry up and send father to
the hospital,”said Yan Yongxiu.

Yan Sihai glanced at Qin Yu and said, “I’ll settle the score with you
when I Come Back!”

Qin Yu did not say anything. He wanted to go to the hospital with him,
but was rejected by Yan Sihai.

Sitting on the sofa, Qin Yu’s expression was a little heavy.

He had never encountered such a situation with old Mister Yan.

Even if it was the end of his life, it was impossible for him to have no

reaction at all.

He sat on the sofa, his head spinning rapidly, trying to find a way to
save old Mister Yan.

At this moment, old Mister Yan was being resuscitated in the hospital.

Only half an hour later, the doctor walked out of the emergency room.

“Doctor, how is it?”Yan Ruoxue asked hurriedly.

The Doctor took off his mask and shook his head. “Miss Yan, I’m sorry.
Old Mister Yan’s physical symptoms have already declined. There’s
nothing we can do about it.”

“How can this be! He was clearly fine yesterday!”Yan Ruoxue
suddenly had a breakdown.

She had never thought that old Mister Yan would leave her one day.



Standing in the corridor of the hospital, Yan Ruoxue seemed to be at a
loss. Tears flowed down her pure white cheeks like pearls that had been
broken.

“Doctor, how long can my father live?”Yan Yongxiu asked in a deep
voice.

The doctor sighed and said, “I’m afraid he won’t be able to last through

today. You guys… better prepare for the funeral.”

Once these words were said, Yan Ruoxue completely collapsed.

Her vision went black and she directly fainted.

…

At night.

Old Mister Yan was brought home.

He was lying on the bed and there were no signs of life.

Yan ruoxue squatted beside old Mister Yan.

She grabbed old Mister Yan’s old palm and murmured softly, as if she
was reminiscing about the past.

At this moment, Qin Yu pushed the door open and walked in.

He walked to Yan Ruoxue’s side and gently hugged Yan ruoxue from
behind.

Yan Ruoxue’s face was already covered in tears.



Qin Yu saw it and felt pain in his heart.

At this moment, Qin Yu suddenly felt something was amiss.

His pupils suddenly constricted and he stared at the spot between old
Mister Yan’s brows.

He saw a faint light between old Mister Yan’s brows.

Although this light was weak, it was obvious.

“This… this is spiritual sense?”Qin Yu immediately understood.

He hurriedly raised his palm and placed it on old Mister Yan’s forehead,
feeling old Mister Yan’s spiritual sense.

Sure enough, old Mister Yan’s spiritual sense had not dissipated!

“No, there’s definitely something wrong!”Qin Yu said coldly.

“If he dies at the end of his life, his spiritual sense will disappear with
him.”

“And now, old Mister Yan’s spiritual sense has not disappeared at all.
It’s just the signs of his life disappearing…”

Thinking of this, Qin Yu suddenly felt a little excited.

He grabbed Yan Ruoxue’s hand and said, “Ruoxue, I have a way to
save old Mister Yan.”

Hearing this, Yan Ruoxue’s gray eyes instantly lit up.

“You… is what you said true?”Yan Ruoxue asked anxiously.



Qin Yu nodded and said, “Absolutely true! But… I have to take old

Mister Yan’s corpse and leave.”

As long as his spiritual sense was not dead, Qin Yu could use the
formation of the Disha Valley to resurrect Old Mister Yan!

Of course, this also required a body and the resurrection formation set up
by the Disha Valley!

That formation was far in the southwest. Qin Yu had to take old Mister
Yan’s body and leave!

“Take my father’s corpse and leave? What exactly are you

thinking?”At this moment, Yan Sihai walked in from outside the door.

He sneered, “You killed him. Do you still want him to not be able to

rest in peace?”

Qin Yu slowly stood up. He took a deep breath and said, “Old Mister
Yan, I’m not joking with you. I really have a way to resurrect old Mister
Yan.”

“Nonsense! How can a dead person be resurrected!”Yan Sihai snorted.

Qin Yu explained, “Normally, a person can not be resurrected after
death, but old Mister Yan’s spiritual sense has not been extinguished, so
I have a way!”

“Oh? Tell me, what solution do you have?”Yan Sihai raised his
eyebrows and said.

“I don’t know if Mister Yan has heard of the Earth Fiend Valley’s
resurrection formation,”Qin Yu asked in a deep voice.



“Resurrection Formation?”Yan Sihai seemed to find it somewhat
familiar.

Qin Yu nodded and said, “Yes, a friend of mine used this formation to
resurrect.”

“The only drawback of this formation is that it will change its
appearance and need to find a new body.”

Yan Sihai had indeed heard of the Earth Fiend Valley’s resurrection
formation, but he had waited for old Mister Yan to pass away for so long.
How could he let Qin Yu resurrect him?

“Nonsense. I will never let you take my father’s corpse away!”Yan
Sihai said coldly.

Qin Yu’s expression gradually turned cold.

He narrowed his eyes and said, “Old Mister Yan, I think you don’t want
old Mister Yan to be resurrected, right? If he is resurrected, then your
Yan family’s matter will fall through, right?”

Yan Sihai’s expression immediately changed. He angrily shouted,
“Bullsh * t! Nonsense!”

Qin Yu sneered and said, “Then why don’t you agree for me to activate
the Resurrection Array to extend old Mister Yan’s life?”

Yan sihai snorted and said, “Because I don’t believe in you. I also don’t
believe in some bullsh * t Resurrection Array!”

“Big Brother, I have indeed heard of the Resurrection Array.”Yan
Yongxiu frowned and said.



“Father has already passed away. Why Don’t we let Qin Yu give it a

try?”

“Yeah, maybe Qin Yu really has a way,”the others also said.

Yan Sihai frowned.

If he continued to refuse, he might really arouse suspicion.

Just when Yan Sihai was at a loss, he suddenly thought of something.

Then, Yan Sihai’s expression slowly relaxed.

He said indifferently, “Alright, I’ll agree to it.”

Qin Yu finally heaved a sigh of relief. He cupped his hands and said,
“Thank you for your trust, Mister Yan.”

Yan Sihai did not stay any longer. He turned his head and left the Yan
family manor.

He returned to his own residence.

In the study, Yan Sihai was smoking a cigar. Beside him stood an old

man.

This old man was Yan Sihai’s number one military advisor.

“Director Yan, why did you agree to Qin Yu resurrecting Old Mister
Yan?”The military advisor asked in confusion.

Yan sihai snorted, “If I continue to refuse, wouldn’t it be too obvious?
By then, who would be able to submit to me?”



The military advisor frowned, “But… if Old Mister Yan resurrects, who
knows how many more years you will have to push the matter of you
being the head of the family.”

Yan sihai sneered and said, “Let’s not talk about whether he can
resurrect my father first. So what if he is resurrected?”

“He has changed his body, changed his appearance, and even changed
his voice.”

“What right does he have to say that a stranger is my father?”
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erupted!

Yan Sihai could not stop laughing coldly. As long as he changed his
appearance, who could prove that he was the once mighty Emperor
Yan?

Moreover, Yan Yunheng, this mountain, had been in Jingdu for a long
time. Countless people were waiting for him to fall.

As long as that face was gone, then his power would certainly disappear
with it.

Yan Sihai’s ruthlessness was beyond imagination. No one knew that he

would do such a thing for the sake of power.

It was as if as long as he tasted the taste of power, he was unwilling to
let go.

…



Qin Yu and Yan Ruoxue accompanied Old Mister Yan.

Yan Ruoxue and Qin Yu told the story of Old Mister Yan and how old
Mister Yan loved her when she was young.

“When I was young, as long as I wanted something, my grandfather

would satisfy me.”Yan Ruoxue wiped away her tears.

“I never thought that grandfather would suddenly leave without even
saying goodbye.”

At this point, Yan Ruoxue’s tears flowed out from the corner of her eyes.

Qin Yu carefully hugged Yan Ruoxue’s shoulders and comforted her in a
soft voice, “Don’t worry, I will definitely save Old Mister Yan.”

Just like that, the two of them lay here and unknowingly fell asleep in

each other’s arms.

The next morning.

When Qin Yu and Yan Ruoxue woke up, Old Mister Yan’s body was

already gone.

Yan Ruoxue hurriedly stood up from the ground and anxiously asked,
“Where’s My Grandfather?”

At this moment, the nanny outside quickly walked in.

“Miss, the eldest young master wants you to go to the hall,”the nanny
said.

When Yan Ruoxue heard this, she hurriedly walked to the main hall

downstairs.



Qin Yu naturally followed closely behind.

When the two of them arrived at the main hall, they found that old

Mister Yan’s body was actually contained in a coffin.

The coffin was made of sandalwood, and a spell was cast inside, which
could protect old Mister Yan’s body.

“Why did you put old Mister Yan in the coffin?”Qin Yu frowned and
asked.

Yan Sihai glanced at Qin Yu and said, “Where else would I put it?
Don’t tell me you want to carry my father out of Jingdu?”

Seeing this, Qin Yu didn’t say anything more.

But to Yan Ruoxue, this was quite cruel.

Putting it in the coffin seemed to kill the last glimmer of hope.

“Since you said you can save my father, then hurry up and leave. Don’t
waste time,”Yan Sihai said coldly.

Qin Yu glanced at Yan ruoxue and whispered, “Wait for me. I’ll come
back as soon as possible.”

After saying that, Qin Yu activated his spatial magic artifact and put the
coffin in.

“Humph, you still have a lot of Babe,”Yan Sihai said with a faint smile.

Qin Yu didn’t say anything. He bowed and said, “I’m leaving.”



Yan Sihai didn’t pay attention to Qin Yu. He waved his hand and said,
“Come with me. I want to discuss something with you.”

The group left the hall and went to the study room where Old Mister
Yan used to be.

In the huge hall, there was only Qin Yu.

Qin Yu did not waste any more time. He took old Mister Yan’s corpse
and quickly left Jingdu.

After he left, he headed straight for the southwest!

The Resurrection Array was far away in the southwest. If he wanted to
resurrect old Mister Yan, he had to go to the Disha Valley!

After arriving at the airport, Qin Yu gave Jiang Gu a call.

“Jiang Gu, help me find a body immediately. The better, the
better,”Qin Yu said over the phone.

Jiang gu said, “A body? I’m afraid it’s not that easy to find a body of

the best quality now.”

Qin Yu frowned slightly. Although old Mister Yan’s spiritual sense was
still there for the time being, if he could not be saved quickly, his
spiritual sense would vanish into thin air.

At that time, even if a great golden immortal descended to the mortal
world, there was probably nothing he could do.

Thinking of this, Qin Yu said to Jiang Gu, “Then find a body as soon as
possible. An ordinary person’s body is also fine.”



“After you find a body, immediately bring it to the Disha Valley.”

For the time being, old Mister Yan’s body would be preserved. At most,
they could find another body for him in the future.

After making this call, Qin Yu called it a plane and rushed towards the
Disha Valley.

…

In the Yan family’s manor.

Everyone stayed in the study room, waiting for Yan Sihai’s small

meeting.

But after a long time, Yan Sihai still didn’t say a word.

“Big Brother, what’s the matter?”Yan Yongxiu frowned and asked.

Yan Sihai glanced at him and said, “Has Qin Yu left?”

“It’s been half a day. He must have left,”Yan Tianhong said.

Hearing this, Yan Sihai’s lips curled into a cold smile.

He slowly stood up and said, “The so-called resurrection array is a lie!
People can’t be resurrected after death. How can there be

Resurrection?”

“What do you mean?”Hearing this, Yan Ruoxue immediately stood up.

Yan Sihai did not answer. His eyes became somewhat sinister.



Then, Yan Sihai said coldly, “Qin Yu killed my father, killed the head
of the Yan family, and stole my father’s body on the day of the funeral!”

“It’s intolerable. The Yan family has never suffered such humiliation
before!”

“From now on, the Yan family will issue a death warrant for Qin Yu!”

Hearing this, everyone was shocked!

Yan Ruoxue’s face became a little cold.

“Uncle, what exactly do you mean?”Yan Ruoxue said coldly.

Yan Sihai smiled faintly and said, “Of course it’s to take revenge for
your grandfather. What, are you going to abandon your family for a

wild man?”

“What a good accusation.”Yan Yongxiu also slowly stood up.

He sneered and said, “Big Brother, this is all part of your plan, right?
You can find a reason to chase after Qin Yu, but you can also take
advantage of the situation to occupy the Yan family.”

“TSK tsk, what a good trick.”

Yan sihai snorted and said, “I don’t understand what you are talking
about. In short, from now on, I will chase after Qin Yu until one of us
dies!”

“How dare you!”

Yan Ruoxue suddenly shouted!



Along with her shout, several auras burst out from the darkness!

In a short moment, more than ten martial artists at the peak of the Martial
Grandmaster realm stood behind Yan Ruoxue!

Looking around, they even saw a top-tier martial marquis realm expert

who had surpassed the Martial Grandmaster realm!

“Greetings, eldest miss!”Everyone shouted in unison!

These people were the protectors of old Mister Yan!

Old Mister Yan had given the order long ago, and these people only
listened to the orders of two people.

One was old Mister Yan, and the other was Yan Ruoxue!

Yan Sihai’s brows slowly furrowed.

“What do you mean? Do you want to rebel? !”Yan Sihai roared.

“Get out of here right now. I want to see if you dare to disobey my
orders!”

Yan Sihai’s angry roar didn’t have any effect.

These people stood behind Yan Ruoxue and completely ignored Yan
Sihai.
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Blue veins popped out on Yan Sihai’s forehead. He had never thought
that these people would not listen to his orders at all!



“Dad, you actually left this girl with a backup plan…”Yan Sihai said

angrily in his heart.

He looked at Yan ruoxue coldly and said, “You have your own power,
but don’t you think I don’t?”

Yan ruoxue said coldly, “Uncle, it has nothing to do with me if you
want to fight for the power of the family. But if you want to hurt Qin Yu,
I won’t agree.”

“Hahahaha!”Yan Sihai couldn’t help but burst into laughter.

He glared at Yan Ruoxue and said, “Good, good! Yan Ruoxue, let’s
wait and See!”

After saying this, Yan Sihai turned around and left.

He left the Yan family manor and went all the way back home.

Sitting in the study room at home, Yan Sihai’s military advisor stood to
the side and listened to Yan Sihai’s story.

After hearing all this, the military advisor smiled and said, “This matter
is actually very easy to handle.”

“Easy to handle?”Yan Sihai’s expression turned cold.

“If Yan Ruoxue really goes crazy and wants to break with me, I can’t
do anything to her!”

“Just in the Yan family’s manor, there are already eight peak stage
martial grandmasters and a martial marquis! Once they fight, it’s very
likely that the Yan family will break up!”



“Moreover, this is only what I saw. What about outside the Yan

family’s Manor?”

The military advisor smiled faintly and said, “We only need to force

Yan Ruoxue to hand over her power.”

“Are you talking nonsense? If I can make him hand over his power,
why would I be so upset?”Yan Sihai snorted coldly.

“The military advisor is right.”

At this moment, another woman walked in from outside the study.

This woman was dressed elegantly and elegantly. Her aura was
extraordinary, and every movement she made had the aura of a superior.

And this woman was none other than Yan Sihai’s wife, Zhang Yin.

Although Zhang Yin was only a woman, she was also a famous figure in
Jingdu.

Her ruthlessness was not the slightest bit inferior to Yan Sihai’s.

Zhang Yin walked straight to Yan Sihai’s side and sat down. She smiled
and said, “Old Mister Yan, doesn’t Yan Ruoxue care about Old Mister
Yan? Isn’t old Mister Yan’s corpse outside Jingdu?”

“With your ability, you only need one sentence to make countless
people work for you.”

Yan Sihai was also a smart person. He instantly reacted!

Then, Yan Sihai stood up and sneered, “Good Idea, good idea!”



As long as Yan Sihai threatened Yan ruoxue with old Mister Yan’s life,
then she would definitely hand over the power she controlled!

Different from Yan Sihai, what Yan Ruoxue cared about was not the
power she controlled, but the life of old Mister Yan!

Yan Sihai quickly picked up his phone and dialed the number of the
largest family in the southwest border, the Cao family.

The Cao family controlled the southwest and could be considered an
overlord.

And the head of the Cao family, Cao Shan, was a genuine peak martial
grandmaster!

It was not an exaggeration to say that in the southwest, the Cao family’s
words were almost equal to everything!

At this moment, Cao Shan was sitting in a dark room, enjoying life.

At this moment, his phone rang.

Cao Shan picked up the phone somewhat unhappily and said coldly,
“Who?”

“Jingdu, Yan Sihai,”Yan Sihai said coldly.

Hearing this name, Cao Shan hurriedly sat up straight.

He said respectfully, “Mr. Yan, why did you suddenly call me?”



Yan Sihai went straight to the point and said, “I want you to kill
someone. His name is Qin Yu. He will arrive at the southwest Earth
Demon Valley in the next few days.”

Cao Shan said with an embarrassed smile, “Mr. Yan, can you give me a
Reason?”

“I don’t need a reason. You only need to follow orders,”Yan Sihai said
coldly.

“Otherwise, you know the consequences.”

After saying this, Yan Sihai directly hung up the phone.

On the other end, Cao Shan couldn’t help but sigh slightly.

“Dad, why are you afraid of him, Yan Sihai?”Next to him, Cao Shan’s
son asked somewhat confusedly.

Cao Shan slowly said, “You don’t understand the power of those people
in Jingdu.”

If it was someone from another place, Cao Shan wouldn’t be afraid at all.
After all, their hands couldn’t reach this far.

However, the Yan family was different. Their hands could reach almost
all over the country.

…

At this moment, Qin Yu didn’t know Yan Sihai’s intentions at all.



He was currently in his mind, looking for the things that needed to be
prepared for the revival formation.

Very quickly, Qin Yu discovered that to activate the revival formation,
at least eight experts above the grandmaster level had to activate the
formation at the same time.

“Five grandmasters… it’s not easy to find them.”Qin Yu frowned.

After all, grandmasters were not cabbages on the streets. It was not an
easy task to find eight people quickly.

If he were to call people to head to the southwest at the last minute, it
would be too late.

After thinking about it, Qin Yu finally decided to seek help from the

local martial arts aristocratic families or martial arts association.

At most, he would give them a pill or herbs as a reward.

The plane flew through the sky and soon arrived at the southwest region.

After arriving at the southwest region, Qin Yu was not in a hurry to go
to the Disha Valley. Instead, he gave Fang Yue a call.

After the call was connected, Qin Yu quickly expressed his intention,
“Miss Fang, do you know anyone in the southwest?”

Fang Yue on the other end said in surprise, “Southwest? Mr. Qin, Why

Did You Go There?”

“It’s more troublesome to explain this matter. In short, I need six
grandmasters or great grandmasters now,”Qin Yu said in a deep voice.



“Six Grandmasters?”Fang Yue on the other end was silent for a

moment, then said, “It’s not easy to find them… but you can ask the

local martial arts association for help.”

Qin Yu smiled bitterly and said, “I’ve thought of this way too. I’m just

afraid that they won’t pay attention to me, so I want you to think of a
way.”

Fang yue smiled and said, “Of course, no problem. Which City are you

in?”

Qin Yu said, “Yunchuan City.”

“Okay, wait for my news,”said Fang Yue.

After waiting for about ten minutes, Fang Yue called back.

She said on the phone, “Brother Qin, go directly to the martial arts
association in Yunchuan City. There will be a person called Jia Gong
waiting for you.”

“Thank you,”said Qin Yu.

After hanging up the phone, Qin Yu didn’t waste any time. He quickly
took a taxi and rushed to the local martial arts association.

After rushing all the way to the martial arts association in Yunchuan City,
Qin Yu walked in quickly.

He came to the front desk and said politely, “I’m looking for Mr. Jia
Gong Jia.”



The front desk looked at Qin Yu and said, “Why are you looking for our

Vice President Jia?”

Qin Yu quickly said, “I have an appointment with Mr. Jia. Please
inform him that my name is Qin Yu.”

“Qin Yu?”The front desk seemed to have received an order.

He waved his hand and said, “You can go in. The second room on the

second floor is on the left. Vice President Jia is waiting for you.”

“Thank you.”Qin Yu nodded and then quickly walked to the vice

president’s office.

After Qin Yu left, the receptionist quickly called Jia Gong.

“Mr. Jia, Qin Yu is here,”said the receptionist.

“Got it.”Jia Gong turned off the phone.

Then, Jia Gong quickly found Cao Shan’s phone number.

“Mr.. Cao, Qin Yu is here.”
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On the other end, after Cao Shan heard it, he immediately said, “Think
of a way to keep him. I’ll bring people over immediately.”

“Yes, Mr. Cao!”Jia Gong hurriedly said.

After hanging up the phone, Jia Gong was in his office, quietly waiting
for Qin Yu’s arrival.



After only a few minutes, Qin Yu knocked on the door.

“Come in,”Jia Gong said quickly.

Qin Yu pushed the door open and entered. As soon as he entered, he said
politely, “Hello, Mr. Jia. I was introduced by Miss Fang.”

Jia Gong also hurriedly stood up and said, “Oh, you are Qin Yu? Sit

Down, sit down.”

As he spoke, Jia Gong personally pulled out a chair for Qin Yu.

Such a polite attitude surprised Qin Yu.

He thought that Fang Yue’s ability was strong, which was why Jia
Gong treated him with such a respectful attitude.

“Mr. Jia, I came here this time to ask for your help with
something.”Qin Yu didn’t dare to waste any time and quickly revealed
his intentions.

After Jia Gong heard it, he nodded and said, “What is it? Speak.”

Qin Yu said, “I want to borrow six grandmasters from you.”

“Six Grandmasters?”Jia Gong thought for a moment and did not
answer.

Qin Yu continued, “Of course, I Won’t ask you to help me for

nothing.”

After saying this, Qin Yu flipped his palm and a vitality enhancing pill

fell into Qin Yu’s hand.



“This vitality enhancing pill is extremely beneficial to cultivation. It’s
an Earth grade pill,”Qin Yu introduced.

Upon hearing this, Jia Gong’s eyes immediately widened!

Wasn’t an earth-grade pill a little too extravagant?

One must know that an earth-grade pill was an existence that could
cause a stir in half of Yun Chuan!

“Mr. Qin, you’re too polite!”Jia Gong said with a smile as he tucked
the pill into his pocket.

Even though that was the case, Jia Gong was an extremely greedy

person.

How could he let go of something that could be taken advantage of for
free?

“Mr. Qin, as you know, it’s not easy to hire a grandmaster. Sometimes,
they don’t listen to you.”Jia Gong was implying something.

Qin Yu was not stupid. He naturally understood what Jia Gong meant.

Therefore, Qin Yu stood up and said, “Mr. Jia, if you are willing to hire
someone to help, I can give you another stalk of herbs. Its medicinal
effect is more than 500 years.”

Jia Gong’s eyes lit up and he hurriedly said, “Really?”

“Absolutely,”Qin Yu said.

Jia Gong couldn’t help but lick his lips.



This kid was quite rich!

“Alright then, I can consider helping,”Jia Gong said while blinking his
eyes.

Without the slightest hesitation, Qin Yu immediately took out a stalk of
500-year-old herbs and handed it to Jia Gong.

Jia Gong was beyond excited. He quickly put the herbs away and said,
“Mr. Qin, thank you, thank you!”

Qin Yu said, “I should be the one thanking you.”

Although a five-hundred-year-old herb was precious, it was not worth
mentioning when compared to old Mister Yan’s life.

Jia Gong could not help but curse in his heart.

This fool, I tricked you, and you still have to thank me!

“Mr. Jia, the matter is urgent, so let’s not waste time,”Qin Yu urged
from the side.

Jia Gong’s expression changed slightly, and he hurriedly said, “Aiya,
it’s not that I don’t want to lend it to you, but the main thing is… He

hasn’t returned yet, so I have to inform him now.”

“Then I’ll have to trouble you to help me,”Qin Yu’s tone was
somewhat urging.

“Okay, okay. Please wait a moment,”said Jia Gong.

After saying this, Jia Gong walked out of the office.



He took out his cell phone and called Cao Shan.

“Mr. Cao, please hurry up. This kid is quite anxious. I’m afraid I can’t

keep him,”said Jia Gong.

Cao Shan on the other end of the line said coldly, “Don’t be anxious.
I’ll be there in ten minutes.”

“Okay!”Jia Gong quickly agreed.

After he hung up the phone, he returned to his office and said with a
smile, “Mr. Qin, please wait for a while. Give me ten minutes.”

“Okay.”Qin Yu agreed.

He could still wait for ten minutes.

However, Qin Yu didn’t know that danger was slowly approaching him.

At this moment, Yan Sihai was waiting for Cao Shan’s good news.

As long as Qin Yu was captured, then Yan Ruoxue would naturally give
up her power.

Time passed by minute by minute. In the blink of an eye, ten minutes
had passed.

But Cao Shan still hadn’t arrived.

Qin Yu couldn’t help but ask, “Mr. Jia, is it going to be long?”

Jia Gong was also very anxious. He hurriedly stood up and said, “Mr.
Qin, don’t be anxious. He will be here soon.”



“Come, try my new tea. This is a good tea.”Jia Gong changed the

topic.

Qin Yu was somewhat anxious because the matter of old Mister Yan
couldn’t wait.

No one knew when old Mister Yan’s spiritual sense would disappear.

Another ten minutes passed.

Qin Yu stood up and said, “Mr. Jia, can you hurry him up? If you can’t

help him, please tell me directly.”

Jia Gong rubbed his hands and said, “Don’t be anxious. He will be here
soon! I. . . I still have a bottle of good wine here. Mr. Qin, why don’t
we try it?”

Qin Yu was a little impatient.

He stood up and said, “Mr. Jia, I said that this matter is very urgent. I
hope that you won’t delay my time.”

Jia Gong immediately appeared a little awkward. Just as he was at a loss,
the office door finally opened.

Then, he saw a man around 50 years old walk in from outside the door.

There were five people following behind him.

Each of them was a martial grandmaster.

“Mr. Cao, you are finally here!”Jia Gong immediately heaved a sigh of
relief.



Qin Yu did not know Cao Shan’s intentions, so he politely said, “Thank
you for your righteous help.”

Cao Shan raised his eyebrows and sneered, “Righteous help? You think

I’m here to help you?”

Qin Yu frowned slightly and said, “What do you mean?”

“Fool, Mr. Cao Is Here to kill you! Do you really think I will help
you?”Jia Gong hid behind Cao Shan and said with bared fangs and
brandished claws.

Qin Yu’s expression suddenly became a little ugly.

He looked at Jia Gong coldly and said, “You are really a despicable
person.”

Jia Gong sneered, “If you want to blame someone, then blame yourself
for being stupid! But the pill you gave me is not bad, so I won’t be
polite.”

Qin Yu didn’t have the time to pay attention to this Jia Gong.

He looked at Cao Shan and said, “There doesn’t seem to be any grudges

between us, right?”

Cao Shan put his hands behind his back and said indifferently, “Indeed,
but someone wants me to kill you.”

“Someone wants to kill me?”Qin Yu took a deep breath.

He could see that this Cao Shan was powerful, and Qin Yu was pressed
for time, so.., qin Yu suppressed his anger and said, “No matter what



conditions the other party offers to kill me, I can give you an earth-grade
pill, or even a heaven-grade pill.”

“I only hope that everyone can make way,”Qin Yu said in a deep voice.

“Heaven-grade Pill?”Cao Shan raised his eyebrows and was
immediately tempted.

Heaven-grade pill was an absolute holy item!

Even Cao Shan had never seen it before!

“How about it? If you’re not satisfied, we can still discuss it,”said Qin
Yu.

Cao Shan touched his chin and said, “The conditions you offered are
indeed tempting enough, but unfortunately, the other party’s background
is too big. I Can’t afford to provoke him.”

“So…. you’d better die here!”

Chapter 365: Chapter 365, the terrifying Cao Shan

As soon as Cao Shan finished speaking, he immediately clenched his fist
and charged forward!

As a peak martial grandmaster, his strength was beyond imagination!

Naturally, Qin Yu didn’t dare to be negligent. He hurriedly activated his
saint body technique and sent a punch forward.

“Dang!”



With a loud sound, Qin Yu was forced back three steps!

Cao Shan’s situation wasn’t any better either. His wrist was shaken until
it was in pain. He felt as if his fist had smashed into steel!

“Huh?”Cao Shan’s expression changed slightly.

A grandmaster could actually withstand a punch from him?

What kind of talent was this?

Qin Yu was not in the mood to fight. He said coldly, “Mr. Cao, if you
want to take my life, why don’t You Meet Me Somewhere? I will not

escape.”

“But now I have something important to do. I have to leave
immediately.”

Cao Shan laughed and said, “Do you think it’s a vegetable market?
Bargaining with me? If I don’t kill you, the person who will die will be
me!”

With that said, Cao Shan stepped forward again!

Qin Yu knew that he was no match for Cao Shan, so he immediately
planned to use shrinking earth into an inch to escape.

However, Cao Shan seemed to have expected it. Just as Qin Yu was
about to use shrinking earth into an inch, the surrounding environment
suddenly began to change.

The few of them seemed to have been put into an isolated space,
completely isolated from the surroundings!



Qin Yu’s expression changed. He circulated all the spiritual power in his
body and ruthlessly smashed towards the surroundings!

However, the surrounding walls seemed to have elasticity. When this

punch landed, it only caused waves of ripples.

“Hehe, you want to run?”Cao Shan placed his hands behind his back
and sneered repeatedly.

Qin Yu’s expression was somewhat unsightly.

This Cao Shan’s ability had exceeded his imagination!

“Mr. Cao, do you have to kill me?”Qin Yu asked coldly.

Cao Shan sneered, “What do you think?”

“Okay.”Qin Yu knew that it would be difficult to escape today, so he
took a deep breath and prepared to fight to the death.

Golden Light burst out from his body, and his spiritual power was raised
to the limit in an instant!

In the next second, Qin Yu’s mind moved, and the purple-gold muslin
robe stood out from the spatial magic tool! Then, it covered Qin Yu’s
entire body!

“Humph, petty tricks.”Cao Shan did not put Qin Yu in his eyes at all.

With a light shake of his feet, he instantly arrived in front of Qin Yu!



Cao Shan’s fists were like dragons, and his entire body burst out with an
imposing aura that seemed to be able to topple mountains and overturn
seas, pressing down on the entire space and causing it to buzz!

Qin Yu did not have any gorgeous moves, he raised his hand and used
the absolute beginning holy fist!

Golden Light gathered on Qin Yu’s fist!

The strange power in his body exploded to the extreme at this moment!

“Go to hell!”Qin Yu raised his head and roared. His Golden Fist headed
straight for Cao Shan’s vital point!

Qin Yu even gave up resisting and used his life-or-death method to
exchange with Cao Shan!

Cao Shan sneered, “You don’t know your limits!”

As a peak martial grandmaster, Cao Shan naturally wasn’t afraid of Qin
Yu!

Boom

Cao Shan’s fist smashed onto Qin Yu’s face!

Qin Yu’s absolute beginning holy fist exploded on Cao Shan’s chest like
a cannonball!

Sou

Under this full force attack, Cao Shan’s entire body was sent flying!



His chest was even caved in, several of his ribs were broken, and a
mouthful of blood spewed out from his mouth!

“How is this possible!”Cao Shan’s expression was extremely ugly!

He could not imagine that a grandmaster would be able to erupt with
such terrifying strength!

On the other hand, Qin Yu, under the cover of the sacred body technique
and the purple-gold gauze robe, had only received a superficial wound
on his face.

“This is really unbelievable.”Cao Shan took a deep breath.

He climbed up from the ground and looked coldly at Qin Yu, saying,
“Your strength has exceeded my imagination. No wonder that person
wanted to kill you.”

Qin Yu’s breathing was slightly heavy. He gritted his teeth and looked
at Cao Shan, saying, “Either let me go, or cut the crap!”

Cao Shan touched the blood that flowed out from the corner of his mouth.
He put his hands behind his back and sneered, “I can see that you have
reached your limit, but unfortunately, this is only the beginning.”

As his voice fell, Cao Shan’s aura suddenly exploded!

The strength of a peak martial grandmaster was revealed at this moment!

“Hong Long Long…”

The space seemed to be unable to withstand the pressure, and a series of
explosions sounded.



Even though Qin Yu’s physical body was powerful, under this pressure,
he still felt as if his entire body was about to be crushed!

“I don’t want to waste time with you, so… I plan to kill you.”Cao
Shan’s voice and temperament changed.

With a shake of his feet, the space around Qin Yu seemed to be
compressed!

His whole body immediately began to curl up, and the sound of
cracking could be heard continuously!

“What… What’s going on…”Qin Yu felt as if his body was caught by
an invisible hand, and he couldn’t move at all!

Cao Shan sneered, “This technique is called the seven capture Saint
technique. It’s your great honor to die under this technique.”

Qin Yu was not in the mood to listen to Cao Shan’s nonsense. Golden
Light burst out from his body as he tried his best to resist this power!

Crack

Following Qin Yu’s angry roar, the surrounding suppression seemed to
have been shattered! Qin Yu’s physical body was also freed for a

moment.

“To be able to resist the first capture, not bad.”Cao Shan nodded his
head in praise.

“But what about the second capture?”

With that said, the pressure around Qin Yu once again pressed down!



This time, the pain was stronger than the previous time, and the strength
was even more terrifying!

“Ah! !”

Qin Yu’s entire body was curled up bit by bit. Even if he tried his best to
resist, he was still unable to break through this level of restraint

“The third capture!”Cao Shan shouted again!

Qin Yu’s body suffered another heavy blow!

Several of his bones were shattered, and blood flowed out of his mouth
and eyes!

“The fourth capture!”Cao Shan shouted again!

Qin Yu finally couldn’t take it anymore. He seemed to have lost his
internal QI, and the aura in his entire body disappeared in an instant.

“Not bad, being able to withstand the fourth capture is already beyond
my imagination.”Cao Shan quietly walked in front of Qin Yu.

At this moment, Qin Yu had already lost the ability to resist. His body
was covered in blood as he fell to the ground.

Although his consciousness was still there, the pain in his body had
already made him unable to resist.

Cao Shan waved his hand, and the surrounding space began to disappear
bit by bit.



Looking at Qin Yu who had fallen to the ground and was living a life
worse than death, Cao Shan muttered to himself, “It’s almost time to
give up.”

…

In the study room of the Yan family manor, Yan Sihai was sitting in the
seat where Old Mister Yan used to sit.

And sitting opposite him was Yan Ruoxue.

“Uncle, what do you want from me?”Yan Ruoxue asked with a cold
face.

Yan Sihai said with a faint smile, “Don’t worry, I have something
important to discuss with you.”

At this moment, Yan Sihai’s phone rang.

He picked up the cell phone and saw that it was a video call from Cao
Shan.

Chapter 366: Chapter 366, the treacherous Yan Sihai!

Seeing this phone call, Yan Sihai’s lips curled into a smile.

He looked at Yan ruoxue and said indifferently, “I want to make a deal
with you.”

“Deal?”Yan ruoxue frowned slightly, as if she didn’t quite understand
what Yan Sihai meant.

Yan Sihai picked up the phone and pressed the answer button.



Soon, an image appeared in the video.

In this image, Cao Shan was stepping on Qin Yu.

Qin Yu’s body was covered in blood, and it looked terrible.

Seeing this scene, Yan Ruoxue’s face instantly turned extremely ugly!

She suddenly stood up and said coldly, “What do you want to do to Qin

Yu!”

Yan Sihai smiled faintly and said, “Nothing. I just want to make a deal
with you.”

Yan Ruoxue suppressed the worry in her heart and said, “What Deal?”

“I want you to hand over all the power you have!”Yan Sihai said with
a cold smile.

“Including those eight great grandmasters and that Marquis Wu.”

“Also, hand over all the power you have in the Yan family!”

Speaking up to this point, Yan Sihai paused for a moment.

He said with a faint smile, “Of course, you can also refuse. But if you
do that, Qin Yu might die, and… your grandfather might never come

back.”

“You!”Yan Ruoxue was so angry that her face turned pale, and her
delicate body trembled slightly!

“Despicable and Shameless!”Yan Ruoxue said angrily.



Yan Sihai said with a sneer, “Ruoxue, as your uncle, I must tell you that
those who achieve great things do not care about trifles. Some people
exist for the sake of sacrifice.”

“My Grandfather is your father. How can you say such words?”Yan
Ruoxue could not understand.

Her own son would actually stop his father’s rebirth for the sake of the
Yan family’s rights!

“No need to say more. I will only give you three seconds to

consider.”Yan Sihai placed his phone on the table.

Cao Shan on the other end was naturally waiting for Yan Sihai’s order.

“One.”Yan Sihai began the countdown.

“Two.”

Just as Yan sihai was about to shout “Three”, Yan Ruoxue said coldly,
“I will agree to it. What do you want me to do?”

Yan Sihai faintly smiled and said, “It’s very simple. As long as you
cooperate with me, I’ll spare his life.”

“Okay.”Yan ruoxue forcefully suppressed her anger and nodded.

Yan sihai immediately said, “Invite those experts beside you out.”

Those experts were the blood and sweat of old Mister Yan.

Under Yan Ruoxue’s orders, they appeared in the study room.



A few people stood behind Yan Ruoxue, as if waiting for her orders.

Yan Sihai said indifferently, “Ruoxue, I demand that they take the
initiative to enter the Jingdu Martial Arts Association’s Prison.”

“What? !”Yan Ruoxue stood up excitedly.

She glared at Yan Sihai and said, “Aren’t you going a bit too far by
doing this?”

“You just need to tell me if you agree or not.”Yan Sihai lit a cigar and
said indifferently.

Yan Ruoxue didn’t say anything for a moment.

One had to know that these people were old Mister Yan’s blood and
sweat, and they were even more loyal to the Yan family!

“It seems that you are unwilling.”Yan Sihai squinted his eyes.

He picked up his phone and said to Cao Shan on the screen, “Cao Shan,
I order you to kill Qin Yu immediately and destroy his spatial magic
artifact!”

“Yes!”Cao Shan shouted from the other end.

“Wait!”Yan Ruoxue couldn’t take it anymore.

She took a deep breath and turned around to look at the nine people
behind her.

“I’m sorry to make you suffer,”Yan Ruoxue said apologetically.



“If there’s a chance, I’ll definitely save you,”Yan Ruoxue’s voice
carried an unspeakable sense of guilt.

The nine people looked at each other, cupped their hands, and said,
“Miss, you don’t have to feel guilty. We know that this is not your

original intention.”

After saying this, the nine people stood in a row and bowed to Yan

Ruoxue in unison.

Yan Ruoxue’s heart felt like it was being cut by a knife. She couldn’t
even bear to look straight at it.

Yan Sihai sneered. He snapped his fingers, and a few people

immediately walked in from outside the door.

These people were from the Jingdu Martial Arts Association!

And the one leading them was Mr. Xia, whom he had met at the banquet

last time!

“Mr. Xia, please take them away,”Yan Sihai said with a faint smile.

Mr. Xia bowed slightly and said, “Yes, President Yan.”

After saying that, Mr. Xia looked at Yan Ruoxue and said with a faint
smile, “Miss Yan, I don’t think I have the chance to see Qin Yu standing
at the peak of Jingdu.”

After saying this, Mr. Xia took them and left the Yan family.

After they left, Yan Ruoxue looked at Yan sihai coldly and said, “Can
we let him go now?”



“Don’t worry. After they go in, I will naturally let Qin Yu go,”Yan
Sihai said with a faint smile.

Time passed by minute by minute. After about half an hour, Mr. Xia sent
a message.

“President Yan, the person has been arrested,”Mr. Xia said in the text
message.

Seeing this message, the corner of Yan Sihai’s mouth curled up into a
sneer.

“Can we release him now?”Yan Ruoxue said coldly.

Yan Sihai said with a faint smile, “Of course.”

Then, Yan Sihai shouted to the phone, “Cao Shan, cripple his Dantian
and throw him out.”

After saying this, Yan Sihai directly hung up the phone.

Yan Ruoxue’s face instantly turned pale!

Because of anger, her whole body trembled slightly!

“Yan Sihai, you! You’re Shameless!”Yan Ruoxue roared angrily.

Yan sihai sneered, “I’ve already spared his life. Why, aren’t you
satisfied?”

After saying that, Yan Sihai walked out of the study room with a big

laugh.



In the study, Yan Ruoxue stood there in a daze. Her eyes were filled
with pain and fear.

She never thought that Yan Sihai would do something so extreme!

“Qin Yu… grandfather…”drops of tears slid down Yan Ruoxue’s
cheeks.

She squatted on the ground and sobbed softly.

At this moment, Yan Ruoxue seemed to have thought of something.

She hurriedly took out her phone and sent a text message to Qin Yu.

“Qin Yu, don’t come to Jingdu. You Must Live Well.”

Even if her Dantian was crippled, as long as she could live, it was
enough for Yan Ruoxue.

…

On this side, Qin Yu lay on the ground in unbearable pain.

He wanted to get up many times, but Cao Shan stepped on his back.

“Qin Yu, Mr. Yan said that I should cripple your Dantian and throw you

out,”Cao Shan said with a faint smile.

Qin Yu stared at Cao Shan and said coldly, “You Dare!”

“Haha, then I’ll show you whether I dare or Not!”Cao Shan roared
angrily.



After saying that, his fist turned into a palm and fiercely slapped toward

Qin Yu!

“Ah!”

Qin Yu roared angrily, and his body burst out with astonishing strength!

He used all his fist and fiercely punched toward Cao Shan!

“Clang!”

Under this punch, Cao Shan’s palm seemed to have suffered a heavy

blow, and his wrist was aching!

“Oh? You can actually fight back?”Cao Shan narrowed his eyes.

He sneered and said, “This should be your last strength, right?”

Qin Yu was gasping for breath, and his face was extremely unsightly.

Just as Cao Shan had said, he had almost used up the last bit of energy in
his body.

“I absolutely can not fall here…”Qin Yu shouted crazily in his heart!

He still had too many things to do!

He had to save old Mister Yan, set foot in Jingdu, and marry Yan

Ruoxue!

If his Dantian was crippled, all of this would become a bubble!



“Stop struggling, I’ll end your pain right now.”Qi energy surged up
and down Cao Shan’s body, and a terrifying power erupted once again!

Boom

In the next second, this massive power poured towards Qin Yu!

At this critical moment, a figure blocked in front of Qin Yu!
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